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FEATURE OF OLD HOUSE THAT NEVER M'.)VED, WAS IN 4

CDUNTIES by Remy P. Scalf

(Reprinted from the Floyd County Times ,

January 14, 1954)
In an old house , near the mouth of Breedings Creek in Knott
County ,

live

the

five

Johnsons--three

brothers

--Patrick, John D. , Sidney, Elizabeth, and Allie.
Patrick ,

the oldest,

Johnson,

lawyer ,

landowner ,

is 83.

teacher ,

and

two

sisters

Four are unmarried .

Portraits of their ancestors--Simeon

and

scholar;

Fieldon

Johnson ,

lawyer ,

and Knott ' s first County Attorney; and Fielding ' s wife

Sarah (nee Iot son )--look down upon them from the house ' s interior
walls .
Visitors to the Johnson hane are shown the family ' s most prized
possessions and told sanething of their early history .
famil y ' s

heirloans are

their corded,

hand-turned

Among

the

fourposter beds

that were brought to the house by Sarah Johnson . 'Ihese came fran
her first home , the Mansion House , in Wise , Virginia , after the death
of her father ,

Jackie Iotson, Wise County ' s first sheriff.

(The

Mansion House was better knCMn as the Iotson Hotel, one of southwest
Virginia ' s famous hostelries . ) At least two of the beds she brought
with her have names : one is called the Apple Bed for
carved on the end of each post ;
acorns carved on its posts.
fran Virginia

an apple is

Another is the Acorn Bed for the

'Ihe bed ' s

coverlets

along with tableware and sane

were also brought
pitchers lacquered

in gold that came from her mother Lucinda ' s Matney family .
Visitors are also

shown the wedding pl ate , a large platter fran

which each Johnson bride or groan ate his or her first dinner .

and

the old Kentucky rifle which George Washington Johnson took on deer
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- "2- hunts, and sane of the old clothing worn by early Johnsons, including
Sarah ' s

·,

wedding dress ,

preserved for nearly three quarters of a

century, and Simeon Johnson ' s baby clothes .
Patrick Johnson strikes the fire in the ancient fireplace and
tells visitors of the praninent eastern Rentuckians who once visited
their hane . 'Ibis was when it was a noted stopping place on the road
between Whitesburg and McPherson (noo Hindman ) . Court officials of
mountain circuits stayed here as , in earlier years ,
War veterans passing through
that

the

Rev .

Simeon

did Revolutionary

the area seeking land.

It was here

Justice and his fellow ministers,

William

Salisbury and Electious Thanpspon, met and planned the founding of
the earliest Baptist churches in this part of the country.
According

to

historical

records ,

'Ihanas

and

Adelphia

Carter

Johnson and Thoma.s ' s brothers Patrick and William, were the family's
eastern Kentucky progenitors. They came frcm the Yadkin Valley of
North Carolina through Pound Gap sanetirne in the first decade of
the nineteenth century. On January 20 , 1806 Patrick took up fifty
acres on Rockhouse Fork. Seven years later he married Anna Martin
(nee 1794), the daughter of William and SUsannah Tudor Martin who
had settled on Right Beaver Creek about the same time .
may also have cane originally frcm North Carolina
in Virginia before moving to eastern Kentucky.

William Martin
though he lived

Patrick and Anna

later set up housekeeping on the Isaac Fork of Right Beaver.
Sanetirne before 1810 Thanas and Adelphia built the old Breedings
Creek house . At first

it was near

of a " steep gut" but the likelihood

the side of the hill in front
of sudden freshets

convinced

them to move the building 100 yards nearer the creek bank.

'Ibis
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- 'Jwas in Floyd County then, but the
it

creation of new counties has placed

successively in Perry , I.etcher , and Knott.
'Ihanas and Adelphia' s children were George Washington , William,

Artie , and Fanny, not a

large fami l y by pioneer standards .

Even

so, Adel phia ' s life must have been quite a busy one for she was the
only educated wanan in a large area .
school

teacher,

and was

often

She may have been the local

called to write letters for her

neighbors and area churches.
Neighbors were far apart in this early Floyd County section.
Other Carr Fork families (for Breedings Creek is a branch of Carr )
were Thanas and Jane Hamnonds Francis who came here

fran Virginia

in 1816 , Crockett and Susan Grigsby Ritchie who had arrived the year
before , and

John and Nancy Canbs.

Into these and other area families

the Johnson children married . George Washington married Sarah Francis ;
Artie married Nicholas &nith , son of Richard of Ary .

We don ' t know

who William and Fanny married .
'Ihanas Johnson died in 1828 and was buried nearby .

en October

1, 1834, forty seven year old Adelphia married sixty nine year old
Rev. Simeon Justice in Hazar:d.

He had been a friend of the Johnsons

for years , officiating at their marriages and often staying at the
Breedings Creek hane while he was riding the ministerial circuit ,
organizing ch..rrches. He is known to have helped organize the first
Baptist church in Perry County in 1809 ,

the Indian Bottan church

on the North Fork the fallowing year, and another

at the hane of

Stephen Caudill near the mouth of Sandlick on August 13, 1815.
Simeon and Adelphia lived together for twelve years , b.it it ' s
not known how m.ich of that time

was spent in the Breedings Creek

~
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-Vhouse . which , during that time , was the hane of George Washington
and Sarah. We know that Simeon

County,

and

Prestonsb.rrg,

lived

there

for

owned property in the present Floyd
a

time

since

Alexander

in support of Simeon's petition for a

lackey

of

Revolutionary

War pension, once testified that they had been neighbors for nine
or ten years .
Simeon ' s pension papers revealed much about his early life and
war service . He was born in Pittsylvania Ca.mty, Virginia on June
4,

17 65 .

His family

moved to Rutherford County,

North Carolina ,

but later moved to the ccmnuni ty of Ninety Six in South Carolina
where his mother died .

Simeon , his father John , and a brother , also

John, enlisted at Fort Rutledge in 1777 .

His brother who may have

been slightly older, was appointed fifer and Simeon, then only twelve ,
became

the canpany ' s

drurmter.

Capt. Benjamin Tutt gave the three

enlistees a small amount of ba.mty money .
Simeon served most of his three year enlistment at Fort Rutledge ,
but in Febr..1ary 1780 he was sent to Augusta , Georgia .
was back at Fort Rutledge.

His term of

In May he

enlistment ended in June

of that year but "times were very squally and it was thru.ght imprudent
to discharge the men at the fort."
Fort

Rutledge

was

captured

by

Squally they were , indeed, for

the British and Simeon was made

prisoner, not to be parolled till July.
After his discharge he lived in South Carolina till 1795 when
he moved to Tennessee and lived there for four years.

'!hen he moved

to Buncanbe Co.mty , North Carolina, and in 1807 came to Floyd County.
After his death on January 16 , 1846 , Adelphia went to live with George
and Sarah in their Breedings Creek hane .

In 1853 she requested of
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Letcher County judge Green Adams a pension for being the widow of
a Revolutionary War soldier.

She died and was buried on Irishman

Creek.
Another family heirlocm ,

but now in the possession of Jethro

Amburgey of Hindman, was a chair Simeon made that was used by his
descendants as a

"courting chair . " It testifies to its maker and

original

weight ,

owner ' s

sane

400

pounds ,

for

it

co..1ld

easily

accarmcdate two ordinary-sized persons at the same time .
George and sarah Johnson had eight children:
Babe),

George, Leslie,

Simeon,

( named for her grandmother) .

Sarah, Susan,

Fieldon (called

'Ih.anas, and Adelphia

Susan married George Eversole ; Thanas

married Lucy Eversole ; and Adelphia married Washington Canbs.
The old Breedings Creek house continued to be a stopping place
for

travelers

McPherson ,

between

the

county

and Prestonsburg.

towns

of

Whitesburg ,

Hazard,

Patrick Johnson tells us that when

he was a child he heard his father call to many

a traveler "Light

and stay" or "Light and tell us the news ."

Fieldon Johnson was a

lawyer whose practice was mainly in the

Whiteburg court until the formation of Knott Co..1nty.
he took cases in Wise, Virginia.
wife ,

But sanetimes

On one such occasion he met his

Sarah Ix>tson.

Knott

was organized in 1884 fran parts of Floyd , Perry ,

Letcher,

and Breathitt Counties. Fieldon and Whitesburg attorney Tan Fitzpatrick were strong supporters of the new county and assisted the
Letcher representative,
enabling l egislation.

Robert

Bates ,

in securing passage of the
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McPherson , the local post office, and the corrmunity, aptly called
the Forks of the Troublesane, became Hindman when that place was
named the new county's seat.

It was then sparsely poµilated .

F.P.

"Cllick" Allen ran the local store and near him lived Lewis Hays.
Wagon roads connected the town with neighboring county seats . Fieldon
Johnson , on hand for the county ' s organization, described
as pretty wild.

Heavy drinking, dancing in the roadways, and the

shooting of fireanns led to several altercations .
were

settled

by

the event

fisticuffs ,

and

the

noise

Personal affronts

was

such

that

the

ccmnissioners were forced to move to Lewis Hays' hane to complete
their work .
At

the

Hays

hane

arguments were frequent and often bitter.

Bolling Hall f ran Beaver was appointed to lay off the county into
magisterial districts. B..1t he ref used to serve since he was being
deprived of his off ice as Floyd County assessor .

Finally, the

wrangling ended and Knott County was duly organized.
According to the I.ouisville Corrmercial of July 8, 1885 ,

"The

close of the f estivi ties at what became the town of Hindman was a
fitting climax. The local magistrate lay on his back in the sand
in the bottom of the dry creek, and was singing with all his might
until he became too drousy longer to make exertion. (sic)

Many others

lay on the grass. "
Fieldon

became Knott ' s first CO'..Inty attorney

was named its first court clerk .
Breedings Creek,

and when his

Fieldon continued to live on

father died in 1904 ,

occupied the old house built by his grandparents.
Sarah who

preserved

for

and Lewis Hays

he formally

It was his wife

the present generation the hane' s

many

/.;,.-
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-7antiq1..1es. After Fieldon' s death she lived with her memories of her
farnilies--the

Matneys ,

Iotsons ,

and

Johnsons .

One

son,

Simeon ,

married Sarah Francis and they are the parents of Will ard "Sprout"
Johnson, once a member of the Carr Creek Indians and now that team ' s

coach.
Almost exactly opposite the mouth of Breedings Creek is the four
mile long valley of Defeated Creek.

According to Patrick Johnson ,

it was named back in pioneer days in this fashion .

There was an

encamµnent of whites on Troublesane Creek one winter and Willie Carr
( sanetimes called Old Man Carr) and another man strayed on a hunting
trip to that valley and built there a rude shelter.

'Ihat night

Indians attacked their camp and Carr and his companion, a l ong with
their dogs , fled across the ice.
and fell into the creek.
killed and scal ped.

Carr tripped over one of the dogs

Indians were quickly up:m him and he was

Thus was named Defeated Creek.

It ' s but a legend

but it may be true . It certainly reflects the collective memory of
the five surviving members of the Johnson

family which

go back

to the earliest settlement of that part of the coantry . at least
a

century and a
[Fditor ' s note:

half ago , and to them it ' s a priceless memory .
Even the house is a memory for the lower end

of Breedings Creek is now in the 710 acre Carr Fork Lake that was
canpleted in 1976 . ]
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SERVED HERE AS CXXJRTHOOSE IS RAZED
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by Henry P.

Scalf

(Reprinted fran the Floyd County Times , June 3 , 1954

CXl the morning of April 16, 1808

William James Mayo stocx:1. by

his hane at the corner of Ford Street and First Avenue
burg and ,

in Prestons-

looking toward the site of the present (1954) municipal

building, saw the log courthouse go up in flames.
Mayo , who who been a deputy county clerk in his native Patrick
County, Virginia, and would later becane the county clerk of Etlgar
County,
Floyd

Illinois, was, at the time of the fire, clerk of both the
county and circuit courts.

All the early Floyd records went

up in flames save a single order book that Mayo probably had at hane .
Mayo most likely built his Prestonsburg hane soon after he arrived
in town with his wife, Elizabeth Hancock Mayo, and at least five
of

their children.

According to family tradition,

Virginia in 1799, Mayo accepted the invitation

while still in

of Alexander Lackey

of Floyd Co. to serve as the new county's first clerk.

After the

fire the new Mayo hane served as temporary quarters of the county
government.

The first meeting of the Circuit Court was held here

on April 18, 1808 and present were the Hon. John Graham and Alexander
Lackey, associate judges.
Little was accanplished at this first meeting.
sworn in as a practicing attorney .
Abraham Beavers ,
sanetime

The Grand Jury, under its foreman

"retired to consult on the presentments and after

returned into (sic) court and,

were discharged ."

03.vid Brown was

having made no presentments ,

~- 5- !9~~1
- -z__

'Ille old order book describing the official events occurring in
the Mayo hane, is , as stated in its fly leaf,
begun April 1808 and ending in October 1818."
entry giving the date of the court house fire .

"a record of orders-It includes a lone

en April 19 the court

met in the Mayo hane again and appointed Harry Stratton, Cornelius
MC'Guire , D3.vid Morgan , John Spurlock, and Robert Meade

carmissioners

under "the act for the relief of persons who may have been or may
be injured by the destruction of the records of any court . "

'Ihe

carmissioners were asked to advertise their duties for ten days and
then to meet at the Mayo hane and "proceed to reinstate the records
and papers of this court with those of the late Quarterly

Superior

court that were in the office of the clerk of this court and were
destroyed by fire on the roc>ming of the Sixteenth Instant. "
By tooay ' s standards the old Mayo hane was pretty rugged.

like the new county it lasted for a century and a half.
were hewn and laid in a saddle notch .

But

Giant poplars

Rocks were handdressed and

the house had a chimney. At the time of the fire it probably had
only two roans .

Additions were made in the succeeding decades and

it was eventually weatherl:x:>arded probably by one of the Ford or Mayo
families that owned it after the Mayos roc,ved o.it.
In 1804 Mayo is known to have bought a farm, now called the Mayo
Farm, on the present ( 1954) highway south of town .

But since the

court was using his town house , it was roc>st likely that he had not
yet built a hane on his new property.
sane time before he left for Illinois

But he is known to have roc,ved
( in 1825 ) •

succeeded him as Floyd clerk fran 1825 to 1835.
still live on the farm .

His son

Jacob

Sane Mayo descendants

G-?-rif2/
Until recently

;_ '3 -

Mayo's PrestonsbJrg hane, one of the town's oldest

structures, was owned and occupied by Lee P. May and the family of
his son Martin lee.
way for a new

But it is nCM (1954) being dismantled to make

hane to be built by Russell W. Pelphrey of Prestons-

bxg.
Sharing in age and history with the Mayo hane is a nearby

house

owned by the Johns Family that served as the courtroan for the local
magistrate Solomon DeRossett.

l-.
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THAT

SERVED HERE "AS CXXJRTHOUSE

IS RAZED

by Henry P .

Scalf

(Reprinted frem the Floyd County Times , June 3, 1954

On the morning of April 1 6 ,

1808

William James Mayo stood by

his heme at the corner of Ford Street and First Avenue
burg and ,

in Prestons-

looking toward the site of the present ( 1954 ) municipal

building , saw the log courthouse go up in flames.
Mayo , who who been a deputy county clerk in his native Patrick
County, Virginia , and would later becane the county clerk of F.dgar
County, Illinois , was, at the time of the fire, clerk of both the
Floyd

county and circuit courts .

All the early Floyd records went

up in flames save a single order book that Mayo probably had at hane .
Mayo most likely built his Prestonsburg heme soon after he arrived
in town with his wife , Elizabeth Hancock Mayo , and at least five
of their children.

According to family tradition , while still in

Virginia in 1799 , Mayo accepted the invitation

of Alexander lackey

of Floyd Co. to serve as the new county ' s first clerk.

After the

fire the new Mayo heme served as temporary quarters of the county
government. The first meeting of the Circuit Court was held here
on April 18 , 1808 and present were the Hon. John Graham and Alexander
lackey, associate judges .
Little was accanplished at this first meeting .
sworn in as a practicing attorney .
Abraham Beavers ,
sanetime

'!he Grand Jury, under its foreman

"retired to consult on the presentments and after

returned into (sic) court and ,

were discharged. "

David Brown was

having made no presentments ,

C-r-19 s-~
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The old order book describing the official events occurring in
the Mayo hane , is , as stated in its fly leaf ,
begun April 1808 and ending in October 1818 ."
entry giving the date of the court house fire .

"a record of orders-It includes a lone

en April 19 the court

met in the Mayo hane again and appointed Harry Stratton, Cornelius
McGuire , 03.vid Morgan, John Spurlock , and Robert Meade

ccmnissioners

under "the act for the relief of persons who may have been or may
be injured by the destruction of the records of any court. "

The

ccmnissioners were asked to advertise their duties for ten days and
then to meet at the Mayo hane and "proceed to reinstate the records
and papers of this court with those of the late Quarterly

Superior

court that were in the office of the clerk of this court and were
destroyed by fire on the morning of the Sixteenth Instant."
By today's standards the old Mayo hane was pretty rugged.

like the new county it lasted for a century and a half .
were hewn and laid in a saddle notch.

But

Giant poplars

Rocks were handdressed and

the house had a chimney. At the time of the fire it probably had
only two rcx:::ms. Additions were made in the succeeding decades and
it was eventually weatherboarded probably by one of the Ford or Mayo
families that owned it after the Mayos moved o..1t.
In 1804 Mayo is known to have bought a fann , now called the Mayo
Fann, on the present (1954) highway south of town .

But since the

court was using his town house, it was most likely that he had not
yet built a hane on his new property.
sane time before he left for Illinois

But he is known to have moved
( in 1825 ) .

succeeded him as Floyd clerk fran 1825 to 1835.
still live on the fann .

His son

Jacob

Sane Mayo descendants

.
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~1Until recently Mayo's PrestonsbJrg hane, one of the town ' s oldest
structures, was owned and occupied by Lee P . May and the family of
his son Martin Lee.
way for a new

Bat it is now (1954 ) being dismantled to make

hane to be built by Russell W. Pelphrey of Prestons-

b.rrg.
Sharing in age and history with the Mayo hane is a nearby

house

owned by the Johns Family that served as the courtroan for the local
magistrate Solomon DeRossett.
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OLD Ha.IB OF BEI'SY LAYNE STANDS, I.ONG UNTENANTED

by Herny P . Scalf

(Reprinted frcm the Floyd County Times, June 10, 1954)

Residents of Betsy Iayne vaguely recall that their post office,
established sane fifty years ago, was named for an old lady.
none remember that she was Elizabeth Johns Iayne,

nor that she and

her husband, Tandy Middleton Iayne, had acquired a
the site of the present Justell post office

But

large farm at

(on the west side of

the Big Sandy River) . And they don ' t know that sometime after the
Iaynes married on April 21, 1831,

they built a log hoose that, by

1954, was still standing on their farm.
Tandy and Elizabeth were the children of pioneers.
the son of James Stratton and Caty ( Hager) Iayne.

Elizabeth (called

Betsy) was a daughter of Themas and Nancy (Iayne) Johns.
James Shannon were first cousins.

Tandy was

Nancy and

The elder Iaynes and Johns had

come to Floyd County f rem Amherst County,

Virginia a decade before

Tandy and Betsy's birth. Nancy rode horseback to Kentucky with a
two year old child lying in her arms.
Tandy and Betsy's 776 acre farm on the Iayne family
large canpared to tcx:lay' s Floyd County farmsteads.
is now ( 1954) but 640 acres,

estate was

The Iayne farm

owned by Claibourne Bailey.

In its

125 year history, this farm had only two voluntary title transfers,
a possible record for the fewest such property transfers in Floyd
County. The first was in 1918 when a railroad right-of-way was secured
to the new Pike-Floyd Coal Company mine,

and the second was when

Bailey sold sane land on the Betsy Iayne Branch.

..
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Tandy and Betsy's children were Emna, who married John Powell ;
Mary, who married Harvey Childress ;

Thanas , who married Ann Wedding-

ton ; and Jane , who married Anthony Hatcher .
The two sto:r.y Layne hane ,

long

unoccupied ,

planed poplar lumber of the finest quality .

was made of hand-

A small cramped stairway

goes up f ran the front room to two large upstairs rans.
kitchen and dining room , nCM falling down, were built

A leanto

by Tandy on

the west side. Large chimneys of crude hand- carv..ed native stone stand
at each end of the house .

Tandy ' s nearby slave house is long gone.

James Shannon Layne operated a store across the river fran his
son's hane , near the present (1954 ) residence of James H. Loar , a
Layne descendant.
In

1841 three of Tandy ' s brothers--William Henry, Sam George ,

and John Lewis--died of typhoid.

the grass near Loar ' s garden. Mr .

Sam and John ' s tanbstones lay on

Loar recalls the old sto:r.y

of

h<:M a family difference prevented the erection of the stones after

they were bought. Tandy and Betsy and Tandy ' s parents are buried
on the hill overlooking the corrmunity frcm the railroad side.
Betsy survived Tandy ' s death by many years ,
vaguely remembered by tooay ' s oldtirners .

long enough to be

For most of that time she

lived alone . Their fann was bought by Dr. S.M. Ferguson in 1876 and
tenants , (including Richard P. Robinson ) lived in the old house until
recently .
Dr. Ferguson, who lived near the Pike County line (at the present

Boldman), died in 1904. His heirs sold the Layne fann

to the Big

Mud Coal Canpany <:Mned by John C. C. Mayo , Walter S. Harkins , and
others. Shortly thereafter , the Betsy Layne rail station was estab-

' I
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-Jlished. 'Ihe coal canpany was soon sol d to the Olive Hill Brick Company
who planned to ship the local coal to its Carter County plant .
'Ihe local post office was opened on the east side of the river
on May 1 , 1908 and named for the old lady

local people remembered

fran years before. But since October 1922 the

office at the site

of the old Layne farm on the west side of the river has been
Justell , a name coined fran Justice and Elliott , the operators of
a nearby mine . An earlier post office serving the present Betsy Layne
post office site was I.aynesvil le, named for James Shannon.
'Ihe local railway stat ion remains Betsy Layne and the ol d Layne
house still stands , recalling that once there lived an old l ady whan
everyone call ed Betsy Layne.
[Editor ' s not e : the Layne house no longer stands , having collapsed
several years after this column was published.]
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OLD Ha.IB OF BETSY LAYNE srANDS, IDNG UNTENANTED

by Henry P. Scalf

(Reprinted fran the Floyd County Times, June 10 , 1954)

Residents of Betsy Layne vaguely recall that their post office ,
established sane fifty years ago, was named for an old lady.
none remember that she was Elizabeth Johns Layne,
her husband,

Tandy Middleton Layne ,

the Big Sandy River) . And they don ' t
I.aynes married on April 21, 1831,

nor that she and

had acquired a

the site of the present Justell post office

But

large farm at

(on the west side of

know that sanetime after the

they built a log house that, by

1954, was still standing on their farm.
Tandy and Elizabeth were the children of pioneers.
the son of James Stratton and Caty (Hager) Layne.

Elizabeth ( called

Betsy) was a daughter of Thanas and Nancy (Layne) Johns .
James Shannon were first a:>usins .

Nancy and

'Ihe elder Iaynes and Johns had

cane to Floyd County f ran Amherst County,
Tandy and Betsy ' s

Tandy was

Virginia a decade before

birth. Nancy re.de horseback to Kentucky with a

two year old child lying in her arms .
Tandy and Betsy ' s 776 acre fa:rm on the Layne family
large canpared to today ' s Floyd County farmsteads .
is now ( 1954) but 640 acres ,

estate was

The Layne farm

owned by Claibourne Bailey.

In its

125 year history , this f a:rm had only two voluntary title transfers ,
a possible record for the fewest such property transfers in Floyd
County. '!he first was in 1918 when a railroad right-of-way was secured
to the new Pike-Floyd Coal Canpany mine,

and the second was when

Bailey sold sane land on the Betsy Layne Branch .
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Tandy and Betsy ' s children were Emna , who married John Powell ;
Mary, who married Harvey Oiildress ;

'lhanas , who married Arm Wedding-

ton; and Jane , who married Anthony Hatcher.
'!he two story Iayne hane ,

long

unoccupied ,

planed poplar lumber of the finest quality.

was made of hand-

A small cramped stairway

goes up fran the front roan to two large upstairs rans.
kitchen and dining roan , nCM falling down, were built

A leanto

by Tandy on

the west side. large chimneys of crude hand-carv ed native stone stand
at each end of the house .

Tandy ' s nearby slave ho.1se is long gone.

James Shannon Iayne operated a store across the river f ran his
son's hane , near the present (1954 ) residence of James H. IDar, a
Iayne descendant .
In

1841 three of Tandy ' s brothers--William Henry, Sam George,

and John Lewis--died of typhoid.

Sam and John ' s

tanbstones lay on

the grass near IDar' s garden. Mr. IDar recalls the old story

of

hCM a family difference prevented the erection of the stones after
they were bought. Tandy and Betsy and Tandy ' s parents are buried
on the hill overlooking the carmunity fran the railroad side.
Betsy survived Tandy ' s death by many years ,
vaguely remembered by today ' s oldtimers.

long enough to be

For most of that time she

lived alone . Their fann was bought by Dr. S.M. Ferguson in 1876 and
tenants, (including Richard P. Robinson ) lived in the old ho~se until
recently.
Dr. Ferguson, who lived near the Pike County line (at the present

Boldman), died in 1904. His heirs sold the Iayne fann

to the Big

Mud Coal Canpany c:Mned by John C.C. Mayo , Wal ter S. Harkins , and
others. Shortly thereafter , the Betsy Iayne rail station was estab-

ftJ-16 -/'I~/
-3lished. '!he coal canpany was soon sold to the Olive Hill Brick Canpany
who planned to ship the local coal to its Carter County plant.
The local post office was opened on the east side of the river
on May 1 , 1908 and named for the old lady

local people remembered

from years before. But since <x:tober 1922 the
of

office at the site

the old Layne farm on the west side of the river has been

Justen, a name coined f ran Justice and Elliott , the operators of
a nearby mine. An earlier post office serving the present Betsy Layne
post office site was I.aynesville, named for James Shannon.
The local railway station remains Betsy Layne and the old Layne
house still stands, recalling that once there lived an old lady whom
everyone called Betsy Layne.
[Editor's note: the Layne house no longer stands , having collapsed
several years after this column was published.]
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- - -- ;' a
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The early Damron family In Vir- There are many descendants in this
ginia came from SuHolk, England. county and adjoining counties towhere churches rc::ordccl the mar- clay.
riagcs and 'birlhs of au m c r o us
:-i1oscs, Captain John. Lazarus
members of thi:, lar; c land-holdinb ond Richard, likely descendants of 1 ,
family. The name ii; of French Moses of Albcrmarie ccunty, were
origin and it Is thoui::ht that the in Ri.:ssell county, Virginia, at the
familr resided ongmally among the beginning of the county. This counFrench or Belgium. 'The name is ty was taken from Washington
spelled Dnmeron, Damron, Da mrell, 1cct:nty. Records state that Moses
Damarell, the first two being the John and Laiarus. were in Washspelling used most often in Ameri- J ln;ton county, Virginia around 1780
ca.
and 1786 where Moses and Lazarus
We first hear of et1ptain John 1were noted Indian fighters
and
Dameron in 11H9, and in 1640. he spies employed by the government
w,1s probably master of lnc ship in this capacity. Lazarus' cornpanDuty, which brought the Birdwell ion in this undertaking was James
prison convicts to Virginia. The FTalcy, who settled in Lawrence
first Demcrons or Damrons to set- county, Ke ntucky.
Lazarus also
tic in this country, according to fought at King's Mountain during
early r ecords. were Lawre:iee and the Revolution. Captain John was
his wife, Dorothy, who settled in the Battle of Brandywine, G2raround 1652 ln Northumberland mantown and Valley Forge and beland county, Vir:;inia, overlooking came adjutant of the 72nd Vlrthe Chesapeake Bay, In Wicomaco ginia Regiment of Militia, 2nd BatParish, which he
founded and talion, oi' Ri.1.5Sell county.
and where he owned 2,000 acres,
The first deed w1·itten in Russell
granted by the cro•..-n. Old Wi::o- county was from James Osborne to
maco Parish church Is still :.tand- Moses Dam ron i n 1786, for land
ing and also the Damron burying on the Clinch river, which in 1791
ground is prescn•cd. but in bad was deeded to Captain J ohn. Moses
condition. His children were Bar- and wife Sarah sold their land and
tholomew, George, Thomas, possibly went to Fleming county, Kentucky,
Samuel, and :qorothy. The male in 1798 according to Russell coundcscendants of George, son of Law- Ly records.
Lazarus and wife, Nancy sold
renee. the immigrant. kept the original land until 1819. 'I11e D.1mrons land on Lewis Creek and came to
have setLled in most all southern Floyd county, in 1805. and Richard
and western sLatc:..
probably came with him where he
Lazarm,. son of Geor-;e a11d -;rand- owned land on Shelby Creek m
son of Lawrence the imm igrant, 1808. Captain John sold his Russell
was the first one to leave North- counLv land hl 18C5 and moved to .
mnbcrl:rnd county. Vi rgima.
He Tc:mcssce and then lo Franklin
settled in Albcrmarlc count.y, Vir- county, Illinois, in the capacity of
ginia. His wife
was
Elizabeth a traveling Methodist Minister. His
Smith Damron and his children gi-ave ls marked by the uniform
were John, Geor.ge, Richard, Moses, Revolutionary marker In Drake
Winifred, Judith and Hannah. cemetc1y ln Franklin County.
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Lieut. Thornsbury, Prisoner-of~ War,
Composed Ballad on Lookout .[Vf t.
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Lieutenant James M. Thornsbury way when James went into the \
<''
0838-1890). Union soldier and pris- service. It was bom a few months \
oner of the Confederacy for several after he was gone. He never saw
I
months. had many bitter memories this son. for the child died while
t
of his captivity, so many in fact James was in the 39th Kentucky
that after he escaped and rejoined Mounted Infantry.
his fellows. he sat. down on the top
Thornsbury's ballad gives us no .
of Lookout Mountain near Chat- light on his service prior to his 1
tanooga and wrote a poem to ex- capture by the Confederates. Per- ~
press his travail. The old ballad, haps. everything in his war record r
written 90 years ago. is in the pos- faded, in his mind, into insignifisession of James Thornsbury, of cance before the indignities he sufcow Creek, who is a grandson. fered in a Confederate prisoner of
Other bits of the family history are war camp. He wrote the ballad in
contributed by Mrs. Betty Michael, late December 1864, while on his
of Pikeville, only surviving daugh- way back to Kentucky. Since he inter of the Union soldier. Mrs. forms us, in his metered moan, that
.'
;·' 1: ....- • . ··,
.-.~.
Michael attained, the day before he was captured. Jan. 9, 1864, he
Li.
James
M
.
Thornsbury
Christmas, to the age of four score was a captive approximately 11
(1838-1890)
years.
months. The ballad of nine stanzas,
39th l{y. Inf. USA
Not all the memories of James entitled "Trials of a Union Soldier",
.
M. Thornsbury were of cruel treat- follows. The old manuscript, has
ment in a Confederate prison. He written under the title : "This was The prisoners had to leave and go
11
happily recalled his youth on the composed by Lieut. James M. to Charles Town.
Levisa Fork of Big Sandy near Cai-ct Thornsbury on the Lookout MounAnd when we were there near !
Creek. His parents, John ("Uncle tain, Chattanooga, Tenn., 10th day
the ocean shore,
·;
Jackie") and Elizabeth · Thorns- of Dec. 1864."
The sound of Foster's canrion soon
bury, lived in a two-room Jog cabin
•
On the ninth of January, eigh- I began to roar.
there. All around, abounded game.
The shells did fly, the town pegan
The land was heavily forested, teen hundred and sixty four
·b roken only by a few settler cabins I was taken by the Rebels on. Big to burn;
It was very funny to see the Rebels
of which the Thornsbury's was one. Sandy's shore.
I
There was the time, he would re- My sword and pistol, they quickly run.
away,
.
.
\
call, when his mot11er was down Itook
stood in the snow and not a word
And it was not long until we were
near the river washing- under a could say.
carried down
giant sycamore. Her utensils for
To Columbia, South Carolina, the
the work were pr_imitive, put w~re
My pocketbook and money, I course is not known.
in com1:1on use m_ .a land llvmg quickly threw down
The camp was very bad, what time
under pioneer conditions. She had . And made them believe that I I remained,
a wash trough . made from a large surely had none.
With not a house nor shelter to·!
hollow pop:ar log, the depth of They marched me to Wytheville keep us from the rain.
I
the depression greater at one end. and there I took a car·
So one day I concluded I would''
Clothes were "battled" in this From there I went to Richmond a
,1
no longer stay,
'
trough-like wooden tub, standing 1 prisoner of war.
With boldness and courage I quick- 1',
on legs. She used a "battling stick",!
And there I remained until ly marched away.
an oar-like wooden tool, about an
months rolled around;
The Southern Confederacy I left it
inch thick and three feet long.
While his mother was engaged in During all this time my feet were behind
And, started up the river a better
this weekly chore, James stood never on the ground.
\
nearby, listened to .the bay of deer In Libby prison I was kept until land to find.
hounds. The sound came nearer, the seventh day of May
And when I arrived at Knoxville, )
there was a·sudden splash as a deer, But quickly we got orders and then Tennessee,
'j
chased by many dogs, plunged into we marched away.
I was treated like a brother and set -,
the river and began to swim across.
we were tra nsported southward at liberty.
It came out on Mrs. :hornsbury's down to Macon town.
·
' And now I have met my friends in i
side, near the wash site. It. could In the state of old Geor"'ia a communion
scarcely walk, staggered as it at- thousand miles from home· " '
Where the stars and stripes are
tempte_d t~ run. Betty Th?rnsbury My troubles there were gre~t with waving for the Union.
ki.lled it w:~h a stroke of tn~ "bat- not v~·y much to eat,
'
tlmg stick.. It was, some ~aid, the In the sun we were kept and nearly
The "better land" Lieutenant
last deer killed on the Lev1sa Fork. died from heat.
Thornsbury wanted to find was the
When the Civil War broke upon
Levisa Fork of Big Sandy in Pike
unhappy Eastern Kentucky, James
The fall of Atlanta was the cause county. In all. 10 children \\·ere born
was 22 years of age. In 1860 he had of General Hood
to James and Mary, of whom only
married Mary Stump (1843-1917), To begin his retreat and that was Mrs. Betty Michael survives. The
a daughter of George and Betty · very good
ballad-writing Union soldier died· ,
Am~ Williams. Stum~, Le visa Fork A~d when tl~e news came, it did in 1890 at Pikeville. He was 62 l
natives. The first ch1lrl was on the quickly sound, . _____ ,
yea_rs of age.
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One
son.
Ln1t<•hi<'
Qullmnn
1'homsbury, w .1s e<111cal<'d nL Lm1i1,j,·illr for tllC pro(,•ssion uf mc<.licinc,
,in tile same class with Dr. \Valk
Stumbo, of this county. Dr Thornsbmy mnnicd Pearl Scott, daughter
of Martin nnd Jane Blankenship
Scott, of Johns Creek. They had one
son.
Pearl Scott Thornsbury died in
1911. is buried nt Gulnnre, Pike
county. Dr. Thornsbury went back
to his nati,·c Lcvisa Fork, begun
to practice' medicine in that section.
He was shot and killed in 1015 in an
affrn.v. growing out of an election
diff1cult.~•. it was said.
Dr. Thornsbury and his father.
LleuL. James M. Thomsbury, are
buried on the Lcvisa Fork of the
Big Sandy near Card Creek.
<The spelling of the family name
used here is that used today by
most of the descendants of Lieut.
James 1\1. ·Thornbury. Some, however, spell it 'Thonsberry, and Civil
War records use this variation).
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David Musi~k Tr3.g~a.y .Retdftt·';;t;;;;i<). / ,.
As M3.rker Unveil~d at Grave
Icndc1's sent occnslonnl i·eports, or they found n young mare, nncl nrI11dln11s fltroclUcs lo the· ·Governor ter securing her, they placed the
at Richmond, with urgent requests meat on her and hnd young Abrnfor nld for the outnumbered and ham, the eldest son, mount her. This
ha.mssed settlers. Among these rec- boy, Abrnham, had red hair. and t he
Two h1111Clnid years ano Lll l1: ln11d orcls nrc the following Items briefly India ns were fond of him nnd treated him very fine. Not so however
of pence rend happiness on the henct- staLed:
March 27, 1786, two families In with Electlous, the youngest son,
watcrs of Clinch River wns the
hu11ting-,D·ou1ul of scvernl tribes of New Garden killed or captured; who refused to eat the raw mea.t
fPrnc·iott.~ Indians. 11. w:1.<: orli,.;i11nl- Aug. 12. 1786, Capt. Moore and alo1~g the WRY, and cried n j?ret\t
ly ncu trn I gro1111cl among Lhe tribes. family murd ered on Bluestone; den!. As n p11nlshmcn t,, they rubhr.rl
H never hcc;omc the Cixcd home of Mnrr.h 17, \ 787; three pernon killed his fnce ngainst an onk tree, cut- ,,
of 1.l H' """ lll('II, hu t fllllllmll.v It Wl\f; i11 Castlewood by Chcrokres: Mny ttn11 the fir.sh r!Niply. He carrif'cl
vii;it.cd hy roving . hands or s1w11J,:e l!l, 1'187, reported J oh11 Engllsh'i; the scnrs wlt.h him to his r:rnvc.
In
"The cournc the Incll:ms n11d l.hC'lr
h1111tcr:;, who freq11cnt.ly brnught, family killed at Cnst,lewood
Lhrir f: 1111llics int.o this ht111l.rrs' March last (See next item ,~bove); capLivcs followed led over Bi,~ A
p:irnclis,: for long camping I.rips d11r- M1iy 15, 1783, three boys carried Mountain into Lhc present r.cmnty
i11 ~ t.\Jc l111ali11g seni-on. The fierce off in Rye Cove; June 24, 1788, of Buchnnan, down n rld,e which
Shawnee and other Nori.he, 11 Lrlhcs Elimt>s (Ela.ms?). 3 Breedings of bc11rs the n nmc or I11clhrn 11idgc 111
n nd t hr ca prlcious Cherok(•r:; :111li New G:i rden went "ginsanquelng" memory of this event. l'ullowi11p.
1lla11y S:rnl.hrrn tribes oft;(•n 111el nnc! were killed 011 Dlack Mountnln; I ndian Creek, which also tnkc~ it.•
each ol.hcr on l.he.~c hunUnq Lom~ ():-t. 20. 178!l, Wiley fflmily reported nnme for this event. l hry then
on Clinch nivcr, 1m111rti111P:, in killecl or captured; .July 4, 17!l:J, came lo nw,sell Fork River. clc;wn
friendly rivn lry, hut nt ot.hcr limes reportC'c\ Mrs. Wil-:?Y escaped from which they went throu gh the Snncl
thei r 111ccl.i11g enc\ed in bloody hiit- the Ind Inns; Sept. 3. 1790, reported Lick sactlon of Dickenson l:Cll! 11(.y
G or 8 persons killed on Cllnch; Oct. to the Junction or Rllssell Fork
llcs.
P r i,)r l.n the cominn or I.he white 28, 1701, Secretary of Wnr Knox ntver with n111,:dl Pra:rr CrnC'k,
men iuto Southwest Vir.-:inin, a informs the Governor that Pres!- where the present town of Hnysi is
rn t:1cr pca: crul tribe P[ I11di:1.ns WMhlngton was giving orders for now located.
"Ni?ht com!ng 'ln they d3r.iclci to
'calletl Xulirnas occ:1picd 111o~t of the protection of Russell county.
Dec. 2, 1791, Cnpt. And rew lewis camp t11cre. Crossln1r a knoll ;1 few
this sccl.iou. The more w~r!ik!! Cherokee:; :rntl Sha wne;)s coveted their flppointecl lo protect frontier; - - yards above where Russell T'r:,,Ler
beautiful hc:ncland an<I clro,·c tllc:n 1791, guards required in Baptist enters Russell Fork, they forcl<:cl t!1e
Valley, R.ichlands and New Garden river to what \\'OS :it thnt, I.inc E
oul.
110 men);
small island. /\11 Indian brnvc. who
Whil.c adventurers uc:-(an t,o f'XA
..,
~2 C 1. L , . p i·t- could speak n litt\!) English, i;aid as
24
17
0 1.1,.
,
., • ap ,. ew1s 1e o
LI
.
..
·t
plore S011t.l1wcst Virginin rihou'L two
cross111g ; W111 ' ;} man no
hundred yc:m, ago.
Ur. Thonuli; ed ti rn t 4 pe1.soni; w·e.1 e killed . ancl . 1ey were
h r "
111
.
Wnlkcr an1 his compnnions it1 1719- 12 to l4 taken prisoners by the In- co" ~ e e..
~,1ttle cl1d the:; know ,about then
1750 rr me we.~twar<.l from Alhcnmr- clians In New Garden; April 15, 1791.
1
lcs couul,,v. Vir1:lnin, and passed nCfidavit of Ellz~beth Livington·s per;!, for r~ose upon t, e!n wa.~ a
thro11gll Southwest Virginia nm! out captivity among the Indi nns: April po:-.-;e or1 wh ite settlers, who n 11. I.Jc
1
into K entucky at Cumberll\nc\ Gap. 29, 1794, reported that Capt. Bench, 1Inter ~ the night. Si(;h t_in.~ lh':)\r
halfbreed
savage,
had
been
killed,
c~mpftre, moved Into lrnlmg bcThe next year Christopher Gii;t explore~! E:1st.ern Kentucky. n11d then nnd his scnlp sent lo the Oov·e rnor hind the kn~ll and anxiously (~\1•alted U1e commg of dawn to at.tnrk
came eastward through Foan<I Gflp "n.<; proof that he is 110 more."
nncl rele~.se Mrs. Music!: and her
into Vir!!inin. Another twenty ycRrS
The above items have been tnken children. All of the Indians unelapsed before the while srttlcrs from the
Calendar of Virg!i~la doubtedly would have been killed
swarmrrl i11 to l,he Cli11d1 territory. State Papers. Mnn y other nLro:-1t1es had the orders of the C:wtain of the
, When whiLe people first, came to have bee~1 omitted from the hst.
posse beon obeyed. One of the p osse .
· this co1111Lry. the Indians were comI nm mdebted lo my long- time became so excited that he fired bc-1
parntively friendly. Severn! treaties fri.end, Rev. O r~ver C. ~usick.r for fore the orchr to fire wns given.
with the Indians hnct securer! a this exciting sto1y of David Mu.,lck.
"When M,·.,. Ivksick benrct the firhazy Lille to the land in Sout,hwest Grover Musick Is a great-great- in g, .she and Lh e children rushed
Vir~inia for the stnt,e.
However gra1'.dson of the mnrtyred David toward the whites. she carrying U1e
many of the reel men rc1,entecl I.he Musick. He se::ured this story from baby, Phoebe, In her nrms. One of
enroachrnent of the white 111nn iuto his grea t-aunt, Mrs. Annie (Musick) the Indians threw his tomnhnwk at
their former hnppy huntilq-grouncl. Fletcher (born 1832, died 1927), n );)er, but missed. str('klng it in nn
rt Look but little prnvocaLio11 to granddaugthcr of David Musick. Her oak tree. Annt.hcr Indlnn t,:1rew
arouse l,hc furious nngcr of Lhe red narrn.tive follows :
.
pieces of bt!:·11i11g firewood Rt h er.
men ng:iinst the white settlers.
"My grandfather, David Musick, An overruling Providence :-urely
Therefore frnm bnl h N'lrtl1 1tncl 11\nrr led Annie McKinney, of Rus- must. hnve 1>1\ved the famllv.
South I.Jloody forays of Jll(Jlnn w:~r- i-eJJ County, Vh·3inla. and nt the
"Th e ren:lt or th 1 nt:;:;!:: on~
riors burst savagely on the pioneer Lime of his death in 1792, his f:\mlly Indian killed, nnother seriously
settlements. The whites wrrc at con:;lsted of his wife, and the fol- wounded. but who wns able to cs· first sparsely settled, o.nd Lhe:;c iso- lowing children: SRmuel, Abrnhnm, ca.pc with his con pnnionG with nmr.h
1
lated homes provided shininR tar- ~IIJnh, Electlous, and Phoebe. They pnln, ns was lncllcntecl bY. his
gets for Indian nttncks wit.hout hved on a farm nca.r the present screams. Some years ngo a h mnnn
much clanger of retaliation. The town of Honaker.
skele ton was found under n cliff not
: first settlc~ients usually contained
"Two of the boys, Abraham and far trom Hnys i, supposedly that of
!fl b lockhouse into wh ich the har- 1Wjah, went early one morning for the wounded I ndian. Then hegan l
j ra~srcl white n:i lci,~.~,,
~.~~~1. ~~~,t~, .~:!~.l:~,n-~·l•~!e~:r: t!1e lo~~ thirl~-m~\~. jol~,'~ry. b~.e~. tor
(i\chlrfss of K .J . S nthr.rlaud
Clln t wuo<I. Virr,lnin, 11rcparcd for
ddi\'cry at the dcdicntion of the
ll:ivld Musick Monument nc:lr llo naltr.r , Virginia, August l!l, l !l!ili).
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While n.dventurers bC:lal\ Lo ex- '•v me.. ,,
,
.
.
.
could spenk :, 11u1~ ,~nn11~11. :-:'"' ,..,.
plore Southwest Vlrglnll\ about two
AuJ. 24, 17:>2, Capt. Lewis icpott- they were crossing: "WhiLJ man nn
hundred ye:\rs ago.
Dr. Thomas ed Umt 4 person~ were killed, nnd come here."
Walker uud his companions In 1749- 12 to 14 taken pnsoners by tho In"Lit.tie c\icl the·, know nlJrmt Ll!~il
1750 cnme westward from Albemar- dlans in New Garden: Apr!~ ~5 • 179 ~· 1per!!, for rlost~ 'u pon Lhc•11 was a
tcs cou11Ly, Vlrglnln, and passed affidavit of Ellz~bet11 Livi~glon. s po:-.,;c or while ~cLtlrr~. wllo a Ii' I le
through Southwest Virginia and out cnptl:tty nmo~ig the Indlnus, Aptil Jnler In \h e nl~ht. 111:;hlini Llir·ir
Into Kentucky at Cumberland Gap. 29, 1,94, repozted tllllt Capt. Bench, 1camp-fire. mo\'cd inlll hlo!n~ l,e'I11e next yca11 Christopher Gist ex- halfbreed savage, had been killed. hind the knoll l\nd nm:iouslv u\1·11itplore:I Eastern Kentucky, and then ~nd h.ls 11enlp sent 10 the ~ 0 ~.ernor eel u1e coming of clnwn L~ aLta r k
cnme ea:;twnrd through Pound Gap us pioof that he Is n o mo,e.
nml rele~.sc Mrs. Music!: :uid her I
into Vlrginln. Another twen. Ly years
The above Items have been . Ln~~n children. All or the Jndi:rns unelapsed before the white settlers from the
Calendar or V1rgm1a doubtedly would h:lVc been killed
. swarmed into the Clinch territory. Sta Le Pnpers. Mnny other nlror.ities had the orders or th e C:i.pLn in of the
posse been obcyf'd. One of the po~<'
1 When white people first cn111e Lo have been omitted from the list.
I nm Indebted lo my lo~g-tlm~ becnme so excited Lhnt he fired be-1
: this country. the Indians were comparatively friendly. Several trel\tles friend, Rev. Grover C. Musick. fo1 rore the order to fir<' \'J:lS gl\·en .
"When M :·3 • Mt:sick hcn:·cl the ri r . with the Indians hod secured n this exciting story or David Musick.
; hazy LILie to the land In SouLhwest Grover Musick ls n great-great- ln;i, .she nud Lhc childrrn n•slu•d
·. Virginia for the state.
However grandson of the martyred David townrd the wi1itcs. she c:ll'r.v lng lh<'
many of the red men resented Lhe Musick. He se::ured lhis story from baby, Phoebe, In hcl' arms. One of
enroachnient of the white mnn Into his great-aunt, Mrs. Annie (Musick) the lndinns threw his tomnhnw k nt
their former happy hunl.lnJ-~rouml. Fletcher (born 18~2. died 1927), n ber, but missccl. slick In;( it in n11
It took but little provocnllon Lo granddnugthcr of D:\Vld Musick. Her oak Lree. Another Indlnn 1.:1rcw
pieces of bt•:·niug firewood at her.
nrouse the furious anger of the red narrative follows:
men ngalnst the white sett~crn.
"My grnndfather, David Musick, An overrnling Providence smely
Therefore from both Nnrth nml mnrrled Annie McKlnnry. of Rus- must hnve sl\VN1 I hP tnmll.v.
South IJloody forays or I11dh111 war- i,ell County, Vlrilnla, and nt lhc
"Tlte rcn:11. of th ~ at:, ::!;: 011:rlors burst savagely on the pioneer time of his death in 1792, his family Ind Inn killecl, n 110\ her seriously
settlements. The whites were nL consisted or his wlCe, and the fol- wounclecl. but who was nblc lo C's. rtrst sparsely settled, and lhesc iso- lowing children: Snmuel. Abrnhnm. c.wc with ills runip:> 111011:; \\'ILh 11111C'l1
luted homes provided shinlnf'( lnr- EIIJnh, Electlous. nm! Phoebe. They pain, ns wns lncllr nte<I by his
gets ror Indian atlncks without lived on a farm near the present screnms. Some .r ears nio n 1111111011
much clanger of retnllnlion. The Lown or Honaker.
skeleton was found under n rli!f 1wt
! first s<'ttlcments usually conlninccl "Two or the bors. Ahrnlmm and rn r t rom tfaysl. supposeclly I h:1 t c>f
a blockhouse into which the har- Elijah, went early one mornin g for the wounded Indian. Th ~n IH')).1'111
mssecl white families could tnkc firewood with which to prepare the Jong lhlrl.v- milr Jou1 nr;, hnt·k Lo
refuge when lhe storm broke sud- brenkfnst. They were surprised hy n the setti<•mc11 l.s of 11,r Cli11rh Vnllry
,
denty. But many or the braver or pi.uty or Indians (not known how in nuss<'ll Go1111ly.
more careics.-; settlers lost their own mnny). but were nb.le lo reach their
"'fhe
pos.~r bl'in .; rrry
1:11:rh
lives nno orten those
of lh<'h' home. ·1 he doors were hnn·<'d, nncl worn out h\' \.he 1011 1( a;ul :1rrh1011s
fnmlllm; by making their ho111rs In Lhe defense of the home began. trip, wh<'11 · tli <'Y rcoC'hecl l11t• fool ,
extreme frontier sections.
David Musick had a flint-Jock rifle. of Sandy Riclr.r clccictC'cl lo camp for I
Hardly hnd the white 11ct.tlcrs He round it would not fire, clue to the nigh t nt II lnr;:l' :;p1 i11::. BnL
·• est:ihllsh<'d theh· homes h1 what Is lhe fl\ct his house lm<I been burned Mrs. M11siC'k im;istc1l \.!1c•; t'J'o~s 11,r
now wnshlngton, Russell and Tnze- previous to this, Injuring the gun. mountain to Clinch R in!r sicl~ be1
well rouniles when the red men Mrs. Musick touched fire to the fore compln 1. l.:itcr clistu\'er.1· pro\' - I
began to stalk them stealthily from gun, hoping to iA::nlte the .powder, eel her fel\r :·nn rel. t ,r t h r pn rt .v of I
the sunounding forests. 'I'hr set- hut to no avail. Mr. Mus1:-k was ln11in11s hn<I I urned hnck :, rt:·1· th<' :
tlemenls on the Dluestone River and shot Lhl'Ough the thigh by nn nr- fi i,hL nucl p11rs11cd tho wll!Lc•s, tel - ,
•
at Richlands, New Gnrden, Castle- row from the bow or t',e Indians, low in:; them lo the big l>lll inir :inn
1
' wood and Fort Blackmore on the and fnh1led from loss of blood. 1:hc cn111p\11g on Lhc prnpu:;cd r:111111 ~ito
Clinch River b<'Came frequrnt tnr- Indians IJl'oke Into the home. kllh?'1. or t•.1e whites. They g::v:: up t.!1t·
_i:eb for t.lie Indians. 'l'rnditinn keeps nncl scnlpin!!' him and mak.in'? pn:1- ch<ts~ he1 c and re..im'.<'ll to <J'iio."
j nlive some of these wildcrnc&. en<'l·s of 1)1s wire nnd chlld1cn. They Such were lite sulfcrlugs nncl
tragedies, nnd the few rcmninlr.g then plundered the house and ale heroic spirit or t iie ancest01·s or
r:?cords speak meagerly but cloqu- what they found o r prepared food. m1rny of Lile citizens or this ple:\1;nnt
.. :·.'' . ,
,: ,· ently of the strug,51e ror me nnd their hnnds gory with bl~d.
co:mr.unlt y. This monument will be
. .•..'" . ,'... civllhmLlon along the flaming Vlr"While tho I11dlan1t, wcr~ a.Linck- nn evcr-presr11t 1·,·111mclc1· to I.he
~ "'':·\. ·, , ... ; .
. '., -.! :._..,. ';:·. , ,
• . \;-.::: glnln fronUer.
lnJ the house. a neLJhbor, who had the present nncl lulure ipnerntlons
~
1,I,>~ \
The Lhrl. lllng stories of lhc cnp- come to the Musick home to bor~ow or the trials of the Clinch River
;Z'f.}.;~~.~.;~f-'l ~ti/!trJ ~. ',· ture nnd mlraculous escape of Jenny n plow, on Helng t~c Indians >c- ploneern.
-~\,1~,·;>1 ,. , ,r,. ,.,, "'_, , ,f-:..
,Wlley•!r'bm. tl'le Indians, ttw ma_l'vel- c~mc so .~xctt.ed·
ral\ with nil
-------en>lolts \ ,0 r,'the. ,va 1•ifw11 n-•n, - spe¢d·"poolttt)fi!. , ... ~ · Tea'c!Tin,r tlle
' bers of the Harman !nal}IIY, the hor- yard or hta, borne he tell dead. He
roi-s ot the massacre of Capt. James must have· had ' weak heart.
"The evening previous to the I
Moore and the struggles or other
hardy' Indian fighters In the early massacre or Mr. Musick the same
days or Tazewell county, have heen band or Indians scalped n girl 11amfiltingly told by hlstorinrn;. The ed Brumley, who lived In the same 1
murder of the hrn\·e James Douglas community. They came upon her !
near Utlle Moccnsin Gap, and the late in the evening, while churnln:: I
harrowing experiences of the enrly nL a spring how;c some cllstanc~
settlers 011 the upper Holston River from her house. Strnnge lo say the~ ,
1 wnshini;ton county have likewise scalped her alive, leaving her lo
1 11
1
been committee\ to c\·erlasting print, die. The gll'l crawled some dlstnncc:
but rel'y little has been written lo an old stable and hid In s~me 1
about the Indlnn atrocities In nus- nax, which wus stored in the bmlcling. She wns round all\'e,. l\nd rrsell count y.
Manv or the sclllrrs or n.usi;ell covered.
"But to resume my !iLory or Lhc
cou nty· i;cl'ved ngnlnst the fornys of
t he ' red men even before Russell M~lck family nnd the Ind Inn~.
:
rountv w11:1 eslnhllshln{:t 111 1786.
"1'ellln~ Mrs. Musick ano the 1
Smith nncl Boone chlldrrn to ite~ r,nd~. th? st:11 l(•cl
I Cnph;irn; nuss<'ll,
• ' , .• " ' "'' Hnlnhh,11·0, fill 1hr lonrt Jnlll'llf') ht• k In fhr '
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By HENRY P . SCALF

. The 2,000-acl'c survey of John
Urahnm, made for Col. John PresLPn, of Monlgomery county, · Vlr------ -! ginln, cove~·ing t11e _present site of
ucsl. from i\lr!'. nuh(•rt I ~1es t-011sbuig, was p1obably not the
ins<'rlc•rl i11 this cot 11 11 111 . I ~1rr.L thnt mnbrnced the ·nrcn but
: "Wou ld you ;io.;k ;111.\· of
it w:111 the ffrst LhnL stood the test
::ten; aboul M:itild;, P rr•s. I (if Llmr nnd the courts. It was con•cl "Dr. lie or Big Sa1tdy ", I I L<'sLctl l>y Michael Montg9mery and
).\'ollt
knows ;111 ylliinc
Ho~>rr~ Yo~a~g ln 1812 and required
urge W. L<'" is, b o rn May
:i lN\I of ht1gatlon l>e!ore tl~c quesabout t"'" tnil"!' ;ih•wi•
Li,11n _or the ~nlldlty of the survey
II''! A~k. if th r:v <10, th al
w:i s tr.solved m favor of Graham.
tnr:l Jo'. 1\1 . J'vkC01111rlJ,
M:rny nttorncys In nbstrnctL•a:,,l'tt c·s,·i tl t•, /\rl-.111•:n!<.
,ng LILlrs fol' _clients never ~other to
llw i:1111 of H rnd:e11 :, ml
Lrncc Ute <'ham of ownership of real
l'rt'~l on 1 (•\\· is."
, l'!'"!>erty bark l.o the orlghml Vlrlarlin •~ 11ilr•n·sLC'c! al~·· in l{t'.11a i;rnnt'. but ~arshall 1;>nvldso11,
I f.imil v his t•, rr. Corell- II
P1c~tonsbu1g ntto1ney, has Just comi:~~tccl n chronolo~lcnl chain or title
11 i 1111 ,n;, 11 . a 11 ; 11 dl"-''l'll ys lhal Ly mun ll;lil. a
r •. ~. clle:.1t he1_c th11t goes . back
1
f Uic OC'l'laralion oC 111th 1ou , h l.>9 sears
to the G1aham
1w1'. was :111 anees l or or a '. si:rve:. It con~lns_much Big S~nc\y
or the T•~1s lr,rn Kenlu<' k.v ' h sto1y and iefe1s to ownc1s of
i l_v. Mr~. M ;i rl in a lsn n·· , P~·cr.,tonsburg _..ea! estate ';l~o figured
11
h at perso11~ intcrrslcd in 11' 0 '.nlncntly m ~he al'eo.s history.
I fa m ily hii;lory to w;·ite 1·
1he nbslract 1s in its first few
png<'s n document of lHstorical
wealth, nnd becnuse of its contrlbullon to the hlstol'y of Pl'estonsbur~ IL is heavily excerpted here
with annota tions.

Def4:

1787, In favor of John Graham, as-, March 1, 1815, as recorded in
signee of John Pre:;ton or Mont- Book A, page 198. The tract
gomel'y county, Virginia. This sur- which this abstract is 'tonce::ti~ ~
vey and patent Is record.ed In Floyd was a part or the ·es-acre tr"&eV-c~nt· ~~~
county Survey Book c. pages 39-41. vcyed to Mn.son Willlatns· at"· ~
, ~~~
The nsslgnment of the survey by gnn county, Kentuoky, · by . Jo}\n
Preston to Graham was mndc by Grahnm, on October 21', 1818, aa,ia. '!,~.
John Smith, attorney-In-fact for recorded In :Deed Book A . p~ ~-.,f
John Pl'eston on Jan. 10, 1812. The 559.
· · · -'.
survey Wl\S flied as No. 6564 in the
(Mason Wllllnms, n.·Baptlst ~~Kentucky Land Regtstel''s omce at l~ter, was one or the founders of ~'f)
Frankfort, Ky., on Jan. 13, 1812.
Morgnn county In 1823. I{!preacJ:l~
(IL Is evident from these dntes the first sermon In tho new Mor- •.-.~
that ns soon as the o.ssi«nment was ian county cot11'thouse and' tl·aveled ~
made John Graham rode horseback extensively In · Ets~e~ Kentucky,:..~ ,
to Frnnkfort and registered the sur- preach the Gosi:>e.l .' He ·was promi- f":
vey.)
nent In the nffnlrs of early P'loyd ~:ll
"This survey WRS contested in a and served ns Justice or the P~~. ' /
suit by Michael Montgomery and being elected in 1819. He was one ~ , J.:
Robert Youn'g l\lgninst J ohn Orn- or the commissioners designated by ,:;i}
ham, filed July ll, 1812 ; suit was statute to help locate the county ~·-·~
dismissed in favol' of Graham on scat of Johnson county In lH-4).
.
J uly 7, 1813. On the same dRte, viz:
" An adjoining tract of 50 acres
July 7 1813 this same land as sur- was later acquired by the same ;,.
veycd.' was' the subject of 'n Ken- Mnson Williams, as assignee o~ Jo~n .~
tucky Land Grnnt by Oovernol' Yost by a. surve,Y or- May ~8, 1819, ·~
IsRac .Shelby to John Ora.ham, as undel' 1:-a1~d 01!ice· Wal'rant No. ; ,
is recorded in Book 18, pp. 89 _92 ; 2131 o.s is 1ecorded In Floyd county .
granted July 7 1813 renordccl July Survey Book A, page 314, . . ."
' ··l
9, 1813 .
'
'
"The abstract notes tho.t this Yost .,
.
_ .
.
.
"Thi
tract b1?,glns "a.t n hicj.ory on the :'';~
.
s 2·000 acie su~ vey 01 patent Gl'avcyard Brnnch In · the line of ,\~·,.:,
mcluded the present · site or Pl'es- J h
.
·,
.. ·~ ..,
"Floyd county was originally pal't tonsburg and adjncent'• territol'y"
o n P1eston s 2,000 acre survey, .. j
of n county of the Common wen 1th
"It Is quite possible t'h. a.t' th'·• 2 - and Is designated 1n the chain of •( .
"" • title as Tract· B)
,,.1 ...
0 r V I rg i uin, as was the rest Of Ken- 000-ncre SUl'Vey or patent embrac.ed ·, · '
.
:.,.'
t11cky until K_entucky becnme
a a numbel' of smnller patents 01. suf~ , "O.i:i O.c~o~el' 25, 1634, .T ract A of ~
sepnrnte state 111 1792 at which time veys by the same parties that were 98 ncres was conveyed by Mason 1
the present Floyd coun ty was a. part senior to this 2,ooo~acre survey, ln- Williams and bis -..yl!e Sarah t.o
of lite 1:ounty of Mason. Inter be- eluding the survey of the town of William M. S~iUt, as recorded 1n
,·.n111lng part or Montgomel'y nnd Pl'estoni;burg Itself. It appears, as Deed Book C, pail~ ~r, .nnd la~r. ,
Fleming counties until IL wns form- wns typical, Lhnt only the boltom -November 101 ~ ~~. . the 50•acre
ed Into Floyd county in 1800. Ac- hmd nlon ~ Lhe strenm was surveyed Tr11.et B wa.a ·co~veyed by Muon ·,
corcllu~ to W. n. Jillson's 'L..'\nd and that this 2.ooo-acre patent em- Williams falone), st.ill' of Morgan :J
nra11t,;. in Kentucky,: . . . when bmccd the Levlsa Fork of the Big cou_nty, to Wlll~l\m ~- Smith."
·~:
. l<rntucky. became a state In 1792 Snndy Rivei· wiu1 two strips of
'Ihe land aft~l that Wl,18 convey- ;} .
·! :di Vlrg~~1~i grnnts wrst of the Big_ lnnd QU either side. extending from eel to James M. Smith and in 1~5 : {~
Samly we1e I.>laccd with the Rcils~ I the water's edge. to ll\e ridgeci·est, by Smith to Jerome B. Burrows, of ;4/fll
; ter of the Land Office In the St.Ate beginning at a point on Ule iiver Ashtab11la county, Ohlo, for $5,009- ::!..,•J
Cnpltol and
the Old Kentucky below the mouth of May's Branch 'I!he two tracts became known as ·,-1
Grants begnn In 1703. Grants west a1td extcndlug up the river· to· n ~he ':3mllhs, Burrows or Garfle.l d
: of the Big Snncly would Include point abov·e the mouth · of Cow tract. and were conveyed by Je~onte l.
Virglnln. Grants for land In Ken- creek. A stake al; tl\e Forks or nnd Eva C. Bunows to Robert S ; ;-:
~ucky, as the Big Sandy refened to May's Branch marks a point in t.he ~rleu~. ¥arch 17, 1890. Friend sqld :1
IS the
i:-ork, forming the Ken- 'back line' of the 2.~9 acre sufv:Cy t-o i.u, Garfield Land and Impnw~- .
Lur.ky-Vugnua border.
or patent and also marks the lt>wei· ment Cbmpan1, May 9, . 1890, rt- (
<The designation or the "main ' corner of the !lve-ac1:e \,ot No: :11 seJ-vini;t on~y fM-foot squ_are in tlle '
branch of the Big Sandy" as the of Lhe original survey of the· town Sml.tli ceme~ry for, h~ f~mlly. The
l>orcler between Kentucky and Vlr- or Pl'cstons!>Urg. Judging from Ule consld~ratlon· was $140,000, paid t~r
. ginia was the subject. of much con- Iangua.ge of the original survey and by 1·~~ sl_lares of stock in the
Lrovcrsy between the two states and the topogl'aphy of the ground; tliill ~nmtee cor~ol'atlon.
·r.-··i
was rcsloved by commissioners In marked beech 1JO) probably' stood
~e Oar;1eld Land and Improve.- ·
1799 who met at the· forks where at' the lowc·r end: of the' farge bot- m.on_t' Company's Articles ot Incor- ,.
Loulsn now stands and under the tom Uelow May's Branch and 1,i,ts p~r:1\lon were dated ¥atch 24, ~884,),
· i11fh1<'nce of tou much strong drlnl,c entlro bolt.om was Included' ln and an~ Ustccl RR lnoorpo,rators were ·~. l
~ mist:,kcnly declnrcd the rlsihg Tug mal'ked U1e bcgllmlng of the 2,000• D. HM·111~011, Is~ '~lchino~d, R: :'
: Fork wns the larger branch and thus acre patent. Tllo original survey of s: Frlend1 T . :kt 'l3atd1i.l<lg~, · :-:;r.
the boundary line. It has been ob- the tow1'1 of, Pl'gstousburg wns n1ade Nl::kels, , Waltel'. · S .. l!I~~l~,.' J<>hn
sci vcd that If lhe commissioners May 13, 1797 under Col: JolH1 Pres- C. C. Mayo, nnd A. H. Stewe.rt> It
hatl remained sol>el' the town of ton's Grant by John· Qrahaw, O. wns cnptallzcd at $280,000 In.shares
Prcstonsbul'g would probably be in s. M. c., (Deputy surveyor, Mnson or $100 each. Its stated business W"3
· Wrst Virginia tochiy.)
county, Ky.) for the Advr.nlurers the buying nnd selllng of 11\nd. ,'
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;-ri:"i.;:y~tlcs·~·illt•: A;l~~nsas: 11 Ing titles for clients never bother to made John Graham rod~ horseback extensively 111 · Eastern Kentucky,'.,'~
·as the r.un of Brad:en a11cl , trace t,he chnin of ownership of real to Frankfort and registered the sur- preach the Gospel! 'He ·was proml- {
1 P!'o?erty back to the original Vir- vey.)
fa Preston Lewis."
nent In the nffRirs of early Floyd : ··)
;. Marlin is u1icreslecl also in I' guua gr~nt'. but ~arshall Davidson,
"This survey was contested in a an.ct served ns. Justice of the Pe~c, }
Jail family history. Corel cl I P~estonsbu1g atto1'.1ey, has _Just co.m- suit by Michael Montgomery and being elccLed 111 1819. He was one ,:,. ,.
n, Hindman, a Hall descen- i f/tcd a chronological cham of title Robert Young agninst John Ora- of the commissioners designated by :. :0
says that Lyman Hall, . a '. i. a . client he1:e thj\t goes back ham, filed July 11, 1812; suit was statute to help locate the county
r or tlic Declaration o[ In- \ thiough 159 ye~is to the Graham dismissed In favor of Graham on sent of Johnson county In 1844) . .
1<,.lcnce, was an ancestor of a / surve:. It contamstuch Big S~ndy July 7, 1813. On the same date, viz:
"An adjolnln~ trnct of 50 acres
ih of the Eastern Kentucky I hl~toiy an~ .refeis to owneis of July 7, 1813, this same land, as sur- was later ncqmred by the same ,..
family. Mr!-. Marlin a lso r~- ! P1.es,tonsbu1g .1eal estat~ ';~o !lgured veyed, was the subject of n Ken- Mason Wllllams, as assignee of J o}ln
s that persons interested in p1omlnently m t~e a1e~s h1Sto.ry. tucky Land Grnnt by Governor Yost by a sur vey of May 18, 1819, ,
fall family history to w~·itc ,; The nbstrnct is In its ~il.~~ 1i:.w Isa.ac Sbeluy to John Graham, as under 1:-and O~ice· Warrant No. ..r
i pages a document of l\lstorical ls recorded in Book 18 pp. 89 _92 . 2131 as 1s recorded In Floyd county .
wealth, and because of Its contrl- granted July 7, 1813 , r~cordecl Jul; Survey Book A, pa.ge 314, . . ."
· ·. ,
button to the history of Prestons- 9 1813 .
"The abstract notes that this Yost
burg it is heavily excerpted here '"Tl.
t tract begins ''nt a hlc~ory on the ., :.,'.
with annotations.
l/S 2•000 -acre su~·vey or paten
Graveya'rd Branch In the line of ,\. ,'1
.
·
Included the present · sl~e of Presh
.
,.
.
" \ ,..
'Floyd county was orlglnally part tonsburg and adjacent'' territory."
Jo n P1eston s 2,000 ac1e survey, · · ••
of a county of the commonwealth
"It is quite possible t" t' ..... 15 2 _ and ls designated 111 the chain of •(\·,,
· · 1
.
. .,i;i. •0 • •
title as Tract B )
·· · ·
o r VI1gm a, as was the test of Ken- 000- acre survey or patent embrac.e d , ·
·
.:..
lucky until Kentucky became
a a number of smaller patents or suf~ , "O.n O,ctober 25, 1834, .Tract A of
separate state in 1792 at which time veys by the same par lies that were 98. acres was . conveyed by Mason
the present Floyd county was a part senior to th is 2,ooo~acre survey, in- Williams and his wife Sarah t-0
of the county of Mason, later be- eluding the survey of the town of William M. $mlU1, as 1·ecorded in
coming part or Montgom~ry and Prestonsburg itself. It appears, as Deed Book C, pag~ ~61', .and lat~r,
Fleming counties until lt was form- wns typical, that only the bottom November 10, 1853,. the 50-acrc
eel. l~1Lo Floyd county . in 1,800; Ac- laud aloni lhe stream was surveyed Tract B was copvcye~· by Mason
co1chn,; to W. R. J illson s L,mcl and that this 2,000-ncre patent em- Williams ialone), stlll or Morgan
Grauts In Kentucky,' . . . when braced the Levisa Fork of the Big co.u_nty, to W.lll~nm M,, Smith."
.
: ~{mtu~ky. bec~me. n sLatc in 17~2 Sandy Rivel' with two strips of
I he land aft~r that was convey1,tll Vhgimn ginnts west of the B1g lnnd qn either side, cxteucllng from eel to ~ames M. Smith and In 1865 . :,:,
1
Snndy were placed with t he Regis-· the water's edge to the rlclgecrest, uy Smith to Jerome B. Burrows, of ..!'· .,;
ter ~f the Land Office In the Stnte beginning nt a point 011 the tiver Ashtabula county, Ohio, for $5,000.
Capitol and the Old Kentucky below the mouth of May's Branch The tw~ tracts became known as , ~
Grants began in 1703. Grants west and extending up the river · to· n ~he Smiths, Burrows or Garfield 1
of the Big Sandy would Include polnt auov·e the mouth · of Cow tract, and were conveyed by Jerome
Virginia Grants for land in Ken- Creek. 4 stake 11 1; the Forks of an~ Eva C. Burrows to Robert S.
tucky, as the Big Sandy referred to May's Branch marks II point in the F1·1end, Mar~h 17, 1800. Friend sqld
ls the
1'.'ork, forming tl:le Ken- •uack line' of the 2,000 acre sufvcy to Llie Garfield. Land and Improv~tucky-V1rgm1a border.
or patent and also n'iarks the lower ment Compal'\Y, May 9, 1890, rt(The designation of the. "main ' corner of U1e five-acre Lot No; · 11 Servin~ on;y , '50-foot. square in the
•1 branch of
the Big Sandy" as · the of tile original survey of the town Sml~h cemetery for . his family. Tlle
border between Kentucky and Vlr- of Prestons!)urg. Judging from the cons1derntlon was $140,000, P~ld t~r
gini:\ was the subject of much con- language of the original survey and by 1,400 sl.iares of stock m the
troversy between the two states and the topography of the ground·, tliis grantee corporation.
,,
The Garfield Land and Improvewas resloved by commissioners In marked beech <JO) probably stood
1709 who met at thir forks where at· the lower end' of the farge bot. ment' Com1>any's Articles of Incoi:1· Louisa now stands and
u nder the tom llelow May's Branch and th is poratlon were dated March 24, 1890,
influence or Loo much strong drln~ entlro botlom was lnr.ludcd' in ancl and llstecl as ineorporators ,vere i>.
mistakenly declared the risihg ~ug marked the bcgllming of the 2,000• D. .H.anni~on, Isaac Richl.Jlo~d. R.
·: Fork was the larger branch and tnus acre patent. The original survey of S : Friend; 'I'. lit Baldt'idge; . S. / I'.
the boundary line. It has been ob- the town of. P1'$!Stonsburg was 111nde Nizkels, , Walte1· S. l'lil.rkh_u;, · John
served thn t if t,hc commissioners May 13, 1797 undt!r Col: John Pres- C . C. Mayo, nnd A. H. Stewart. · It
· had remained souer the town of ton's Grant l>y John· orallnm. o. wns captallzcd at $280,000 In .shares
Prestonsbur,g would probably be in S. M. C., (Deputy surveyor, Mason of $100 each. Its stated business w~s
· West Vll'glnla today.)
county, Ky.) for the Ad vculurers the buying· uncl selling of land.
· "One of these Virginia graul,'i, for under Major Andr~w Hood, MatThe company failed to pay tax~s
! 100,000 acres, was issued on or about thias Harman, and Sololllou Strat- as Jcrollle Burrows had a lso fall- .
! March 0, 1787 to John Preston and ton. The 01'lginal' plat and other cd for several'· years, and tl\e sher. 1·,
! a portion of this 100,000-acre grant. records having been bunicd in a. iff was directed to sell· the property. ,
( a 2,000-acre patent; was :;urveyed courthouse fire, It was ordered at Sheriff M. T. Allen; sold ·go: acres l
·, for him by J ohn Graham on June the Sept. 1810, term of 't he Floyd to B. C. Ml\y andi ofter ·that . the
, 27, 1797, which survey and pate11t CountY. Court that n copy of this tnnd pnsscd lhroug)\° the h~nds .of
1
was duly entered in Book 18, pp. plat ue recorded nnd It was so re- many other grantees. Mby and· his
89-92 of the records of registery of corded by William J Mayo, clerk of wife. Annie L. May~ so,lti. to A: ·j ,
,1 the land office at the Kentu cky that court in September, !!HO in Davidson in 1895. Davidson sued the .?'State Capitol, 110:w in the office of Deed Book A , page !iG.
Gnrflclcl land and Improvement
the Secretary
'state, -under Land
"John Graham soltl mo:,;t of the Company for possession o( the land, . ,:,,,
., Office Treasury Warrants Nos. 19,- upper por t iou of the town of Pres- and atter litigation the land was
078 and 19,079, entered March 9, tonsburg to John
Spurlock
on sold to satisfy t)1e tax lien. F. A.
.. -· - . -. ,......-,·.--: ···---· .. . .
. , . ··--- · - -- ·-···. . :I Hopkins buugl\.t
lan'd at a Co!ll.
1:-. missioner's sale h.1 189.9, ~ e land,
1
..
. ~ soo1t partitioned, ·was subsequently
.
. .. / .'· ·· ..... .'
.
. .. •
.
. ~ owned by divers pa.r~ies, ' among
•·
· · · .~·.~.· : . :· ::. ·•. . .. · . ·· . i • •
\ whom was W. S. Harkins.
I· ,
"s:qir•, :.--;.' \,'·\ . .,, c·: .~·· .• ·,), , ·~:~ T;, ' : ,,•,'. •
•
-~~ . , ·v
•
··!.f}.·ii
1
.
,
:·,."
·
l ·, " · :,,~, ,~:,..'.;, · ,' t i;: {i•'· .' · · .. ·.
Attorney Davidson describes . fot
.
.
:.'
.
.: ,,\ ~r.- ~·i·lf~: !,(' .(.,.: , ·.-::>,··~l , , ··.\,· ':, · ·,
•
:
~
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'
,·
• ,: · : .,
::. ,
-:'· .
. · l ., ·. , :. , 1
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. 1. . I • ,·;• •' pm poses o e 11r i<;:at1on of. Tract
•
.;~l :~· '. : :;• !-_. ;:_;::, ::H: ,.;j .:;·,,, '. : .:·:, \'· . i ·..; •. ;,-;, +:,_; .
zi4~f t i~
i· n(•~1·,~ 1.t: ~i/-.~ . . V1;: ~f·:r ,I.
A and B a11othe1· tra<;:t: ot. 20 acres
1
1
<_:~~·}_'.;:'t~j-~~1, -\/~~? ;~1;'1.§'{{~··(;*~' t-.'.J_.:_..-:( .)'.Q~i~f~~
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FIRE, ENGULFING VALl..Ei' S FOREST, Fa.JGHT BY UNITED CXM,1UNITY by Henry
P . Scalf (Reprinted fran the Floyd County Times , November 8, 1956)
'!he first evidence of the big fire came one evening in late
October when rost of the farmers and loggers of the Buffalo, Mare ,
and caney Creek watersheds were planning to retire · for the night.
Saneone spotted a faint glCM on the Buffalo ridge, emanating fran
the head of Clark Branch.
It had been dry for weeks . '!he creek beds were as parched as
the much traveled roads . To drop a match

or even to build a fire

to boi l water for the family wash was to risk a conflagration.

A

sudden puff of wind could whip up many small fires in the grass ,
in fence corners, or at the edges of the woctls.

Wind-borne sparks

could ignite a blaze that would soon engulf fields and fences for
miles.
The residents of the area who gazed at the incipient glow over
the Buffalo Creek ridges in late 1914 gave little thooght to either
timber or game preservation.

'!hey were mainly concerned with fences

encircling the hill pastures. '!hose long zig- zag lines of split rails
kept their sheep fran running wild

and stray animals fran besetting

their crops .
Fanners went to bed that night worrying about the next day ,
wondering if the wind \tjOUld gain strength, and calculating hCM long
it wo.ild be before their fences would be endangered.

Many got up

in the night , stared at the demarcationrn between ridge and sky , saw
that the glow was a bit higher and brighter.

Few slept well that

night.
Caylight came and the men went to their usual tasks , except for

I I- i- /9'Q;,
- z... those who lived on Clark Branch.
hundred acres

there,

Jim Henry Burchett owned several

alrrost canpletely surrounded by those split

rail fences, many made of yellow popular logs years ago by his father.
'!hose rails were as "light as a feather" now and lay in beds of
leaves. Burchett called on his sons and neighbors and one or two
of his tenants, and with an cx:ld assortment of rakes, pitchforks,
hoes, and other farm tools they climbed the hill.

'!hey did not know

it then but many would not return hane, except for f ocil and water,
for several days.
They climbed the hill, Indian file,
a wide swath.

throwing the leaves fran

Slowly they worked toward the ridge.

the crest they deployed right and left,

When they reached

chopping out dead

tree

branches and rolling decaying logs aside. An elderly man lagged behind
the lengthening ring and fired the north side.

'Ihe blaze erupted

quickly, moving downhill, the burnerl area becaning a protective shield
against "wildcat" fires behind the men ahead.
But you can "back fire a ring" only so far because,

inevitably,

you approach other property lines, and the blaze you set to protect
yourself
buildings.

may destroy a

neighbor's

fences or his barn or other

The Burchett crew stopped their procerlure after a few

hundred feet and

began to clear o.it a ring toward the bottan to

seal off the burning wocils. Having done this,

they reclimbed the

rrountain, moved the ring east along the crest of the ridge again.
Their efforts were nearing an end as they expected to quit sanewhere
on Buffalo, near the Boyd farm.
Suddenly, one of the lead men looked out into the srroke-f illerl
air and starerl intently toward the valley bottan.

Others also stopped

I/- f .. ;trre,
their work and looked and listened.

'Ihey co.1ld see a deep gray billow

of smoke rising and mushrcx:ming below them.

'Ihere were faint noises

fran crackling wocd as it burned, all caning up under
far down the mountainside.

"Great God! 11 a man cried out,

raked a ring around their fences and are firing above it.

them fran
11

'Ihey've

'Ihey ' 11

bum us up! 11
'Ihe slCM moving action of a nonent before became a fierce effort
now as each man dug in at his work.

The ring moved along and men,

canpleting tasks behind, ran ahead to other tasks .

Suddenly, a billow

of smoke swept across the ridge, and in a nonent there was heard
the

rush of a mighty fire that created a propelling wind as it

expanded and heated the air . No one spoke and no one looked up.
They raked and chopped and dug.

'Ihe ring was moving faster nCM and

in a few minutes they were far enough east

of the onrushing fire

to stop. When they did there was a great wall of red flame that swept
up and died on the ridge.
landowners fran farther up B.Jffalo Creek nCM joined the Burchett
crew, and sane of the latter went hane to eat and bring back f ocd
and water to the others . A man went down to the road , walked up the
creek, seeking help and begging the farmers to rake a ring aroond
their hill fences . 'lwilight came, and a man rea~ed on the mountain
with water and focd. Sitting down on the ridge, leaning against giant
trees ,

they ate .

But they had no water to wash

so many rubbed

smoke-filled red eyes with their grimy hands .
Relief came after dark. News had spread in the bottan that the
men fran Clark Branch had raked a ring up the ridge to their section.
Bob,

Jim ,

John,

and Beb Scalf,

Golden Adkins ,

Ireland 'Ihanpson,

-3 -

/ I- 'i-/9-,t;
and others arrived with rakes , hoes , and axes .

At midnight

of the original crew, urged by their fellows, went hane.
reached the Nunnery Fork

where the widowed

several
'Ihe ring

Rebecca Nunnery

lived.

Her son Sherman joined the firefighters .
'Ib protect the Nunnery Fork farm a ring was raked down a point

to the creek. The men were thinking of going hane now for
was practically sealed off on wwer Buffalo Creek.
back to the ridge,

the fire

'!hey climbed

intending to "walk the ring" to find danger spots

or breakovers. Pausing to wind on the high ridge they saw a red spot
in the woods farther up the creek.

It grew bigger and ITK)Ved out

in all directions. How this fire had been ignited no one could say.
Maybe it was a hunter bent on enjoying

a forest blaze.

Or a care-

lessly thrown match.
Again,

they deployed in single file , stringing along the crest

of the ridge. According to a quickly fonned plan, they took the ring
around the Nunnery farm and off to the creek again.

O:iylight came,

then noon, and another evening. Aunt Becky Nunnery sent food and
water. 'Ihe men were now beyond the last fire and had passed the Paw
Paw Fork.
'!hey stopped on the high rna.mtain to eat and rest .

By then the

fire had swept over to the far side of ~ffalo Creek.

'Ihe men sat

for an haur or ITK)re.

Several dozed on the hard ground ;

talked of fox h\.lnting, a few discussed their crops .

one or two

Several wanted

only to rest before starting for hane .
But many of them objected to leaving the fire at that time .
They were afraid that if they did the fire wo..1ld rrove on to Mare
Creek, destroying the fences of their kinsmen.

They began to debate

-y-

//- ~- /9s0
- sthis issue, each expressing his opinion in desultory fashion.
had been decided when they saw
the ridge

Nothing

a lantern bobbing up and down along

several hundred yards away.

A half hour later the lantern bearer came into view followed
by three Mare Creek residents.

'Ihey joined in the argument, begging

for help to take the ring further up Buffalo.

'Ihe Mare Creek land-

owners won. No matter how tired a man might be he couldn't resist
an appeal to help save a lot of fence.
It was past midnight when they stopped again.

Bob Scalf, who

was to die a few years later in an Argonne wheat field,
to Mare Creek for water and f ocx:1.

was sent

'Ihe crew, now numbering at least

a dozen men, fell down on beds of leaves just under the surrmit of
Bedstead Mountain. Nearby was the evergreen-crested top of Pine Knob.
The ring stretched out west fran where the men

sat, snaked along

the ridge crest for several miles. They argued over how long it was.
Sane said it was five miles.

Another argued

that they had raked,

side rings and all, a protective path for eight hours.
they quieted down and a few fell asleep.

Finally,

All awaited focx:1 and water.

Soon there was perfect silence as the little cluster of firefighters lay on the leaves. How long they lay there, with every muscle
and nerve weary fran the effort, no one could recall.

A man yelled

and they rose to their feet, groggy and leaning on their tools. All
eyes turned to stare at a sudden shower of wind-borne sparks caning
fran the other side of Buffalo.
'Ihousands of sparks sank into the deep canyon-like valley but
others were carried almost to the feet of the watchers.

It was now

a question of time till the whole mountain where they were standing

II- ?· /9<{;.
-6 would be a blazing inferno.

After quick consµltation they started

again to rake , talking intennittently of the absolute necessity of
continuing the ring around the head of Mare Creek and through
+o
Courtney Gap fJII Harmons Branch.

"

the

They moved out around a great flat ,

under the smoke-covered tops of the Pine Knob and Bedstead M.-Juntain.
So intent were the men on their work that none saw the initial
spark that fired the upper reaches of the mountain.

When they looked

it seemed as if there must have been sane giant explosion.
were sweeping up the mountains,

carried by the increasing wind.

The men paused to watch , through the flames and smoke,
trees that soon toppled over.

Flames

the giant

Swiftly the wall of fire moved toward

the crest of the mountain, with the noise of expl ooing rocks like
distant thunder.
It was the capricious wind that saved them fran continued effort.
No one can anticipate a wind ' s vagaries in an area ringed by mountain
forest fires.
former coorse.

It shifted , blowing almost at right angles

The fire came to a sudden stop in its mad sweep around

the steep sides of the hill.
of wind , every

to its

man

Almost simultaneously with the change

sank to the ground.

Now

and then a squirrel and

a raccoon or two scampered by, fleeing the fire .
I:own in the bottan Bob Scalf and two yCililg boys he had recruited

started the long climb up Bedstead r.buntain .
fooo-f illed buckets and jugs of water.

Each carried several

Bob had two jugs in a sack

thrown over his shoulders. He carried a bucket in his left hand and
swung a lantern with his right . The two . youngsters tagged along,
stwnbling in the path, enjoying the adventUre of dark places and
sudden falls .

/I- 8-~<;c;
-7Bob and the boys found the f i re fighters curled up in grotesque
positions asleep in the leaves . All grumbled when they WMlf were
awakened .

'Ihey ate lustily, drank loud l y fran the j ugs.

boys scampered about on the o..1ter edge of the group ,
other in the leaves .

The two

chasing each

One, hearing an animal squeal , found a chipll..Ulk

seared and dying.
"You know,

I

think it ' s going t o rain ," said Bob, pointing at

the sky.
"No s uch luck," saneone answered .
They all stared through the trees and spotted rain clouds caning
fran the west .
"West winds bring rain ," a man said .

"Yep ," and his voice rose

a bit , "It ' s going to rain."
'Ihe clouds thickened and f ran the outer ring a man observed
q ui etly:

"This is one that ain't going around . "

Bob Scalf sat propped against a tree , hurrmi.ng a tune in his deep
bass.
"Sing us a song, Bob, " a Buffalo neighbor urged . Others added to
the request .
Bob fumbled slowly in his pocket, bringing out a tuning fork .
He always carried it with him when he sang at parties and stag
gatherings . He tapped the fork against a stone,
vibrations . "What are yo..1 going to sing , Bob?"
was no reply.
Slowly,

listening to the

a man asked.

There

'Ihe old singing master was listening to his fork .
the deep bass not es of "Rock of Ages" wafted on the

mountain. Many joined in a moment; others hurrmed the ancient tune
for all knew the hynm.

/1-y.. /9)~
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... i The song ended, and no one spoke until the magic of the old
hymn faded.
"You know what I

think?" one said .

" I think we are going to

get wet. "
They picked up their t(X)ls and prepared to leave.
two boys retrieved their buckets and jugs .

Bob and the

The first rain drops

pelted the green leaves . "You know ," a man said , proudly, "nary a
farmer lost a rail of fence ."
"Not a rail has burned ," another agreed .

'As he spoke, a pheasant

rushed across the bench and disappeared in the darkness .

"You know,

though , sanehow I think these big fires make the hunting bad. "
There was a crash on the mo..l!ltain and a billow of smoke and sparks
as a tree fell. " I think, t(X) , there ' s an awful lot of timber wasted,"
he added .
11

Q..1it worrying about the timber ," he was told.

when we ain ' t

"There'll be timber

around . B..1t I ' m like you about the huntin . '

There

just ain ' t much game for a long time after a big woods fire . "
The men were preparing to leave now.
the flat to take the ridge hane , while

Sane were going back along
others would rrove cautiously

in the pale light down the steep slope of Bedstead Mountain .

/2-ZtJ-/9'5'6
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COLORFUL . HISTORY AND LEXiEND AOOUND IN BIG SANDY VALLEY

P. Scalf (Reprinted frcm the Floyd County Times, Clecember 20, 1956)

'Ihe people of the Big Sandy area may be rrore conscious of their
early history than are people of any other section of Appalachia.
'!heir longtime isolation was broken half a century ago by the
intrusion of the railroad.
was but a

Their emergence into the twentieth centln:y

step, psychologically,

frcm the log cabin era when the

settlers fought Indians and tried to tame the primitive wilderness.
Oldtimers of the Johns Creek area of Pike and Floyd Counties
often refer to William Robert Leslie as "the First Man . "

It was

Daniel Boone, they declare, who brought Leslie to Johns Creek and
showed him the wide bottcms.
Leslie climbed a high ridge at the rrouth of Big Brushy Creek
and, l(X)king over the pristine valley, exclaimed:

"Great God, what

a place to live!" 'Ihe Leslie settlement is history, but legends like
those abo..1t the First Man, have been perpetuated in this area for
years.
On a day when the sun shines and visibility has no ceiling save

the blue carz_..Ppy of the sky, you can climb Old Bedstead,

a 1, 700

f (X)t mountain in eastern Floyd Cctmty, and view a large section of
the Big Sandy Valley. Yo..1 know that north is Johns Creek with its
branches--Buffalo, Caney, Big Brushy and Bent. South is the Big Sandy
River, with the high knobs of Sugar Camp and Brandy Keg jutting up
like rugged sentinels.
E'.ach place name suggests a legend.

Bedstead Mountain received

its name when Tandy R. Stratton, having need of another

bed ,

took
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an axe and went up a little" At the f(X)t of the hill that bears this
name , he cut down a giant poplar,
he fashioned. himself a bed.

and

with deft carpenter strokes

He slept on it for a decade , and after

he died. his children , recalling how it was made , preserved. it in
an attic.
The Bedstead Branch flows into Mare Creek, a tributary of the
Big Sandy. '!he Strattons settled. Mare Creek and ,

in 1821, when the

divising line between Pike and Floyd Counties was run ,

the family

found itself in Pike. " I don ' t like to do business in Piketon, " the
clan head said, and began a fight to get back in mother Floyd.

He

made it twenty four years later when the General Assembly passed.
a special act for his benefit.
But his land didn't touch Floyd County anywhere , and although
by legislative act he was no longer in Pike County,

he was still

't\~'Jt....

..

surrounded. by it. Oldtimers called. the 1,000 acre tract "Little Floyd
County . " In between

Floyd and Little Floyd was a quarter mile stretch

claimed. by both counties.

A confused. judge once named. it "No Man ' s

Land. " Scarcely a year goes by that Stratton descendants on their
farm don ' t fight , legally or otherwise , to stay in Floyd County.
Buffalo Gap is a low pass in the ridge between Little Floyd and
the headwaters of Buffalo Creek.

Streams with such picturesque names

as Big Rough , Paw Paw, Twin Branch , and White Oak Creek head in this
wocded. country. In the mountainside near the Broad Hollow are caves
--dark holes in the rocks leading to nobody knows where .

One was

1\---4...

visited. by Rev . Robert .Ada.ms when he was a boy nearly a century ago .

"

He pushed. aside leaves and animal bones as he wiggled through the
tight

dark

tunnels

and emerged. several hundred. feet downstream.

I 2-2c:;-~
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No one has tried that since.
The Big Sandy is a great place to live,

as the Great Man said,

and especially so if you like to hear the old legends about it.

Sane of these may be trivial and of interest to none rut the local
residents.

But others may intrigue everyone in the region .

'!here was the Wolf Creek posse which, in 184 7, went after Bill
Pruitt and killed him on the headwaters of 'l\lg River.
Abner James was sentenced to hang . His brother-in-law Billy McCoy
rode to Frankfort and begged Gov.

William OWsley to pardon the

condemned man. He secured the pardon and hurriedly rode back to Big
Sandy,

arriving the night before the day set for the execution.

That was history.
Stories told around many a fireside embellished the account of
Billy McCoy's ride f ran Frankfort .
horses in a wild breakneck ride,

He is said to have killed four
arriving in Louisa on the day of

the execution. He plunged through a large crowd toward
wagon in which Abner James rode,

the moving

sitting on a rude coffin.

McCoy

passed the governor ' s pardon to the sheriff.

Legend insists that

James then stocrl up, and flapping his arms,

crowed like a cock:

"The jury said I 'd hang;

the governor says I won't."

Just where

history ends and legend begins no one can say, and most don't care.
History has ruined many a gocrl story.
Jenny Wiley's
Virginia,

capture by the Indians in 1789 in Ab's Valley,

is history and legend.

Historians tell of her capture

and the death of five of her children and a brother at the hands
of a mongrel band led by Black Wolf, the Shawnee,

and of her escape

to Harmon ' s Station, the first settlement in eastern Kentucky, midway
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between the present Prestonsburg and Paintsville. 'Ihe Hannons escorted
Mrs.

Wiley back to Virginia ,

but she and her husband ,

'Ihanas,

returned to the Big Sandy, becaning t wo of Johnson CoUnty ' s first
settlers .
Over the years she told and retold the story of her captivity
and rescue to her children and neighbors .

The legend grew after

her death. The Auxiers , founders of Blockhouse Botton, at Fast Point,
of ten related the story of how Mrs. Wiley was
path by a bird flying along the trail .

led on the escape

Members of the Borders family,

nieces and nephews of Mrs. Wiley, added to the legends .
tell of how , Running wildly through the forest , she
mocassins.

Stumbling along on

frozen

ground ,

They woold

wore out her

her feet

cnt

and

bleeding, she found the still warm carcasses of a buffalo her pursuers
had killed . She parted the warm flesh and stocx:l on it until her pain
went away. 'Ihese are legends , unverifiable by the historians,

but

told and retold on the Big Sandy.
Stories like the Wiley captivity had a tremendous impact on the
consciousness of pioneer families . Historic and legendary accounts
of her experience have beccme so confusing that historians have
accepted, with little credit, what is said to be known about her.
In the remote sections of the Big Sandy

mothers stil l sing their

babies to sleep with the Jenny Wiley l ullaby.

And when they get

older and start to stray fran their hanes children hear their mothers
call in warning "Jenny Wiley , Jenny Wiley", and they

hurriedly return

to their hanes .
As one travels up the Big Sandy, passes Pikevill e, turns up Shelby

Creek , and crosses over onto the headwaters of Elkhorn ,

he ccmes
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- sto the f(X)t of Pound l-b..lntain.

Here is Pound Gap through which passed

the first settlers of the Big Sandy Valley.
finished through this historic pass .
only a wagon

A great highway is being

But not long ago the road was

trail, rocky and beaten under by at least a century

of traffic . Col. James A. Garfield , the Union corrmarrler in that area ,
fought a battle there and routed the surprised Confederates.
Pick.et Rock stands like a sentinel a few hundred yards f ran the
gap.

So

named because Confederate carmanders posted men there to

watch down the Sandy road,

it is better known as

the site of

Dr . M. B. Taylor ' s massacre of the Ira Mullins family . In 1892 Taylor,

the Red Fox of "'Ihe Trail of the Lonesane Pine", and two associates,
the Fleming brothers, hid in a jumble of rocks

and fatally shot

five of that family as they approached the gap.

Only Jane Mullins

and Ira ' s fourteen year old son escaped.

For a while Dr . Taylor

hid in the wocrls of Letcher , Pike , and Wise Counties while his two
associates fled to West Virginia.
'Ihe authorities sent for Ell Hall ,
everyone called

a Floyd County native,

"The Mountain M:ln Hunter. 11

When outlaws

whan
defied

other peace officers , Ell Hall wo.1ld be sent to bring them in.
foond Dr. Taylor in a fruit tree box at the Bluefield , W. Va.

He

express

office where his son had shipped him fran Norton , Virginia. [Etlitor ' s
note: Actually Dr. Taylor was found in a freight car in the Bluefield
railyards where he was waiting to hop another freight for Florida.]
Taylor died on the scaffold but
see him die .

Ell Hall was sick then and did not

Later Hall and two others walked six days into West

Virginia to get the Fleming brothers .

After killing Cal Fleming,

they brought his brother, Heenon, back for trial .

I
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Dr. Taylor, murderer and mystic, was an educated man who mixed

science and sorcery to cure his rno..mtain patients.

He was a deputy

United States marshal for a few years and rcxle the wcxrlland trails
under the towering Cumberland cliffs with his winchester and a long
telescope.

He was expert at tracking his adversaries as well as

avoiding them.

It is said that, on occasion, he would

put his shoes

on backwards to elude pursuers. He preached a long sennon to
crowd that had cane to see him hang,
he would rise fran his grave.

the

saying that on the third day

Nobcrly admitted believing him, but

just in · ·.c ase they left a lighted lantern on his grave for a week.
John Wright, known as I:evil Judd Tolliver in John Fox's "Trail
of the Lonesane Pine",

lived in a big two-story log house on Elkhorn

Creek, near the present Jenkins.

He was host to travelers through

that area who cared to accept his hospitality.

A friend of Bad Talt

Hall, the Beaver Creek outlaw, he had a man take Tal t' s bcrly f ran
the scaffold in Wise and return it to Kentucky for burial.

Wright

and Talt had feuded with "Old" Clabe Jones, the Floyd and Knott County

badman. Wright and Jones, with their respective henchmen, would travel
back and forth over the headwaters of Beaver, Elkhorn, and Troubleorne
Creeks.

Both were duly deputized peace officers and fought their

feud under the authority of the law with warrants for each other's
arrest.

But the warrants issued by different counties were never

served.
The Civil War added to the legends of the Big Sandy.
of Ivy Mountain was fought in 1861.

'Ihe battle

"Bull" Nelson, Union leader,

drove the Confederates under Col. A.J. May back toward Virginia.
It was a rebel debacle, but southern sympathizers would not have
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it so.

'!hey canposed a song, singing it in defiance of history:
"You ought to

have heard them Yankees ' shinbones

rattle
When at the Ivy Narrows

they were stricken with

horrors. ''
'Ille song was written by a mountain balladist long after the fight
when few Big Sandians would admit the Confederates had lost the
battle. B.1t Anthony Hatcher and five of his fellow rebels knew it
then. Hatcher had a thigh bone broken by a "Blue Brute" bullet , and
his friends quickly put him on a

horse and fled up Ivy Creek.

Entering Mare Creek through the Sugar Camp Gap ,
wounded man off at a Union hane

they dropped the

where a pre-war friendship brought

care and medical attention. 'Ihe other soldiers , one seriously wounded ,
climbed a hill on the road to

Pikeville and camped on Rock Spring

Mountain that night. Here is a natural spring

emerging fran a rock

near the top of the mountain. 'Ihe wounded man died that night , and
as no other means of burial was convenient , his canrades crarrmed
him into a hollow chestnut log

and left in the morning.

In later

years the story of the burial on Rock Spring Mountain was told around
many firesides .
The

legends are

easily recalled because the transition fran

pioneer days to th~ present was slower in the Big Sandy than in any
other section of Kentucky. 'Ihe Indians clung to the valley after
they had surrendered the rest of Kentucky , and the isolation of the
area was pronounced until late in the nineteenth century.

Suddenly

emerging into the twentieth century, the people of our valley looked
back on their long history as if it were rut yesterday.

-&Big Sandians talk of taniel Boone as if he lived only a few years
ago . The Auxiers have a buffalo robe he gave one of their ancestors
when he was leaving Blockhcuse Bottan.
horn he gave " the First Man. "

The I.eslies have a p<:::Mder

Midway up Right Beaver Creek , on a

stone overlooking the hamlet of Eastern, is carved the lettering
"D.B. 1775 ." Whether the frontiersman sat down there on an eastern
Kentucky hunting trip and cut his initials has been debated
historians but not by local residents .

by

The initials are there and

Boone was there.
The mere facts of history in the Big Sandy never suffer for
embellishment. Nelson Boggs of Lawrence County, a member of the 14th
Kentucky Infantry, was killed at ther battle of Middle Creek in 1862
while serving under Col. Garfield. This much is historic fact .
oldtimers say that, in the carnage of battle,
up his

But

his canrades picked

bcrly and hefted it into the crotch of an apple tree until

the battle was over.

True or not , this is a typical Big Sandy elabo-

ration.
Another belief is that the Federals falsified their casualties
list. Returning Confederates were told by their kinsmen and friends
back in the valley that large numbers of the Union dead and wounded
were loaded on the barges and shipped downstream to Louisa and
Catlettsb..irg. The story served to salve the pride of the defeated
troops of Confederate Gen. Humphrey Marshall.
Though many sections of Kentucky have had as much history as
the Big Sandy Valley ,

no acccunts of the events occurring elsewhere

were as ranantic or picturesque as ours .
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The sun dropped slowly over
the mountain ramp:irt that guards-l- .,~ > . .. cd the deep recesses of Andy
Branch. Dov,,n in rhe valley the
(! ~ . r ~
ro:id was rutted from the hauling
of giant logs. Puffs of a cold,
evening breeze whipped dust
. 4.,\,.;. ~around a man on foot who trudg{ 'f' .,o ved in the lengthening shadows.
Scott Ellis was on a mission for
~
a court in Mingo county, West
Virgini:i. He was seeking John
,q
Mounts, Andy Branch logger,
to serve a summons. Up the
branch a young man sat upon a
log by the roadside, muttered
and caressed the long barrel of
a .32 Winchester rifle. Higher
up the valley, Harve Mounts, his
day's labor ended, walked down
the road to procure salt for his
ox team while John Mounts, his
, 1 nephew, stayed at the log "pit,"
to do late chores. Fate ;was weaving a pattern in the dark valley;
the warp and woo! would meet,
and there would be blood in the
·•dust of the road.
Ellis was tired and it was late
but he hurried along the path.
Back behind him was Tug River
into which the Andy Branch
flowed. A mile and u half from
1the mouth of the b.:-anch the Kentucky-Virginia line ran 0bliquely
across the stream. The lower
reaches of the branch was in
Pike county, Kentucky, the up-per half was in Buchanan coun-

~
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By HENRY P. SCALF
ey, Virginia. Ellis trusted that
John Mounts would respect the
summons o( the Mingo county
court and go with him to WilHamson.
Autumn evenings are cool in
the mountains, sometimes cold. It
was September 24, 1897, and
there was a hint of frost in the
air. Ellis walked briskly around
a curve of the road, saw a man
sitting on a log with a rifle.
Ellis told him he was looking
for John Mounts and asked his
name.
"I am John Hardin," the man
replied, rubbing his hands over
the length of the gun and scarcely looking up. "J ohn Mounts is
up the hollow," he added shortly.
Ellis went on up the road,
found John Mounts at the log
yard. The logger said that he
had his team to look after but
that if the officer would go up
the road with him on the errand
he would accompany him back
at once. The two walked up Andy
Branch. Harve Mounts, who had
gone for salt, caught up with
them and they unyoked the oxen
and gave them salt. The trio
started back down the valley.
Half a mile 1c1bove the state
line in Virginia the trees reached
out, almost completing a canopy
over the road. Here the shadows
were deeper, here John Hardin
..sat on . a log, caressing the .wea-

pon he held. Hardin heard the
voices of the three men coming
down the road and he barricaded
himself behind a tree stump. The
long rifle pointed in the direction
of the voices.
Ellis and the two loggers approached the log upon which
Hardin had been sitting when the
officer had gone by an hour before. Noting that he was no longer there, their eyes searched the
locale, saw the rifleman about
30 yards away. He was rising
from behind the stump, muttering
curses on John Mounts.
The gun spoke and J ohn
Mounts spun around, blood spouting from an abdominal wound.
Seizing an ironwood bush, he
sought to remain unright but failed and slumped in the road. In
a few seconds he began to pull
himself up, got to his knees. He
began to plead for his life, mixing his pleas to his killer with
supplications to God.
Ellis and the victim's uncle,
Harve Mounts, shouted at Hardin
not to fire again but the ambusher took a few steps, raised the
rifle. Mounts was on his knees,
praying and crying, "I am bound
to die." The rifle fired again.
John Mounts cried in agony, fell
over full length in the dust.
Harve Mounts jumped behind a
walnut tree. The gun spoke again 1
(See Story No. 5, Page 4)
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effort 111 cakh u lruln lhat wm1
due. 'l'ht• tr.lin waii 1:clc ond
Hanlin i.ought safely it, the wood-

:tncl thi!' tinw l•:lli , sp11n uround.
hlood t r rr:uning fr0111 his hand

ln11ck

T ll(• M·Hlloln w:, .. 1,1,,·,.·11 .. ...... ,
nnd n li:olf L<·low llw t,,wn r,f I

Gl'Lincly on t he• LPvi~:n Fork of '
) the Big S,tncl.Y ri vn. The slruc-

:ind shoulder. 11.tl'Vl' Mounts
S1x dnys 1:ctc r, Jnmcs Charles,
lure completed , S11crirr Charle~
dashed from the protrction of the sheriff o[ D11chnna n county, a pordered himself a b!,,ck sui t. Rctree and sprinted up the road. proadwcl him at War Eagle, West
lat ives of Hardin came to the
1'~1lis ran n(lcr hiin, holding a
Vi1·1:inia. Ile was brought to
sheriff, solicil.!d the body and
hsncl r<>d with blood but looked Grundy, Virgin:a, and ineareersaid they would take it at the
l>ack as he raced for life. The atcd in the little wooden jail,
scaffold for burial on Andy
killer was running the other woy, 1 Sept. 30, 1807.
Branch. This errand done, they
his rifle held high in his right
Mountain minstrels sang for
w ent out and ordered a black
han<l . as he !led
years a typical ballad, of how
suit for their kinsman.
Eilts ~nd Mounts ran up tl~e Hardin tried to escnpe but was
The day of execution approachroad .unhl they came to the cabm captured because the "eastbou nd
ing, Sheriff Charles and his decf Oliver Cla;,r, who.had heard, t~~ I train was late."'
puly, Paris Charles, went to Tazeshots. An mspcct1on of Eilts ' The day Sheriff Charles arrived
well to claim their prisoner. On
wounded hand and shoulder at G rundy with his prisoner an
their return they traveled by
showed no. serious injury and .af- examinntion of the charge was
train to Raven, Virginia, where
tcr a hurnerl and crude dressing made. Hardin waived it to the
the three began a long horseto stop the blood, the three w ent Burhan1n county grand jury. He I back ride to Grundy.
down the hranch to aid the was indicted Oct. 27 and by agreeTwe,1ty-four hour.; before Harstricken John Mounts. They ment of counsel of both sides the
din was to go to his death he refound him in agony, rising and case was docketed for Nov. 3.
I quested the rites of baptism and
fall!ng, crawling and staggering
The court at the beginning 'of
before a great concourse of peountJI he w as several feet from the trial placed the prisoner in
pie on the bank of the Levisa
where he was shot.
the custody of two heft.y deputy
Fork, Elder Wallace Compton ofThe dying man looked up at sheriffs, J. N. W. Blankenship
fi ciatcd at the ceremony.
Clay, said weakly, "Lord, rm and H. M. Francis. These two
Hanging day arrived and so
bound to die. I am bound to
took every precaution to see that
did thousands of people from the
He prayed and talked and cried the 21-year-old Criminal did nota
entire tri-state area. ·It was the
in agony. Shuddering from cold, l1 escape, and during the trial the I greatest crowd that had ever
he brgged Clay to get him to a • two flanked Hardin's every .n:ove
j ammed into .the mountain town
fire. Clay went back to his cabin, I from the courtroom to the 1a1l.
on the Lev1sa Fork. Wagons
returned w ith an :ixe, built a 1., The t!·ial,.. at whicl~ h e pleaded
loaded with entir~ families came
I roaring fire in the road. Harve I not guilty, lasted five .days. On
from all the main head .stream
! Mounts went to get assistance to ; t~e afternoon of t~e fifth day,
valleys of the Tug and B1g San•
move his dying nephew.
, fmal argumrnts havmg been comdy.
•
Ellis watched as the young I. pletcd, the jury retired. They reEarly in the morning Sheriff
logger gTew weaker. Now and turned in a short while to anCha'rles saw tp the last preparathen he moved him a bit, seeking nounce disagreemen t. Judge G.
tion for his official duties. The
j j lo keep him warm, for he com- L. Counts sent them back to try
home-made coffin, lined and cov' plained st<!aclily of t he cold.
ogain. The next morning the jury ered with white satin, was placed
1
"I am bound to die, Oliver," filed int? court. ~nd handed !udge
i~ a ".'a.gon drawn up beside the
htlle Jail.
11 Mounts said. "Get m{: to a house. Counts its dec1s1on. The pnsoner
·I Take me to a, fire. I am freezing. was guilty of murder in the first
A few minutes pa;,t noon
. I want to die by a ffre in a degree. The defen::;e moved for I Charles and a d2puty entered
l house."
a new tl'ial. It was overruled.
the c9ndemned man's celL HardClay picked him up, had to
Judge Counts ordered the prisin, comforted by his wife, Lizzie,
Jet him slide back to the ground, oner to stand up. The spectators
in his last hours, was neatly
for Mounts was a large man. were quiet, realizing that the
shaven and dressed in the black
I Harve Mounts returned in a few f(rst degree murder verdict car- suit. He was ready, he said. The
minutes. He was alone. He and ned no other sentence but death.
shadow of the scaffold had efEllis had a short conference. The Slowly the judge intoned that
fected a r econcilation between
uncle went away again, leaving Hardin w,as to be hanged by the
husband and wife.
neck "until you are dead, dead,
Sheriff Charles, nis depu ty, the
Clay with the dying man.
Sometime later-some said it dead. May God have mercy on
prisoner and wife, entered the
was hours-neighbors in the your soul." The condemned man
wagon. Hardin and Lizzie sat
sparcely settled area came to the was led away, escorted by Blankdown on the white coffin, neither
I scene. They saw Mounts was dy- enship and Francis.
~
speaking, neither payi ng any ating and decided against moving
Legal maneuvering consumed
tention to thousands lining the
him. He died at three o'clock in weeks. There was an appeal but
wooden sidewalks. The mulethe morning.
the sands of time ran out for drawn 1Wngon lumbered down
I
The body of the dead W est John Hardin. The day of executhe muddy street.
Virginia logger lay in the road tion w as set for Dec. 17.
I
Hardin and his escort walked
until 11 o'clock when h is wife,
In the meantime it had been ' u p the thirteen steps of the scafSarah, arrived on muleback. She concluded by the authorities that · fold with unchanging mien.
J had the body of her husband r e- the wooden jail was insufficient :
Sheriff Charles was grim and
moved across T\1g River ,to their to hold a prisoner as desper~te sombre. Elder Compton b.egan to
home.
as a 111an sentenced to hanging c pray. Hardin bowed his head and
The ambush-killer, .beginning 1:<> must be..H.e w as taken to the I there ~e1:e those. who ~aid they
realize the enormity of his Tazewell Jail.
saw his lips moving with a last
I <'rime as soon :I';
it was
Considerable sentiment was , minute supplication. The prayer
done continued to flee down the worked up for Hardin, m any 1· ended, some one began a song.
Ar.dy Branch. The exact trail he people expressing the opinion ~hat I Hardin stood and joined his voice
took to escape is not known but hanging was too severe a cnme
wit!). the others.
a mounta;n ballad, "The Legend for a man to suffer because he
,
1
i of John Hardin," soys that,. c~m- had killed ,mot~er in a jealo~s
I ing to Tug River and not fmdmg rage. fl:s one wntc~ cxpres~ed .1t, ,
a boat, he plunged into the , "Hangmg :-vas a kmd of Justice :
stream and swam across in an that d~dn't seem a man's j ust \ 1
_ - ----·
.
portion."
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I
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AskNi · if he had nnything to I
sny, Hardin ndclrcsscd the crowd: ,
"I am here for killing a man
because of my wife. My wifo wos
the c,1u::e of it all. I thought I
wns doing right when I killed
Mounts but now I see I was
wrong. The Lord hns forgiven me
for it and I am a·eady to die."
. He nnnouncect he had composed
·a hymn that he would like to
·;ing. It was titled, "Let Thy
Bosom Be My Pillow."
Taking a sheet of paper from
his pocket, he slowly unfolded
it. "On this scaffold high for murder, Let Thy bosom be my pillow,'' he sang.
The song ended, h e bowed his
head in prayer. In a few moments I
h e looked up, said quietly: "I am j
prepared to go. I will soon be '
free from sin, prison, death and
1
miscry."
• Sheriff Charles looked at his
watch, told Hardi;1 he had but
i nine minutes to live.
! "That's a short life," the prisoner quipped with a smHe.
Te took a piece of tobacco from
1his pocket and while reaching it
to Charles requested him to give
· it to a Mrs. Dennis who was in
I the crowd. "I am ready now,"
! he said. ''Don't tell me when you
,are r eady to let me drop."
Charles adjusted the rope and
prepared to slip a black hood over Hardin' face.
The killer of John Mounts saw
the sheriff's action, and remembered the cigar he had put in
I his mouth a moment before,
' reached it to the man who was
to execute him, said sardonically:
"I will this cigar to you."
The sheriff held the cigar in
· h is left hand, raised his right
arm to swing down with a hatchet to cut the rope that would
send John Hardin to death.
- The. spectacle-of-am'an·
-go_i_n_g
to his death oas nonchalantly as
Hardin endeared him in the
hearts of the rugged mountain.eers E'ven today, in the recesses
of the Cumberlands, there are
places where people will gather
in the late evenings and sing,
"The Legend of John Hardin,"
to the accompaniment of a guitar
or banjo.
They sing of how an eastbound
train was late and of John Hardin who went to his death with a
iest and smile.
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BIG SANDY RIVERMEN' S aJS'KMS REVIEWED ,JN FLOYD, :~.COONTY LAWSUIT by
,,·

Henry P. Scalf (Reprinted fran the Paintsville Herald , February 15,
,~;

.. ·.-.

1956)

Fifty years ago a "drurnner" for a Knoxville wholesale drygocrls
canpany walked into J . P. raven ' s
of merchandise.

store at [);,./ale and sold him a bill

'Ihe gocrls were shipped to the rail terminal at White-

ho.1se fran which it was brought up the Big Sandy to [);,./ale.
carrier dropped raven ' s merchandise in the water.

The

'!be ensuing lawsuit

reveals many old riparian custans.
Several

years

after

Laven

initiated

his

suit

against

the

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Canpany the Kentucky Court of Appeals
rendered its decision. Judge W.E. Settle, reviewing the case, recalled
bits of old river lore ,

long unmentioned but still recalled by old-

timers.
In his decision Judge Settle wrote:
"Appellee (Laven) was a country merchant , his
residence and store at that time being at D.vale ,
a post office situated in Floyd County upon the
Big Sandy, about 30 miles fran Whitehouse.
is no railroad fran Whitehouse to [);,./ale,
the

public

roads

between

those

There
and

points being

mountainous and practically impassable for wagons ,
the only way of transporting merchandise or other
freight fran one of these points to the other
is by the boats running the Big Sandy river;
both small steamboats and ' pushboats ' being used

~

.:,,
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for that purpose.
"The pushboat is a flat lx>at operated by poles
in the hands of experienced lx>atrnen.
Sandy River is a swift,

'!he Big

though shallow nountain

stream, subject to sudden rise and fall.

Much

of the time its depth is not sufficient for the
rWU1ing of steamboats but it is a l ways sufficient
for the operation of pushboats .
however that a

It often happens

sudden rise in the river will

stop the running of p..1shboats up streams,

as

in such cases the unusual force of the current
resulting
water

fran

becanes

the increase in the volume of
too great for the lx>ats to be

propelled against it by pushing.

When the push-

lx>ats are caught by these rises ,

they make a

landing and tie up until the river runs down
to such a stage as will enable them to proceed ;
b..1t if while one of the pushboats is tied up ,
a

steamboat passes going to the same point of

destination

it

is the custan for

the freight

of the pushboat to be transferred to the steamboat
for further transportation and delivery to the
consignees, by which arrangement ,

without addi-

tional cost , a quicker delivery of such freight
would result than would be accanplished
pushboat."

by the

~

--

'

~,.
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So much for the custans of the river as reviewed by Judge Settle.

After many years' evolution

the river custans brought trouble

several parties and a lawsuit for the railroad canpany.
of gocx:ls

to

The box

unloaded fran the railway car at Whithouse had a soggy

adventure.
One of the men who had trouble f ran the box of gocx:ls was Green
Wells, an old riverman and captain of several pushboats for hire.
He operated up and down the Big Sandy, wherever his boats could get
business . As he was often in Whitehouse he was entrusted by the upper
Sandy merchants to transport many a barrel of sugar, salt , and flour.
Whitehouse , as the railroad ' s sruthern terminus , was a boantown,
the wharfs and rail
people.

station piled with freight and crowded with

BJt if that freight were allowed to accumulate the congestion

would overfill the storage facilities.
the

So here another custcrn of

river would cane to play . At the suggestion of the terminal

freight man, boat owners would often take gocx:ls on their boats without
being asked by the consignees and deliver

them ,

collecting at the

final destination, usually fran a very pleased merchant.
When the box of drygocx:ls frcrn Knoxville arrived at Whitehouse
the freightrnan in charge asked Wells to deliver it by p.ishboat to
Laven. Wells really tried his best .

He had delivered gocx:ls to Laven

before and he knew that his Dwale friend would willingly pay the
river freight . Since the box had been at Whitehouse for eight days ,
he assumed that Laven woJld be

anxious to receive his merchandise

as soon as possible.
Judge Settle, in his decision , noted that "at that time there
were as many as 200 merchants and others residing and doing business

-3~
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upon and contiguous to Big Sandy river whose goods and freight were shipped to and received at Whitehouse and fran there carried by steam
or pushboats to the consignees ." He felt that with such a large arrount
of freight accumulating at that place the

agent was justified in

offering Laven's goods to Wells for delivery .
Wells placed Laven ' s box on his pushboat.
anns and sto..1t poles , moved up the river.

His men, using their
'!he water was low and

only the steamboats of light draught were on the river that day.
A few clouds

were a harbinger of rain, b..1t Wel ls and his men , river

veterans , had no premonition of trouble .

They had weathered many

heavy rains on the Big Sandy before.
Suddenly,

in the early afternoon ,

the heavens opened and the

pUshboat crews hastily swung tarpaulins over the piles of freight
and pushed steadily upstream.

An hour or so later they met the first

signs of a rising river. Still they pushed ahead.

Finally Wells

reluctantly tied his pushboat to a riverside tree and humped up his
boat to wait out the storm.
Later that day Wells saw the steamboat Sea Gull churning its
way upstream , towing a lighter. Not being able to tell hCM long he
might be forced to wait out the storm, he arranged with the Sea Gull's
captain to transfer Laven ' s

goods while he would stay with the

pushboat, waiting for the storm to subside.
The Sea Gull moved up the river against the storm, p..1lling the
lighter loaded with merchandise including the !:Male-bound box .

It

was getting late in the day and the Sea Gull was making slCM headway.
Suddenly, out of the murky atmosphere of the river ,

a whistle sounded

fran a boat doonriver-bound. It was the Dr. York which hove into

Y-

.

. . ._.
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-ssight only a short distance fran the Sea Gull and stnick the lighter
overturning it. D::>wn to the bottan of the Big Sandy went Laven ' s
box.
For three hours the crews fished in the river for merchandise ,
impeded

by

the

rain

and

the

rising waters .

Finally,

all

was

recovered , including Laven ' s box , and loaded again on the Sea G..111
for

its continuing journey.

At night , hours later, Laven ' s box ,

soggy fran its mishap in the river, was unloaded at its destination.
Laven

opened the box in his store and

faded and wrinkled merchandise.

pul led out piles of wet ,

He refused to pay the Knoxville

shipper. 'Ihe firm sued him. Laven employed the law firm of A. J . and
W. H. May, and sued the C&O.
a

In the Floyd Circuit Court he procured

judgement for $645 . 35 against the railway .

'Ihe lat ter appealed ,

and Judge Settle , basing his decision on river custans ,
the Floyd C.ourt 's judgement.

reversed

Settle thought that the custan of the

railway ccrnpany in transhipping gOCXJs to upper Sandy merchants without
authority f ran the consignees was well established and accepted by
Laven and others .
So we know that at least one

judicial recognition.

Big Sandy

custan

has received

2 - I~- flt;&
BIG SANDY RIVERMEN' S QJSTCMS REVIEWED IN FLOYD OOUNTY LAWSUIT by
Henry P. Scalf (Reprinted fran the Paintsville Herald , February 15 ,
1956 )

Fifty years ago a "drurnner" for a Knoxville wholesale drygcx:rls
canpany walked into J . P. Laven ' s
of merchandise.

store at ~ale and sold him a bill

'Ihe gcx:rls were shipped to the rail terminal at White-

ho..1se fran which it was brought up the Big Sandy to ~ale.
carrier dropped Laven ' s merchandise in the water.

The

'Ihe ensuing lawsuit

reveals many old riparian custans.
Several

years

after

Laven

initiated

his

suit

against

the

<llesapeake and Ohio Railway Canpany the Kentucky Court of Appeals
rendered its decision. Judge W. E. Settle , reviewing the case, recalled
bits of old river lore,

long unmentioned but still recalled by old-

timers.

In his decision Judge Settle wrote:
"Appellee

(Laven ) was a country merchant , his

residence and store at that time being at ~ale ,
a post office situated in Floyd County upon the
Big Sandy , about 30 miles fran Whitehouse.
is no railroad fran Whitehouse to ~ale ,
the

public

roads

between

those

points

There
and
being

mountainous and practically impassable for wagons,
the only way of transporting merchandise or other
freight fran one of these points to the other
is by the boats running the Big Sandy river ;
both small steamboats and ' pushboats' being used

Z -/5- /9-:,G
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for that purpose.
"The pushboat is a flat boat operated by poles
in the hands of experienced boatmen.
Sandy River is a swift ,
stream,

The Big

though shallow Irountain

subject to sudden rise and fall.

Much

of the time its depth is not sufficient for the
running of steamboats but it is always sufficient
for the operation of pushboats.
however that a

It often happens

sudden rise in the river will

stop the running of p..1shboats up streams,

as

in such cases the unusual force of the current
resulting
water

fran

becanes

the increase in the volume of
too

great for

the boats to be

propelled against it by pushing.

When the push-

boats are caught by these rises ,
landing and tie up

until

they make a

the river runs down

to such a stage as will enable them to proceed;
b..1t if while one of the pushboats is tied up,
a

steamboat passes going to the same point of

destination

it

is the custan for

the freight

of the pushboat to be transferred to the steamboat
for

further

transportation and delivery to the

consignees, by which arrangement,

without addi-

tional cost, a quicker delivery of such freight
would result than would be accanplished
pushboat. "

by the
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So much for the custans of the river as reviewed by Judge Settle.

After many years ' evolution
several parties and a
of goc:ds

the river custans brought trouble

lawsuit for the railroad canpany.

to

The box

unloaded fran the railway car at Whithouse had a soggy

adventure .
One of the men who had trouble f ran the box of goc:ds was Green
Wells, an ol d rivennan and captain of several pushboats for hire.
He operated up and down the Big Sandy , wherever his boats could get
business. As he was often in Whitehouse he was entrusted by the upper
Sandy merchants to transport many a barrel of sugar, salt, and flour .
Whitehouse , as the railroad ' s saithern terminus, was a boomtown,
the wharfs and rail station piled with freight and crowded with
people.

BJt if that freight were allowed to accumulate the congestion

would overfill the storage facilities . So here another custan of
the river would cane to play. At the suggestion of the terminal
freight man , boat owners would often take goc:ds on their boats without
being asked by the consignees and deliver

them,

collecting at the

final destination , usually fran a very pleased merchant.
When the box of drygoc:ds fran Knoxvil le arrived at Whitehouse
the freightman in charge asked We l ls to deliver it by pushboat to
Laven. Wells really tried his best.

He had delivered goc:ds to Laven

before and he knew that his Dwale friend would willingly pay the
river freight. Since the box had been at Whitehouse for eight days,
he assumed that Laven woJld be

anxious to receive his merchandise

as S(X)n as possible.
Judge Settle,

in his decision , noted that "at that time there

were as many as 200 merchants and others residing and doing business
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upon and contiguous to Big Sandy river whose goc:rls and freight were - .Yshipped to and received at Whitehouse and fran there carried by steam
or pushboats to the consignees. " He felt that with such a large amount
of freight accumulating at that place the

agent was justified in

offering Laven's goc:rls to Wells for delivery .
Wells placed Laven ' s box on his pushboat.
anns and sto..1t poles, moved up the river .

His men , using their
'Ihe water was low and

only the steamboats of light draught were on the river that day .
A few clouds

were a harbinger of rain , b..1t Wells and his men , river

veterans , had no premonition of trouble .

They had weathered many

heavy rains on the Big Sandy before.
Soddenly,

in the early afternoon ,

the heavens opened and the

pµshboat crews hastily swung tarpaulins over the piles of freight
and pushed steadily upstream.
signs of a

An hour or so later they met the first

rising river. Still they pushed ahead .

Finally Wells

reluctantly tied his pushboat to a riverside tree and humped up his
boat to wait out the storm.
Later that day Wells saw the steamboat Sea Gull churning its
way upstream , towing a lighter. Not being able to tell how long he
might be forced to wait cut the storm, he arranged with the Sea Gull's
captain to transfer Laven ' s

goc:rls while he would stay with the

pushboat , waiting for the storm to subside.
The Sea Gull moved up the river against the storm, p..1lling the
lighter loaded with merchandise including the Dwale-bound box. It
was getting late in the day and the Sea Gull was making s l CM headway.
Suddenly, out of the murky atmosphere of the river ,
f ran a boat downriver-bound.

a whistle sounded

It was the Dr. York which hove into

Z -I~-!9S-C,. •· ., ·
sight only a short distance from the Sea Gull and struck the lighter
overturning it.

tu.,Jn

to the bottan of the Big Sandy went Laven ' s

box .
For three hours the crews fished in the river for merchandise ,
impeded

by

the

rain

and

the

rising

waters.

Finally,

all

was

recovered , including Laven' s box , and loaded again on the Sea G.111
for

its continuing journey.

At night, hours later, Laven' s box,

soggy from its mishap in the river , was unloaded at its destination.
Laven

opened the box in his store and

faded and wrinkled merchandise.

pulled out piles of wet ,

He refused to pay the Knoxvil le

shipper. The f ir:m sued him. Laven employed the law f ir:m of A.J. and
W. H. May, and sued the C&O.

In the Floyd Circuit Court he procured

a judgement for $645. 35 against the railway .

The latter appealed ,

and Judge Settle , basing his decision on river customs,
the Floyd Court's judgement.

reversed

Settle thought that the custan of the

railway canpany in transhipping goods to upper Sandy merchants without
authority from the consignees was well established and accepted by
Laven and others.
So we know that at least one

judicial re(X)(Jilition.

Big Sandy

custom

has received
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FIRE, ENGULFING VALLEY ' S FOREsr , FUJGHT BY UNITED C'CMMUNITY by Henry

P. Scalf (Reprinted from the Floyd County Times , November 8 , 1956)
'Ihe first

evidence of the big fire came one evening in late

October when most of the farmers and loggers of the Buffalo, Mare,
and Caney Creek watersheds were planning to retire · for the night .
Saneone spotted a faint glow on the Buffalo ridge , emanating fran
the head of Clark Branch.
It had been dry for weeks . 'Ihe creek beds were as parched as
the much traveled roads. To drop a match

or even to build a fire

to boil water for the family wash was to risk a conflagration.

A

sudden puff of wind could whip up many sma.11 fires in the grass ,
in fence corners, or at the edges of the wocds .

Wind-borne sparks

coold ignite . a blaze that would soon engulf fields and fences for
miles .
'Ihe residents of the area who gazed at the incipient glow over
the Buffalo Creek ridges in late 1914 gave little thought to either
timber or game preservation.

'Ibey were ma.inly concerned with fences

encircling the hill pastures. 'Ihose long zig-zag lines of split rails
kept their sheep from running wild

and stray animals fran besetting

their crops .
Farmers went to bed that night worrying about the next day ,
wondering if the wind would gain strength, and calC'lllating how long
it wo..1ld be before their fences would be endangered.

Many got up

in the night, stared at the demarcationm between ridge and sky, saw
that the glow was a bit higher and brighter.

Few slept well that

night.
I::aylight came and the men went to their usual tasks , except for

l/-<jj-/9~i
~z..those who lived on Clark Branch.
hundred acres

there,

Jim Henry Burchett c:Mned several

alrrost canpletely surrounded by those split

rail fences, many made of yellow popular logs years ago by his father .
'Ihose rails were as "light as a feather" nCM and lay in beds of
leaves. Burchett called on his sons and neighbors and one or two
of his tenants , and with an odd assortment of rakes, pitchforks,
hoes, and other farm tools they climbed the hill .

'Ihey did not kn<=M

it then but many would not return hane , except for focd and water ,
for several days .
'llley climbed the hill ,
a wide swath.

Indian file,

throwing the leaves fran

Slowly they worked toward the ridge .

the crest they deployed right and

left,

When they reached

chopping out dead tree

branches and rolling decaying logs aside. An elderly man lagged behind
the lengthening ring and fired the north side.

'Ihe blaze erupted

quickly, moving downhill, the burned area becaning a protective shield
against "wildcat" fires behind the men ahead .
But you can ''back fire a ring" only so far because,

inevitably,

you approach other property lines, and the blaze you set to protect
yourself
buildings.

may

destroy

a

neighbor ' s

fences or his barn or other

'Ihe Burchett crew stopped their procedure after a few

hundred feet and

began to clear o.it a ring toward the bottan to

seal off the burning wocds . Having done this ,

they reclirnbed the

IOCll111tain, moved the ring east along the crest of the ridge again.
Their efforts were nearing an end as they expected to quit sanewhere
on Buffalo, near the Boyd far:m .
Suddenly, one of the lead men looked out into the snoke-filled
air and stared intently toward the valley bottan.

others also stopped

..
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their work and looked and listened .

They coJld see a deep gray bil low

of smoke rising and mushroaning below them .

There were faint noises

fran crackling wood as it bnrned, all caning up under
far down the mountainside.

them fran

"Great God! " a man cried out, "They ' ve

raked a ring around their fences and are firing above it .

'Ihey'll

bum us up! "
'Ihe slow moving action of a manent before became a fierce effort
now as each man dug in at his work .

The ring movErl along and men,

canpleting tasks behind, ran ahead to other tasks .

Suddenly, a billow

of smoke swept across the ridge , and in a manent there was heard
the rush of a

mighty fire that creatErl a propelling wind as it

expandErl and heatErl the air .

No one spoke and no one lookErl up.

They raked and choppErl and dug.

'Ihe ring was moving faster now and

in a few minutes they were far enough east

of the onrushing fire

to stop. When they did there was a great wall of red flame that swept
up and diErl on the ridge .
Landowners fran farther up BJffalo Creek now joined the Burchett
crew, and sane of the latter went hane to eat and bring back food
and water to the others . A

man.

}'lent down to the road, walked up the

creek, seeking help and begging the farmers to rake a ring around
their hill fences. Twilight came, and a man reappeared on the mountain
with water and food . Sitting down on the ridge , leaning against giant
trees,

they ate.

But they had no water to wash

so many rubbed

smoke-filled rErl eyes with their grimy hands.
Relief came after dark . News had spread in the bottan that the
men fran Clark Branch had rakErl a ring up the ridge to their section.
Bob,

Jim ,

John ,

and Beb Scalf ,

Golden .Adkins,

Ireland Thanpson ,

- 3 -

.
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and others arrived with rakes, hoes , and axes.

At midnight

of the original crew, urged by their fellows, went hane.
reached the Nunnery Fork

where the widowed

several
'Ihe ring

Rebecca Nurmery

lived.

Her son Shennan joined the firefighters.
'lb protect the Nunnery Fork farm a ring was raked down a point

to the creek. The men were thinking of going hane now for
was practically sealed off on lower Buffalo Creek.
back to the ridge ,

the fire

'!hey climbed

intending to "walk the ring" to find danger spots

or breakovers . Pausing to wind on the high ridge they saw a red spot
in the wocrls farther up the creek.

It grew bigger and moved out

in all directions. How this fire had been ignited no one could say.
Maybe it was a hunter bent on enjoying

a forest blaze.

Or a care-

lessly thrown match.
Again ,

they deployed in single file , stringing along the crest

of the ridge . According to a quickly formed plan, they took the ring
around the Nunnery fann and off to the creek again .

03.ylight came,

then nex:>n , and another evening. Aunt Becky Nunnery sent focrl and
water. 'Ihe men were now beyond the last fire and had passed the Paw
Paw Fork.
'!hey stopped on the high mcuntain to eat and rest.

By then the

fire had swept over to the far side of Bpffalo Creek .

'Ihe men sat

for an ho..ir or more .

Several dozed on the hard ground;

talked of fox hunting , a few discussed their crops .

one or two

Several wanted

only to rest before starting for hane .
But many of them objected to leaving the fire at that time .
They were afraid that if they did the fire wo..1ld rrove on to Mare
Creek, destroying the fences of their kinsmen.

They began to debate

I I - <'6- /ct')G
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this issue, each expressing his opinion in desllltory fashion.
had been decided when they saw
the ridge

Nothing

a lantern bobbing up and down along

several hundred yards away.

A half hour later the lantern bearer came into view followed
by three Mare Creek residents .

'!hey joined in the argument, begging

for help to take the ring further up Buffalo.

The Mare Creek land-

owners won. No matter how tired a man might be he couldn 't resist
an appeal to help save a lot of fence.
It was past midnight when they stopped again .

Bob Scalf , who

was to die a few years later in an Argonne wheat field,
to Mare Creek for water and food.

was sent

'Ihe crew, now numbering at least

a dozen men , fell down on beds of leaves just under the surrrnit of
Bedstead Mountain. Nearby was the evergreen-crested top of Pine Knob.
The ring stretched out west f ran where the men

sat, snaked along

the ridge crest for several miles. '!hey argued over how long it was .
Sane said it was five miles .

Another argued

that they had raked ,

side rings and all, a protective path for eight hours.
they quieted down and a few fell asleep.

Finally,

All awaited food and water.

Soon there was perfect silence as the little cluster of firefighters lay on the leaves. How long they lay there , with every muscle
and nerve weary fran the effort, no one could recall.

A man yelled

and they rose to their feet , groggy and leaning on their tools. All
eyes turned to stare at a sudden shower of wind-borne sparks caning
fran the other side of Buffalo.
'Thousands of sparks sank into the deep canyon-like valley but
others were carried almost to the feet of the watchers.

It was now

a question of time till the whole mountain where they were standing

//-~- /9~6
-6would be a blazing inferno.

After quick consµltation they started

again to rake, talking intennittently of the absolute necessity of
continuing the ring around the head of Mare Creek and throµgh

the

+o

Courtney Gap 9i Hannons Branch.

"

They moved out aroll!1d a great flat ,

under the smoke-covered tops of the Pine Knob and Bedstead r.buntain.
So intent were the men on their work that none saw the initial
spark that fired the upper reaches of the mountain.

When they looked

it seemed as if there must have been sane giant explosion.
were sweeping up the mountains,

carried by the

increasing wind.

The men paused to watch , through the flames and smoke ,
trees that soon toppled over.

Flames

the giant

swiftly the wall of fire moved toward

the crest of the mountain, with the noise of explcding rocks like
distant thunder .
It was the capricious wind that saved them fran continued effort.
No one can anticipate a wind ' s vagaries in an area ringed by mountain
forest fires.
former course.

It shifted, blowing almost at right angles

The fire came to a sudden stop in its mad sweep around

the steep sides of the hill.
of wind , every

to its

man

Almost simultaneously with the change

sank to the ground.

Now and then a squirrel and

a raccoon or two scampered by , fleeing the fire.
D:>wn in the bottan Bob Scalf and two ycung boys he had recruited

started the long climb up Bedstead Mountain.
fcx:rl-filled buckets and jugs of water.

Each carried several

Bob had two jugs in a sack

thrown over his shoulders . He carried a rocket in his left hand and
swung a

lantern with his right . The two youngsters tagged along ,

stumbling in the path, enjoying the adventure of dark places and
sudden falls.

.
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-7 Bob and the boys found the fire fighters curled up in grotesque
positions asleep in the leaves .
awakened .

All grumbled when they ~ were

'Ihey ate lustily , drank loudly fran the jugs .

boys scampered about on the o..iter edge of the group ,
other in the leaves.

The two

chasing each

One, hearing an animal squeal , found a chipnun.k

seared and dying .
"You know,

I

think it ' s going to rain ," said Bob, pointing at

the sky .
"No such luck, " saneone answered .
They all stared through the trees and spotted rain clouds caning
fran the west.
"West winds bring rain, " a man said.

"Yep ," and his voice rose

a bit, " It ' s going to rain."
'Ihe clouds thickened and f ran the outer ring a man observed
quietly:

"This is one that ain ' t going around."

Bob Scalf sat propped against a tree, hurrming a tune in his deep
bass.
" Sing us a song, Bob, " a Buffalo neighbor urged . others added to
the request.
Bob fumbled slowly in his pocket , bringing out a tuning fork .
He always carried it with him when he sang at parties and stag
gatherings . He tapped the fork against a stone,
vibrations. "What are yo..1 going to sing, Bob?"
was no reply .
Slowly,

listening to the

a man asked .

There

The old singing master was listening to his fork .
the deep bass notes of "Rock of Ages" wafted on the

mountain . Many joined in a moment ; others hurnned the ancient tune
for all knew the hymn.

II - i- /95?:,
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.... ~The song ended , and no one spoke until the magic of the old
hymn faded.
"You know what I

think?" one said.

"I think we are going to

get wet . "
They picked up their tools and prepared to leave.
two boys retrieved their buckets and jugs.

Bob and the

The first rain drops

pelted the green leaves . "You know ," a man said , proudly, "nary a
farmer lost a rail of fence . "
"Not a rail has burned," another agreed .

'As he spoke, a pheasant

rushed across the bench and disappeared in the darkness .

"You know ,

though , somehow I think these big fires make the hunt ing bad."
There was a crash on the mo.:mtain and a billow of smoke and sparks
as a tree fell. "I think, too , there ' s an awful lot of timber wasted , "
he added.
11

Q..1it worrying about the timber, " he was told.

when we ain ' t

around.

"There'll be timber

B..1t I 'rn like you about the hi.:mtin. '

There

just ain't much game for a long time after a big woods fire . "
The men were preparing to leave now .
the flat to take the ridge hane , while

Sane were going back along
others would move cautiously

in the pale light down the steep slope of Bedstead Mountain.

,,
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COLORFUL HIS'IDRY AND IEEND ABOUND IN BIG SANDY VALLEY

by Henry

P. Scalf (Reprinted fran the Floyd County Times , December 20 , 1956 )

'Ihe people of the Big Sandy area may be more conscious of their
early history than are people of any other section of Appa.lachia .
Their longtime isolation was broken half a century ago by the
intrusion of the railroad .
was but a

step,

Their emergence into the twentieth century

psychologically,

f ran the log cabin era when the

settlers fought Indians and tried to tame the primitive wilderness .
Oldtimers of the Johns Creek area of Pike and Floyd Counties
often refer to William Robert Leslie as "the First M3n."
Daniel Boone,

rt was

they declare , who brought Leslie to Johns Creek and

showed him the wide bottans.
Leslie climbed a high ridge at the mouth of Big Brushy Creek
and, looking over the pristine valley , exclaimed:

"Great God, what

a place to live ! " 'Ihe Leslie settlement is history, but legends like
those abo..it the First M:ll , have been perpetuated in this area for
years .
On a day when the sun shines and visibility has no ceiling save

the blue car..!__.PPY of the sky , you can climb Old Bedstead ,

a 1, 700

foot mountain in eastern Floyd CoUnty , and view a large section of
the Big Sandy Valley. Yo..1 know that north is Johns Creek with its
branches--Buffalo, Caney, Big Brushy and Bent. South is the Big Sandy
River, with the high knobs of Sugar Camp and Brandy Keg j utting up
like rugged sentinels.
Each place name suggests a legend .

Bedstead Mountain received

its name when Tandy R. Stratton, having need of another

bed,

took

/ ']-.ZC)-/?51;
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Vc...\\ey •
an axe and went up a little ~ At the foot of the hill that bears this
name, he cut down a giant poplar,
he fashioned himself a bed.

and

with deft carpenter strokes

He slept on it for a decade , and after

he died his children, recalling how it was made, preserved it in
an attic.
The Bedstead Branch fl<:Ms into Mare Creek, a tributary of the
Big sandy. The Strattons settled Mare Creek and ,

in 1821, when the

divising line between Pike and Floyd Counties was run ,

the f arnily

found itself in Pike. "I don't like to do business in Piketon," the
clan head said, and began a fight to get back in mother Floyd .

He

made it twenty four years later when the General Assembly passed
a special act for his benefit.
But his land didn ' t

touch Floyd County anywhere, and although

by legislative act he was no longer in Pike County,

he was still

\.\ '& vt_

surrounded by it . Oldtimers ,.called the 1 , 000 acre tract "Little Floyd
Coun~y." In between

Floyd and Little Floyd was a quarter mile stretch

claimed by both counties.

A confused judge once named it "No Man ' s

Land." Scarcely a year goes by that Stratton descendants on their

farm don't fight , legally or otherwise, to stay in Floyd County.
Buffalo Gap is a lCM pass in the ridge between Little Floyd and
the headwaters of Buffalo Creek.

Streams with such picturesque names

as Big Rough, Paw Paw, 'Iwin Branch, and White 03.k Creek head in this
wooded country. In the mountainside near the Broad Hollow are caves
--dark holes in the rocks leading to nobody knows where .

Cne was

1'\-.-L

visited by Rev. Robert Adams when he was a boy nearly a century ago .

"
He pushed aside leaves and animal bones as he wiggled through the
tight

dark

tunnels

and emerged several hundred feet downstream.

>
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No one has tried that since .
The Big Sandy is a great place to live,

as the Great Man said,

and especially so if you like to hear the old legends about it.

Sane of these may be trivial and of interest to none but the local
residents .

But others may intrigue everyone in the region .

There was the Wolf Creek posse which , in 1847 , went after Bill
Pruitt and killed him on the headwaters of 'I\.lg River.
Abner James was sentenced to hang. His brother-in-law Billy McCoy
rcrle to Frankfort and begged Gov .

William CMsley to pardon the

condemned man . He secured the pardon and hurriedly rcrle back to Big
Sandy ,

arriving the night before the day set for the execution.

That was history .
Stories told around many a fireside embellished the account of
Billy McCoy ' s ride f ran Frankfort .
horses in a wild breakneck ride ,

He is said to have kil led four
arriving in wuisa on the day of

the execution. He plunged through a large crowd toward
wagon in which Abner James rcrle ,

the moving

sitting on a rude coffin.

McCoy

passed the governor's pardon to the sheriff.

Legend insists that

James then stocrl up , and flapping his arms ,

crowed like a cock:

"The jury said I ' d hang; the governor says I won ' t. "

J ust where

history ends and legend begins no one can say, and most don't care.
History has ruined many a gocrl story.
Jenny Wiley's
Virginia,

capture by the Indians in 1789 in Ab ' s Valley,

is history and legend.

Historians

tell of her capture

and the death of five of her children and a brother at the hands
of a mongrel band led by Black Wolf , the Shawnee ,

and of her escape

to Harmon ' s Station, the first settlement in eastern Kentucky , midway
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between the present Prestonsburg and Paintsvill e . 'Ihe Harmons escorted
Mrs.

Wiley back to Virginia,

but she and her husband ,

'Ihomas,

returned to the Big Sandy, becaning two of Johnson CoUnty ' s first
settlers .
Over the years she told and retold the story of her captivity
and rescue to her children and neighbors.

'Ihe legend grew after

her death . 'Ihe Auxiers , founders of Blockhouse Botton, at Fast Point,
often related the story of how Mrs. Wiley was
path by a bird flying along the trail .

led on the escape

Members of the Borders family,

nieces and nephews of Mrs. Wiley, added to the legends .
tell of how,
mocassins.

Running wildly through the forest, she

Stumbling along

on

frozen

ground,

her

They wruld

wore out her
feet

cut

and

bleeding, she found the still warm carcasses of a buffalo her pursuers
had killed. She parted the warm flesh and stcx:d on it until her pain
went away.

'Ihese are legends , unverifiable by the historians,

but

told and retold on the Big Sandy.
Stories like the Wiley captivity had a tremendous impact on the
consciousness of pioneer families . Historic and legendary accounts
of her experience have becane so confusing that historians have
accepted, with little credit, what is said to be known about her.
In the remote sections of the Big Sandy

mothers still sing their

babies to sleep with the Jenny Wiley lullaby.

And when they get

older and start to stray fran their hones children

hear their mothers

call in warning "Jenny Wiley, Jenny Wiley", and they

hurriedly return

to their hones.
As one travels up the Big Sandy, passes Pikeville, turns up Shelby

Creek, and crosses over onto the headwaters of Elkhorn ,

he canes

/ 7.. ._ "ZO -
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- sto the foot of Pound Mo..mtain.

Here is Pound Gap through which passed

the fir st settlers of the Big Sandy Valley.
finished through this historic pass.
only a wagon

A great highway is being

But not long ago the road was

trail, rocky and beaten under by at least a century

of traffic . Col. James A. Garfield, the Union corrmander in that area ,
fought a battle there and routed the surprise::1 Confederates.
Picket Rock stands like a sentinel a few hundred yards f ran the
gap.

So named because Confederate ccmna.nders posted men there to

watch down the Sandy road ,

it is better known as

the site of

Dr. M. B. Taylor ' s massacre of the Ira Mullins family . In 1892 Taylor ,
the Red Fox of "'!he Trail of the IDnesane Pine"J and two associates,
the Fleming brothers ,

hid in a

j wnble of rocks

five of that family as they approached the gap .
and Ira ' s fourteen year old son escaped.

and fatally shot
Cnly Jane Mullins

For a while Dr. Taylor

hid in the woods of Letcher , Pike , and Wise Counties whil e his two
associates fled to West Virginia.
'!he authorities sent for Fd Hall,
everyone called

a Floyd County native ,

"'!he Mountain Man Hunter. "

When outlaws

whan
defie::1

other peace officers , Fd Hall wo..1ld be sent to bring them in.
found Dr. Taylor in a fruit tree box at the Bluefield, W. Va .

He

express

office where his son had shipped him fran Norton , Virginia. [Fditor's
note : Actually Dr. Taylor was found in a freight car in the Bluefield
railyards where he was waiting to hop another freight for Florida . ]
Taylor died on the scaffold but
see him die .

Fd Hall was sick then and did not

Later Hall and two others wal ked six days into West

Virginia to get the Fleming brothers.

After killing Cal Fleming,

they brought his brother, Heenon, back for trial .

r z-zo-/95'6
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Dr. Taylor, murderer and mystic , was an educated man who mixed

science and sorcery to cure his mo.mtain patients .

He was a deputy

United Stat es marshal for a few years and rcrle the wocrlland trails
under the towering Cumberland cliffs with his winchester and a long
telescope .

He was expert at tracking his adversaries as well as

avoiding them .

It is said that, on occasion, he would

put his shoes

on backwards to elude pursuers. He preached a long sermon to
crowd that had cane to see him hang ,
he would rise fran his grave.

the

saying that on the third day

Nobcrly admitted believing him, but

just in -·. case they left a lighted lantern on his grave for a week .
John Wright , known as Devil Judd 'Iblliver in John Fox ' s "Trail
of the Lonesane Pine" ,

lived in a big two-story log house on Elkhorn

Creek, near the present Jenkins.

He was host to travel ers through

that area who cared to accept hi s hospitality.
Hall,

A fri end of Bad Talt

the Beaver Creek outlaw, he had a man take Talt ' s bcrly f ran

the scaffold in Wise and return it to Kentucky for burial.

Wright

and Talt had feuded with "Old" Clabe Jones , the Floyd and Knott County
badman. Wright and Jones, with their respective henchmen , would travel
back and forth over the headwaters of Beaver, El khorn , and Troubleome
Creeks .

Both were duly deputized peace officers and fought their

feud under the authority of the law with warrants for each other ' s
arrest .

But the warrants issued by different counties were never

served.
The Civil War added to the legends of the Big Sandy.
of Ivy Mountain was fought in 1861.
drove the Confederates

'Toe battle

"Bull" Nelson , Union leader,

under Col. A.J. May back toward Virginia .

It was a rebel debacle , but southern sympathizers would not have

I z - z_o -/9)Z..
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'Ihey composed a song, singing it in defiance of history:
"You ought to

have heard them Yankees I shinbones

rattle
When at the Ivy Narrows

they were stricken with

horrors. 11
The song was written by a mountain balladist long after the fight
when few Big Sandians would adrni t

the Confederates had lost the

battle. B..1t Anthony Hatcher and five of his fellow rebels knew it
then. Hatcher had a thigh bone broken by a "Blue Brute" bullet, and
his

friends

quickly put him on a

horse and fled up Ivy Creek.

Entering Mare Creek through the Sugar Camp Gap ,
wounded man off at a Union hane

they dropped the

where a pre-war friendship brought

care and medical attention. 'Ihe other soldiers , one seriously wounded ,
climbed a hill on the road to

Pikeville and camped on Rock Spring

Mountain that night . Here is a natural spring

emerging fran a rock

near the top of the mountain. 'Ihe wounded man died that night , and
as no other means of burial was convenient, his canrades crarnned
him into a hollow chestnut log

and left in the morning.

In later

years the story of the burial on Rock Spring Mountain was told around
many firesides .
The

legendS'· are

easily recalled because the transition f ran

pioneer days to the. present was slower in the Big Sandy than in any
other section of Kentucky. 'Ihe Indians clung to the valley after
they had surrendered the rest of Kentucky, and the isolation of the
area was pronounced until late in the nineteenth cenb..1ry .

Suddenly

emerging into the twentieth century, the people of our valley looked
back on their long history as if it were rut yesterday.

-&Big Sandians talk of D:miel Boone as if he lived only a few years
ago . The Auxiers have a buffalo robe he gave one of their ancestors
when he was leaving Blockhou.se Bottom.
horn he gave " the First Man ."

The I..eslies have a powder

Midway up Right Beaver Creek, on a

stone overlooking the hamlet of Eastern, is carved the lettering
"D.B. 1775 ." Whether the frontiersman sat down there on an eastem
Kentucky hunting trip and cut his initials has been debated
historians but not by local residents.

by

The initials are there and

Boone was there.
The mere facts of history in the Big Sandy never suffer for
embellishment. Nelson Boggs of Lawrence County, a member of the 14th
Kentucky Infantry , was killed at ther battle of Middle Creek in 1862
while serving under Col. Garfield. This much is historic fact.
ol dtimers say that , in the carnage of battle,
up his

But

his comrades picked

body and hefted it into the crotch of an apple tree until

the battle was over.

True or not , this is a typical Big Sandy elabo-

ration.
Another belief is that the Federals falsified their casualties
list. Returning Confederates were told by thei r kinsmen and friends
back in the valley that large numbers of the Union dead and wounded
were

loaded on the barges and shipped downstream to Louisa and

Catlettsb.rrg. The story served to salve the pride of the defeated
troops of Confederate Gen . Humphrey Marshall.
Though many sections of Kentucky have had as much history as
the Big Sandy Valley ,

no acco.mts of the events occurring elsewhere

were as romantic or picturesque as ours .
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His hopes v:mi,hcd quickly when
two shaciowy forms turned off the
I . .~
·1
tram road and headed straight for
~J'
:;..
{..•;vf: :
J''
Lhe barn. Roberts• henrt leaped
:t1
!:.'-~ } • ., • •.•
within him \':hC~ he recognlzed the
·i~
' \ ... ,..,
o.pproac1Jing voices as that of
1
(I>• I V.,'-j
1I
:.iJ
fl
} \• ·
~· \
Buckley iand Devil Anse. He leveled
1
~~ ~ ) ; 1! ·"J
_,;!. ' '.°
•
his revolver through a crack in
v..>-J? .
\.1·1 t~,
~
C ,~ ~
1
the crib, hoping to get the two
1
1 ~~ ~,.)'
•.-'',j
~,.
,. ;,': ..."";:. · ;,>, ~
men in position. one behind the
1
'
" '
.
• _ :·,l
,<. ·:i'
';_ ;J~·:~" r "'/ ,•~
~
other. Thi:, wa:; the only chance of
J
rl. ' ...
I i(
.~.'··.r~-7::;.;,i:,~_.;,::,:-;....:d:::.>,._
•.·. .
gotting both men with his oruy
~ . · :, 1 , ' l.
")/, ·l•.i>:o;~-;,- •..-1,..-.C"':({.~ -,. 1
:
shot As fate would have it, t h e
(l>,...9: - ~.
1• '·-'.'
··~- :~; _~\
two ·men romaincct separated.
i i~·- .•...~.,....::-- "· -~-·~ ' ·G,'i. · ~ -·
~
When the visi tors reached the
.. ii:-~
,--:-:;,;)':;"'~~ .
i
crib door, the young watchman
~~V·
1 1' ~ ~ ,j
lurched f orward 4'.nd shouted,
• ...
'"tr)~ ~~
' ,... . ~ I O',f
"Throw yuur hands up, boys," an
~
.,.,,
) ah
order readily obeyed by tile surII
H E l\'A~TCD A M UL
/
I
IN' \'Ni!'·:· 1...-1 '
prised intruders.
P .' ul G c:ahenrt. president of the
wr,
1:1 •. ·,or .,
. , .idci
ntry
Jim tt>Jked fast and n ervo'.ls!:Y:.
Haro!d T .:lcphone Comp:iny, con. _ :c. 111:i::r ,t,·<' lr:i" t:·:p to ~fatu1:in 1 "~omcbody's been stealin·• 1.1y con!
t, ibut cs tt1is week's column. It 1s a
c, 11 1i1t· Tu . ! .,rk to get the nr,,
und I've been w~tching it,'' ' ho:
..r :i:1" :a" ',c,11·, .- of the enemy.
i.rld.
gc ocl " p:r:cc o' writing" and a good
·
·
i ··rs that so?'' Devil A11'.:e wa.
i.tory. I t is offered here ns sub- I1
m:ttc:l. He entitled it, "One Again!;tl j
:<.I t,_ 1 '> . 1 :.· lly required .." 1 t quick to inq,uire. "Buckley •n<l me,
, A Throng."
,:.i .l ll""'·' ·'· id • 1' 1 · a n almo.,
f ,•·:-,; down at.the mill an d h<',l'!llt
unbea rable la.,:, for ,l work nnim,1 1 1 ! 1 ~·ct come up .and sp:md t1 ,., ni :11,
O ie evening, l:1te in the sprin,g
Jnmes R oberts h a d _brought lhc 1
,j
ilh you," Hatfield added.
of 1€99, t!:e foreman of a sawmill , f)ne team, his ycung 11: 1re_ :rnd th~ •·
·1
Eager •to smooth out a r.,.t!1cr;,
:1pproa~hcd one of his teams~ers 13-anonth-old dnughtei f1om F lo. I, I cmhn rmssing and prot,· · ·-.
:l
with a rn t:1er unexp2cted enqwry:
~~unty, Ky_., t~ seek cmplo~ment _111
6.m 6 erous situation, Rober;, ,--r1J
"Jim. which one of t:1e mules is
••1C sawu~ll mdustry, which W,ts
corned the two men to sp• ' • w
t,~e best tr:weler?"
then -thrlvmg on Island Creek. He
night at .his home.
"Cid Kn.',e, I guess," cnme the prized his wol'k animals highly, and
The Spanish Americ:m ,,,, h-ad
reply "why?"
•
wns rather reluct~mt to have a.
stimulated business gener· .
"''I
•
member of the clan steal one of
. tl
t.
1 1 d ~.. ··s
''No pa r ticulai· reason, just adl I
1
for m ~k1'ng the long
ove1
1e coun i y. s an
'· • '-~"
·•
··
1um b·
· ct us t ry nouris
' Id
miriP ' your t~m·" •the foreman
.1s mues
ct 111
1c . Tl1e
·,:
•
Journey
to
M::itewnn.
coming
of
the
railroad
to
the Guy.
ccm p.1r.1ented.
. ·
!
th
.
d
After work was fmtshcd or
e
an •R,iver v:tlley provided an outlet
1 d
After a few mmuh~ t \~e
d:-.y, Robwts went home with a
. for the rough lumber produced
en tJ1 e te::.mstcr w at was emg troub led mind. He told his wife of
here.
pl:uu ed.
the incident at the mill ond to; T,he conv-ersation casually shifted
The forem:>.n was a big grizzled
gether they planned their strategy
Jto the war and the gene1,1.l economy
mount::.i:1ccr named Buckley, who in the event the suspicion materialas R oberts and !lis IJUests went to
was a :1cnchman and s:1wmill overizcd.
I the J1ouse and prepa..ed to retire.
se!)r for Devil Anse Ha t field, undlsThe Roberts family occupied a
' A bed was made ready for Buckley
9ut2d leader of the feu1 ing Hatfield
small two room Jog house on Cob
and Hatfield In one room while
clan of Is!n•1d Creek, West Virginia.
Fork, about a mile from the mill.
J im. hls Y1ife and young child ocB uckley's t rndemark was a wide The t ramroad ran close by the hut
,cupied t h e other. Buckley car efully
!;t::1. belt clii.:::n ing wit!1 small re- ,. and on into the virgin timber.
placed his rifle and 1·evolver within
ilcctors nn ·.i shiny ca rtridges, bag.
The nrnles were kept in :i little
ei>sy roach from his bed. Even
J in;,t d o1·: ,1 on the right side from
barn, about 100 yards down the
though tlhe host did not sleep any
.he wei:nt of a hea l'y re1·olver. He 1
branch :tnd about 200 feet to the
:,.t all, the night pnssed without in.1lw::.yg we:·:: lea th er riding leggings
, ricrht of t:1e traml'o:td.
.
cldent.
ind ~al'l'ied :>. Long Tom rifle across '
At dusk Jim ,took his .38 caliber.ii , · .A. few "·· .itt. l11r.r while the
his sho'.llder 1•::1en he walked, and
l f
, , • h · ·
on p · • Re, rrts fa, 1 .. ' " ,,. pn·•.,nrlng for
us~d it .:o le:1n on wh en he stood.
PIs to .' or w .J.<'t1 e ·,rr1 <'ll 1v.
· · ' h:-·i. :, lo •ct ' , · 1 ,,, :, ,,. .ck door
cartr1rt;e
an<I
·
"at
o
t",<'
•"lrll
f
.
·
It w:is generally understood t hat I
'
..
~
t ' l'l' !tpnr.
~;111·t·'l
••
"
imWhere he h ad J \.:u,," ,o ilC' :n,d
I
..
. ,1 . ·
l
d
,,. , the fend ·;,!th t he McCoy family,
•
O u
•, : .: c,1:·n , r,b.
,r .,. n1 11tc1·r 1·11 >t ..,, ,
. h:1 fbe
ts
11·:10 live ·! in Pike county, had end- w:-Jt Clhoblnr
e gathcl'ed . n, ~ ,. :.
t, ac'er
i
• C'e.
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Early tlhc following mornin:; he
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HISTORICAL NOTES

I
I

Historic-sound ing
gap road was
pioneer route
to the west
hy ll t nl') V. Scalf
•
(Rrp11111e,I .fmm 1h,· r/11.HI
: Cmm1y 7imt'.,. Jun,• /J, 1963 J

The

old

ro;n1

connect ing

. Vi'l!inia ;uld II~ wc,1 b) wa) of 1hc
: B1g Sand) Valley " &one now,
: c~cepl for bi l< of wai;on 1rml 1ha1
: havt ~ul'\ 1'td htrc and 11t<rc. •• 1he
: bnck of bouoms or around hill·
: sides.
.
Betwcc,n hel and Tram. on Jhe
' north side of 1he river and above
; U.S. H1ghwa) 23. a ,hon segment
: begins 31 • field fence and ends a
: few hundred feet sou1h in a yard at
: tht top of a low hill. For the last 60
: ytars or so. i1s on ly travelers have
: been lca,cs. 1w1gs. and rolling
: stones.
From the top of the hill. where
: the shon stretch of ancicn1 road
: ends in a yard, you can see the vii: lagc of Tram and the white houses
· 1n the n\Cr bottoms.
Down under 1hc promitory are
the remains of the old log house
thai domiciled lhe domestic slaves
of Colonel Harry Sttauon. one of
the founders of Floyd County and
an earl y justice of the peace. Water
birches arow 1n a dump ,.-here his
own house once stood and where.
in I 796. the region·, first
Methodm Sunday School class
"'as held.
Eigh1 years after Col Harry
built the house. the Virginia Road
was authorized The old pioneers
who had come from Virgin,a to
Ken1uck) wanted a road back cast
over which they could drive their
herds of hogs and cattle to market
The lawmakers of Frankfort authorized it ,n 1802 It began ll Mt.
Sterling and ended at Pound Gap.
which was then called Sounding
Gap
There II connected with a road
leading 10 Richmond 8 ) most settler< 11 was called the Virginia
Road. by others the Sounding Gap
· Road. Later it came to be known as
the Mt. Sterling-Pound Gap Road.
Al firll it .-as not reall)' a road.
only a pa1h beaten ou1 by the bison.
the Indians. and the firs1 white
immigrant< It followtd ndge\ and
streams. and the fir~, a11emp1~ to
neaotiate il wich C'l\-drawn 1A·agon,;;
-.ere foothard) •dventures in\11tng
d1'a<ter. Many arc 1hc 1rud111ons of
broken axles that forced some of
1he founding fam1hes to sellle in
Ea<tem Kentucky when they had
oniinall) planned 10 reach the
Blue Grass.
After 1ha1 fir,t ki"l.itt\c notice
in 1802. the l:t"' mal cr, nc!!lectrd
or for.got the.- rn;.u.l Im tk yc:.1r,

Then. m 1817 "'hen Alc,anckr
L,cl,..c) of Pn:,ton,hu,g \\.&:-. a
11)1,.•mhcr
the Kcntucl ) J-t0\1',C of
Rc.·Jnc,cntau,c,. a hill \\a" p~l'.. ...cd

or

to tt(X'n

11

ro:ul from M L Sh:rltn!_:

Prl!,U•no;;hurl! to 1hc KcnH.K'k)\'u~tn1,1 line I ,tckc) "a, n11mcd

YM

one of the three cnmnu"101w:" to
e-.rnbhsh 11 For many y~.,r, 1h 1,
ro,ul w ;1, th\' ,uhjcct nC' '("\ c1 a l lcf ·
,slall\C ath :uni m:111) Fln)'tl
C<Hinl y c._.our l onk,~
In lhc period (1 nm IX.\(, ht
the k'J,!l\l;1111n· w;1, l',rc;.'\.'1,tl•
ly ~Cl1\!rtJU 't wht:n ii C.HII~ co
Eastern K cnlUcL) r,,;uh. Ucc"c...·n
OwrnHwi llc and 1he BiG Samly
Rive r th~ lawm.tker, ,pcnl
S l68.78.\.83. Bc,.,ccn Mt Stcrhni,:
and the Virginia line they au1ho
riztd
1hc
c:\1tcndi1ur~
uf
S23.243.40.
Ho"'evcr. rec.:o,;.ni1.inl; th~u the

,s.-1.

4

,ecuon bcl"'ccn PiJ..chm .and
Sounding Gap co, crc<l ucrocious

terrain. 1hcy allocated an addiuonal sum of ~6.324.C~I for 11. Thc,c
improvements did liulc more 1h1111
make 1hc road pa."ablr for m<>'>I of
the year.
Before and after the mad ""'
impro,·cd. 11 "•~ n highway for
immigrants. They emerged 1hrough
Pound Gap. tra,elcd do11, n Shelb)
Creek. and follo .. ed lhe rJ\er norih
and wes1. the covered wagon<
rothng and sv.aying ,..,th the slow
movementJlf the oxen 1ha1 drew
the families and their possessions

;II pr,•,f.."tH ti.I)
C111 11Hy.

1111•

M1ll.11d

tn

P1l,·

IWH '"'''-' 1.1,1 lrt\'lld,

.,o,1 h.ul hunh.· tl ;tnd ,..,plo1'-·1t 11·-.:
,.,Hn ttt 1hl· ,L,,, '"ht.:11 1hv '-"'t· l ,
h,nl ;,o n,lllh' ' Yl·a1, Lih.'r ,, lh·n

\tr.1t1011 .mll A<I~ rn, of ICII ,cl\·Cd ,1,
,, i111t..·,,l• .., 111 1.'olHI l111n cr,:1ll y

u·h:rrnl 1t•.1, the t)ltl flm nc,,. tlx.·,
1oltl ol f11uh 11!! '"'-',UH\ l h.H li.uf

1111).!;ttutn n,,., I.me.I 1111.._,, ,now.

f \\,'\·

i\lol\',, Jl,ICtr.' "'-·,,•111

Pan cakes
w/ Bacon or Sausage
011ly

''10-4'''

Or.1111(,· ,Juict·

6Y•

2 Eggs

Electronic & Musical Supply

All Strings
Buy -1--Set,
Get 1 Set FREE
Ever y Day

$ 1.99

,\clcl ll ;"h h rr,wn, - (j<j<

Bacon o r Sauaage
Biscuit or Tout w/ Jelly

Only

$ 1.99

t\cld I la~hbrown, · 69•
or Grit~.

Oranl(e Juke 69•

~

Hus ky Breakfast

Mon. · Fri. 8: 30 a.m. 10 5:00 p.m.

606-789-1228
or 1-800-631-1231

WC$l.

Scores of the mlgroting famihe<
'1opped at Col. Ha.IT) ·s and stayed
the night. It -.•as a house of good
cheer and commodious enough for
company.
When the road "'o' built Floyd
County was a ,. ildcmess empire.
broken here and there by pioneer
cabin~. The to"n of Prcstonsbur;.
then a log cabin hamlet ofless than
a do,en souls. wa~ the only town
bet"'een Abingdon . Virginia ~nd
Washington. the count) <eat of
Mason County. Kcntuc~y.
Flo)d County began 31 Pound
Gap and extended west 10
B1ack11,a1er Creek in prescnt-da)
Morgan Counl) . hs nonhcm
boundary was the Tug River. and
on the south it bordered the North
Fork of the Kentucky Rhcr.
The )Car 1ha11hc road v.3s built,
the leg,slathe Cal'\ cd Clay County
out of Floyd. becuu se its inhabitants -.ere compla,ntng about 1he
hundred and fifty m,les of rough
trail they had 10 ride 10 reach their
county <eat at Pre<1onsburg."'
Col. Harry would s11 on a bench
,n his huge lt,inp room tending the
fire ,n his fireplace and l"1cnmg 10
the immi~runt, u, the)' wiled
about gomi v.e.1.
The Terruory of Ohio had J"''

-...

.,.

Jeff Gordon's
g Chromalusi,
Monte Carlo
at

Penney

achic\'cd ~tJtehood und the to" n ol

(111lhco1he "a, the ncv. ,i.110 l'.tJll
lol .\ fe:v. ~core mil(, froni
Chill~c v.as the Waba,h Ri, cr.
and across II \I.ere the va,1. ro1hu~

gras~lund, or Indiana Funhcr v.c,1
""~ J ,

irgin ~ra\.\l,tnc.l knu"' n a,

Il linois.
Mun) "'"'e the 111ph1, 1hJt C'ol
Han) h,td for n•mpa n) old
Spem.·tr Adlins. whu,e home v.·:1,

-

Early T1mPs

"15'''
.

I

Doral

' 9'J\,,

'

HOPE FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
SALYERSVILLE, KY
a subs1d1ary of

BIG SANDY HEALTH CARF INC:

.

And purchase your favorite
Chase Authentics Apparel
\ At-..1----1-

·~-..

....

· ·- - - - ---ii

l3CX:NE MAY HAVE CARVED HIS INITIAIS IN YEAR 1775 ON A CDJSE rnEEK
ROCK by Henry P.

Scalf (Reprinted fran the Floyd County Times , date

unknown)

Near the Osborne High Rocks on the

s.c.

Allen fann on Goose Creek,

a branch of Right Beaver, is a jumbled pile of flat rocks.

For anyone

caning aro.md the big bench and seeking a place to sit and view the
countryside,

no more

inviting

place

sandstone with a table-like top .

can be found than a

large

Fran atop this stone one can see

the sweep of the valley below, and by looking back he can view the
Turkey Creek gap silhouetted , notch-like , against the sky.
'Ihe stone is inscribed with the legend

11

D. B. 1775 . 11

'!his may

resemble similar sets of initials known to have been carved by Daniel
Boone on trees, gunlocks , and other stones .
Sane oldtimers say the

Goose Creek carving has

decades , and may even go back to when
others are frankly skeptical ,

been there for

the valley was first settled.

thinking that sane jokester did the

carving, laughing as he did (as hill people often say ) "out of the
side of his mouth . 11

Whether the carving is authentic or not , it

has been subject to considerable discussion for a long time .
Mr

Allen,

authenticity.

the landowner ,

has no opinion about the carving's

It was there when he was a boy.

He got interested

in the stone when his sister Rosalie , the wife of Judge William
Phanner Ieslie of Texas , on a visit here , made a fascirnile of the
carving, took it to Harro.:isburg and cx:mpared it with sane known Boone
initials. She came away convinced that the Goose Creek initials are
genuine.

...
- "l.. -

We know that Boone was in Kentucky in the winter of 1767-8.
He and William Hill passed through Pound Gap, followed Elkhorn Creek
through Shelby Gap , and proceeded down Shelby Creek to the Big Sandy
River.

They

descended that stream to the mouth of Middle Creek,

and went up the latter, following

bison and deer tracks to a salt

lick at the present David. Upon their arrival a great snow fell and
they were forced to camp through the winter by the spring, shooting
the deer and bison that came to the lick.

The bison were the first

they ever saw.
But we can only conjecture whether Boone returned to this section
of Kentucky in 1775 .

In late 1774 he is known to have been at Capt.

John Blackmore' s Fort on the Clinch River,

standing guard against

the Indians. And we know that, in January of 1775, he had entered
Kentucky for,

according to the Draper Manuscripts in the Wisconsin

Historical Society, he was camped with a party on the Kentucky River.
Boone then had the habit of wandering off by himself on hunting trips
and thus might have left his Kentucky River friends and headed north ,
entering Beaver Creek. Or he ca.ild have visited Beaver Creek on some
lone journey f ran Fort Blackmore either before or just after his
Kentucky River trip .

We only know for

sure that he had entered

Kentucky in January 1775 .
If,

in early 1775, Boone had traveled cross-country fran Pound

Gap to the salt lick that he and Hill had visited eight years before.
he could have descended Shelby Creek and gone up either Indian Creek
or Robinson Creek.

If he had ascended Indian Creek he would have

cane onto Left Beaver near Abner Fork.

If he followed Robinson Creek

he would have cane out near the head of Big Mud Creek, thence through

~-·
- '1 the gap to Left Beaver .

He would then have descended Left Beaver

for a distance and crossed the dividing ridge to the Goose Creek
area . Perhaps so. Perhaps he sat down on a big flat rock and carved
his initials for posterity.

He often did that .

But Dr. J . H. Allen , who was reared

on the Goose Creek fann where

the initials are found , is skeptical. He doesrtt believe the initials
are Boone ' s . He
had a

"fresh

is sure that when he first saw the initials they

look. "

He thinks they may have been carved as a

practical joke by Van Martin when he was out squirrel h\.ll1.ting , for
Martin was not above such a practical joke.
'!he only thing we can concl ude about the alleged Bcx:>ne carving
is that its authenticity is as yet undetermined.

l.

~

l3CQ,JE

MAY HAVE CARVED HIS INITIALS IN YEAR 1775 CN A <r.OSE CREEK

ROCK by Hem.y P. Scalf (Reprinted fran the Floyd County Times, date

unknown)

Near the Osborne High Rocks on the S.C. Allen fann on Goose Creek,
a branch of Right Beaver, is a jumbled pile of flat rocks .

For anyone

caning aro..md the big bench and seeking a place to sit and view the
countryside,

no

more

inviting

place

sandstone with a table-like top.

can be found than a

large

Fran atop this stone one can see

the sweep of the valley below, and by looking back he can view the
Turkey Creek gap silhouetted, notch-like , against the sky.
The stone is inscribed with the l egend "D.B. 1775 ."

'Ihis may

resemble similar sets of initials known to have been carved by Daniel
Boone on trees , gunlocks , and other stones.
Sane old timers say the

Goose Creek carving has

decades , and may even go back to when
others are frankly skeptical ,

been there for

the valley was first settled.

thinking that sane jokester did the

carving, laughing as he did (as hill people often say ) "out of the
side of his mouth."

Whether the carving is authentic or not, it

has been subject to considerable discussion for a long time.
Mr

Allen ,

authenticity.

the landowner ,

has no opinion about the carving's

It was there when he was a boy.

He got interested

in the stone when his sister Rosalie , the wife of Judge William
Phanner Leslie of Texas, on a visit here , made a fascimile of the
carving, took it to Harrodsburg and cx:rnpared it with sane known Boone
initials. She came away convinced that the Goose Creek initials are
genuine.
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We know that Bcx:>ne was in Kentucky in the winter of 1767-8.
He and William Hill passed through Pound Gap, followed Elkhorn Creek
through Shelby Gap , and proceeded down Shelby Creek to the Big Sandy
River .

They

descended that stream to the roc>Uth of Middle Creek,

and went up the latter, following

bison and deer tracks to a salt

lick at the present David . Upon their arrival a great snow fell and
they were forced to camp through the winter by the spring, shooting
the deer and bison that came to the lick.

'Ihe bison were the first

they ever saw.
But we can only a:>njecture whether Boone returned to this section
of Kentucky in 1775 .

In late 1774 he is known to have been at capt.

John Blackmore' s Fort on the Clinch River ,

standing guard against

the Indians . And we know that , in January of 1775 , he had entered
Kentucky for, according to the Draper Manuscripts in the Wisconsin
Historical Society, he was camped with a party on the Kentucky River.
Boone then had the habit of wandering off by himself on hunting trips
and thus might have left his Kentucky River friends and headed north ,
entering Beaver Creek . Or he cculd have visited Beaver Creek on sane
lone j ourney fran Fort Blackmore either before or j u st after his
Kentucky River trip.

We only know for sure that he had enter ed

Kentucky in January 1775 .
If ,

in early 1775 , Boone had traveled cross-rountry f ran Pound

Gap to the salt lick that he and Hill had visited eight years before.
he a:>uld have descended Shelby Creek and gone up either Indian Creek
or Robinson Creek.

If he had ascended Indian Creek he would have

cane onto Left Beaver near Abner Fork.

If he followed Robinson Creek

he would have cane o ut near the head of Big

Moo

Creek, thence throogh

..._-

.

....

·-3the gap to Left Beaver.

He would then have descended Left Beaver

for a distance and crossed the dividing ridge to the Goose Creek
area. Perhaps so. Perhaps he sat down on a big flat rock and carved
his initials for {X)sterity.

He often did that .

But Dr. J.H. Allen, who was reared

on the Goose Creek fann where

the initials are foond, is skeptical. He doesrtt believe the initials
are Boone ' s . He
had a

"fresh

is sure that when he first saw the initials they

look."

He thinks

they may have been carved as a

practical joke by Van Martin when he was out squirrel hunting , for
Martin was not above such a practical joke.
'Ihe only thing we can conclude about the alleged Boone carving
is that its authenticity is as yet undetennined.
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In J832 ·n1r /\mrric;111 Trn cl, t; 0 •
cl<:t.y ptlhlir;Jw<I one ol' Jona llrnn
J-:(hvard:1' t,rcn l isrs ,111 1hr id lc:loiL,
n rrec:tions. A copy wns pu rch:l'sccl
by a mc11111Jcr or Lhc Sl,rntt.on ramlly
anc\ lay on Lile lable nexL lo t.he
Sacred Word unLII I.Sil!! whl'll the
' owu_cr died. A son mmc lu to po:;se.ss1~11 or Ute old book and k <'llL
It, wi th n. few o.Lhr.r books he had
I
I !I I
been 11/ble t o J)Ul'O 1ns~, ,un
ie
cl led . in 1004. Today hi!; dcscendnnLs
t.rcasuro ~he vohnne because o r Its
rtU'E'llCal and
age. The original
nwuern \'alued' IL be•:,mse lbook-,
or any kind wern t are In .Ehslcrn
Ken Lucky.
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;,~opers, w.h~, hcncillct' '.(\
o.t,·t:1#[ e~;l; •.set.Uer11 °brought
iby Hnl'J1' !3t,u_tton, 11cttlcd In 1839 book sln£o")3ig Snnldy from "{111flnla
the cstn.~ oi John Scllnnls, n bro- and Norbh Cai·ollll1l. A ri:w of these
1,her, o..r J c;nny Wiley, 111eLlculo1111ly .cnrly
wero hand.made: WUw1'0te for .the cou1t record
every llnrt.n Jambs Mayo, a soholar or the
lLcm g f ·•value In Ute Srlkt•rds per- enrly da'ys, made . with hlls . .own
sonnl~ estate. In the old goo:ie-<111111 hand.s a~H,hmetlc books for sohool
p on mnnshirp 0'£ t,h1l perlod wn., II~~- use h.i1d 11eU-ln,str~ctlon. one exeel "I Bo(?k . . . $1.00".. The record amvle or the Mnyo crncft.marl8hlp,
docs not say but lt w11s pvJdcnl.ly mncle· by h im In 1769 when he WM
a Dible s\nd ,vn.c; the only one 11os- · 16· ycn1·11 ,itr age In Patrick county,
xcssecl by I.he old pioneer whe n he Vlrginin, Is still extant. Wihcn he
dlctl.
was a householder In Fl-oyd coun~y
· I1t homes all over I.he Big Sanely hq; use<\ bile volume for the insection U1e cnrly scl,Ll cr.'l pos.sci\Sml structlon of hltl own children, ns
only the one book. Trcnsurctl bl'- !hr.re were no public schools.
yond nil ol,her Items, 'fhl' Book hc,Josn1.1h lJcvlns cnme r.rom Ire1anrl.
cn 111e Lill' rc1Jo.~llor.v of hirlh. nrnrrlagc nntl clculh t1:0 L1·~. r,,r when• In /\111crlcn ht l'r74 . .Afle1• RcVOIUelse xhoulf( sn1:rrd c vr11 I,; be rrcm d- llmmr.v imrwlce hP. moved wcsbwn1'd
111 10 tho hills or En.stern I<:enLucky.
1•11 r.x·cropL h1 1.1w Sllc rrofl m,ok'I
his
TIie olcl r.,t. nJ.11lr i11 r,cl,;(.r11 r 1• In r-1'1 lllriu <H\ Johns Orcok. In
1.ru11ks, i:,,rrll'cl over Ute mouu~lnr.,
J• lo.v<I cn1111ly Ii. Lh c· ,<U rnl.l,011 B l hh'.
Wl'l'I! n lnw ht)ll k.'1, chlo(ly volum cll
Fiol•>11w11 H1mkr Sl,ni ll 111 1 IJ11111:l1 t. ii.
••I i r J«;l'i'uc Liun ancl pmcUonl
u11c.
fmm a s11hscrl11I i1111 :o w •11t. In 1112!i.
C1111sl
n 11L per usu I by dcscenclnnt,; of
The i;c11clllr1i lcnl d:• la wrl1 l r 11 1111,,,
I li e llr:;L Hcvln11 wore I.he bncks
IL hY Lite Sl,n1 ~to11 h n11tl is n vn 111awny. 111tl'y were rebound In deer:~blc record for Lhu!lr who sl'nro·1
for da les or blrlh and dcnl:h. I n skin.
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1026 Jaco'b M4\yo bnui:hL a slmll,u·
Bi~lle cxcopt. unlike lol1e Strntton
'book, iL did noL contain the Apocrypha. Iulo the IJ!auks reserved for
records Lile cmnpetcnt M:iyQ hnnd
wrote his family record . The old
hook is now ln Lhc pll.>s2ssio11 ;,f
Mrs. 1,ucille M11yo Hernflon, a clrs-
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TWO FROM COUN.TY BRAVED
GUNS TO VOTE FOR· "ABE"

·:

.

,,,\6·afterwards a

l\1

· / '.- . ': ''.:: .. ' .. .
··' ·

lieutenant and quar-

tcrmasler of the 3!Jth Ky. Mount-

:\.\[ eel Infantry, and who still latc1·
:·· · 11 was county j udge, lived al the
1/·;I mou th o f lite Coldwater Branch.

I · 1 ll is son Moses was now full grown
: ·I IJ11L u 11 m;irricd amt at home< llcrc
! i 11 Llic vicinity o! the present
: J lnro lrl lived several families of
; Co11f,ickra Le sy1npnthics- llatchi 1•rs, Mc•acl<·s , 111d otll<'rs. Union
s.\'1 11 par It izC'rs were going lo vote
: Jo,· Bell and Everett. Men, who
W<'r<! i11clinctl ro vote for honest
. /\l ,raha111 Lincoln, a11cl voting was
op<'11 1,.v cal ling 1111l ,vnur 11:11110
. :11,tl t.lw ca11di1h1l.l··s na111c, foeed
,·c•11s111·c a11d lhnials.
1°: l ,·1· f.i11 11.
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Two 111c11 vot,,cl for l\hr:1linm
lJi11col11 fl,r prcsicl1in \. ii1 l.lCill at
:,
La y t1l'Svi l le prcd 11cl, in I hi:, <·01.111'
ty. Th,iy v r1L<'Cl for hi111 in th<?
prcsl'tH'I' of grin1-focccl nH•11 who
sat w i l h sh uf.1~u ns acro:-s ll 1cir
laps a nd threatf'tH'd t.o s llnol. t.h c
firsl ni:11 1 who c,1 l lcd hi s vqf.1 ? for
O lcl Abe.
The two volp1·s wNe Lincls;1 y
L,1y11c an<l !tis :,011, Mn:ws Sant-

I

I

, ',

\

!I Corel La\'
nc. \I
•
Abraham Li11coln w:rn so lll\·
popular in Kfinlucky in lflGO that
he polled only l,3li(i vote~; in the
entire slal11. 111e Democratic
party, the predominant 011c, had
split wide open on tile question
of the clay, ;:rncl after th e 110m i.

II \

\

,

·-

or :if Pplw11 /\.

Doul,(las by 11
ll H· pa rf.:v :i I 1:a II i morl' th•: pre· \:
n•clin,r s 1111111w 1·, dissidents o( the
p ;ir(,V or .Jdrl'l'Stln had nH.!l in lite\'

ruil i1111
1

!

,.

i

s.1111• ' c ir~· in l\'l;i y :.i 11d 110111innt.ecl .
Joh 11 UC'II o[ '.l'c11nf'ssct' for prcsi- :
cle11t :111<.I l~dwa rd l·:vcrC'll. o f Mas -

: w;1s p;1 ss<'d :1ro1111d fhal 111c·11 wit.Ji
. :;lwfJ!llllS \V<llll d <.'llrorcp f.lt<' hall
; " " I.i11\'Pl11 vot•:s. ll was a11 hour
. pf J!l',IVC n1111;iclc ralio11 f11r l ,i 11cl ·1·
'. :;a.v J ,aync but lw dc<·idc•d LC) 1:0
: ;, 11d rni;t l,is vo le as he lwd p la11 ·
! 11ed. Mn:, c:;, h is so n, w:mLcd lo do ,
I f 111: san,c and th ere was consid1'r .. ,
ai>l1' 1liscussio11, w ith t.h c son re-.1
ccd vi ng ;i pa Lerna I ordc: r to stay
I al. hc>111 c. Lindsay trud1!<'cl Rlone
j 11 p t he river roacl to t.hc po Ils.
j /\round tile V()ling p lace was
I ;1ss,:111l >l1: d a j!ro11p of 111c11. Snnw
s ;1f. wiflt sltotl,(uns i11 lhcir l1a11ds,
:1w;tili11g Li 1u.:c1l11 voters. I ,indsny
111 u:,t ltavt! wait<?d so, nctinw be-

I

'I Il '
l

or

l

,•1.

pro udPst 111oments of his life, he
was wont to rcc:uJI fur his <"hild ren, was when he stood behind
llis f,1ther aJtcl in the [ace of guns
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voted for J\bra h ,im Lincoln.
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respected courage.

Iivecl for years al the mouth of
Tc>1n's Creek near the present
Ivel. He lived to a great .igc, d.vi11g i11 Lh1~ late l!l2U's. One of the

. :.

' ; ·,
;' . ,•

Hll cl

Moses "Sai11t'' Layne was married, the following month and

K ', ,•;·
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I

(ire . . Men evcr,vwhcrc have rcc:og11ized

,• ,.

~~

I'

wnrtl I

fore he voted, si ntc we II now he
had ldt horn,~ alone but when h e
sliL11 f.in11 ;il l1 11 in11 parf.y a11<1 car pushed in Lo •T.Y out his vo\.c,
r ied I<,, 11l1wl: y h .v a :rnbsl?..,.;al
Moses w:is bch i11CJ him. "Mnrlc
Oil<' dow n for old Alic,'' t:al l<'cl ou t
m:,jn r il. y.
. .
·
Vloytl r;ot111ly was a · ~thin, ·..
,i 11cls;t.1' . ",J 11st 111a rl. dow 11 :111of. hc·r one," was nic d over his
cauldron of pol ifical div ·-..,..,' ·
J8(iU. In the La y nesv i lle pl·~ · :ci
shoulder by Moses. The clerk
wrotc1 llw two voles down, the
Jiv c•l :idlH•n•11ts or th e no t. th and
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: · ing the same medical text as Spur- teacher. he recoils.
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, j ixcat. ~~ 0 her .811:csLor~, tl~ey : out. his hall-lnt.crl'st to B:::r.ah, · .
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• lock. "One of us knew as much ns
It v:as about lh~ t.rn,c 111:il .ic . would be bl~cd w1~h gre:i.t ai;e m- .. bought a. fnrin in 01 i H
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Allifair l\.lcCoy.

By HENRY P. SCALF

l, .

men have gone to . their
Mounts was p:'lrtly right. 'I'he Haty :rnnging with a hymn or fields coerced him to go along with
l
on thei1· lips, Others, tight- them, New Year's Day, 1888, to burn
._ ! l .. !JpLd and benumbed by the horaror the Randolph McCoy home on
of approaching death, have died Blackbeny Ct·eck and massacre the
with few words.
family. They hadn't pulled the trigEllison "Cotton Top" Mounts did ger, thou;h, that fired the bullet
neither. As t.he black cowl was being into Alllfalr McCoy, a crippled
ndjusted over <his face and until the daughter of the clan chieftain. It
jerk of the rope shut off his words, was Mounts who shot her down ns
he screamed, a1;-1in and agnin: "The she stood in the doonvay.
Hatrielcls made me do it."
It was said that Moµnts "didn't
Crowds, too, renct differently. The know much,'' that he was illiterate
people sang and prayed with Bad and n. pawn in the hands of the
Tom Smith, of Breathitt county, Hll.tficlds. The blonde, bumbling
v:ho was hanged at Jackson in 1895. yokel was a. relative of Devil Anse
The people stood mute and unmov- Hatfield but his exact spot in the
ln:; I\S Bad Tait Hall died at Wise, family tree was never determined.
1 I Vll·,.'ni:1., three years earlier. At The Hatfield clan never failed to
r 1I··"' ,.c. uowever, when the hempen mention the ties of consanguinity
TO"'.'
, choked out the last crles l when he was asked to go on a raid
,:,r· Ge on Top Mounts the people or ambush a McCoy adherent.
I ln unison. Scores, men Mounts noticed, too, that when they
I ,• 1
.1<'n, fainted. The screams wanted him and cnlled him kinsmnn
It n,
,, died only when the docLor l'hcy usually had their !hands on
1,he spinninA' body to see if guns.
field henchmnn was dead.

i·i

.,~.

Olli'

J.1·

be~;des

Crover pr:iying for the condemne<l man•

·1 ... Ma

"-../

Identified,

unts, are Pike Cou nty Sheriff W. H. J\faynar.1, extreme right. Kneeling, n ext to him, is Rev.

4

MP.. St:4/f Se>?+ N7e. flus
c..f, j,r;w1 F~~ 'f=/o'l.d Cuc.,'\+1
T, m_g~ - ::t do""'+ Know d cd e
-"'-

or J:>Orer-:c. t~,w )( .

.

Fc"'"1, 'v'ece ...-t

,ss,e.,

ASsociation of Mounts with his
kinsmen in their war with the Mc·
Coys had put a price on his head
before he took part in the raid on
Blackberry Creek and he found it
expedient to st.a.y on the West Virginia side of talc Tug Fork of Big
Sandy.
~
.Mostly he str.yed near his mother's
1/.home, "piddled and puttered" nbout
the place. Here tho Hatfields always found him when he was needed and It was from here he watched
!or Frank Phillips, the Pike county
deputy sheriff who was making
life miserable for the Hatfield clan.
Phillips had a habit of dashing
across the Tug Into West Virginia
with a posse of officers at unpredictable times, seizing and carrying
away Hatfield adherents wanted at
Pikeville. Late in 1887 the Pike
officer went after, of nll people, a
McCoy. Selkirk McCoy had at
first been aligned on the side of
his kinsmen but, having married a
Hatfield girl, he changed sides. He
hnd rendered service to his people
at court when the two clans fou~ht
over the o,,nership of a hog but,
married he dropp<'d his alleciance
and was with the Hatfields when
three McCoys were murdered at a
slnkl10le on the Kentucky side of
Tug. For ohis participation in this
he was indicted. Phillips went after
him.

f ~ (F~

H Is sn.ld t.h:it tJ1e Hnt,flelds fenrecl
only two mrn-Jim McCoy and

.~

~

Frnnk Phillips. Dc\·il An~ himself.
,-pJke ndmirin!ly of t,he "nerve" of
Jim McCoy nnd snved him from
dcnth on one occnslon when his
clan held McCoy captive. For
Frnnk Phillips their nctions spolrn
louder th:m words. Unless the H:i.tfic>lds W<'l'C tniveling in a body or
surrcptitiot1sly nlone In the \\'Oods
they steered clear of the Kentucky
side. At home armed guards watched i,he mo1mtain trails for a
Phillips-led posse.
The capture of Selkirk McCoy put
the H::1,tficlds to thinki11i. Unless
they ended the vendetta. by eliminating Randolph McCoy and his
family there would be a continuance
of bhe struggle, with Phillips picking them up one by one in sudden
raids across the border. Out of
their thinking evolved murder and
fire, of a kind that shocked a nation
and caused a distinguished judge
of the Kentucky Court of Appeals to

up 111 ms arms, saw sue was still
Sunounding the co.0111, · en.ch
llvln; . I-Ie carried her up the trail
assumed n. strntc;:ic pin.cc t,o watch
toward a ncl~hbor's house.
doors. Jim Vance stayed out In front
The Hatflclds rode back to West
of the ·house and called loudly for
Vlrginla, cursing their luck. The
surrender. Johnse fired at the
battle to end a war ,h ad been unfrontdoor. He wns answered by the
successful. Old Randolph had escapgun of Calvin McCoy from an up- 1
ed and two ot·hcr murders would be
' ; tairs window. Johnse yelled with i
charged to them. Frank Phillips
pain, ft bullet in his shoulder. The
would come riding again.
battle, plnm1ed by the Hatfields to
Fmnk Phillips did ride again, but
end a war, lasted perhaps hnlf an
he failed to catch any o! the Hathour.
·
1
field& for a Jong time. They were
Jim Vance tried to fire the i1ouse
wary, and several fled. Charles Gilby flingin!§ a match Into cotton
lespie went over into Virginia where
hn.nging on the outside of the house.
' an alert officer nabbed him for the
He failed. Tom Chambers then
reward. IL was a month ·before they
climbed upon the house, tore loose
caught "Cotton Top" Mounts, and I
a shingle and stuck a burning pine
the honor didn't go to Phillips,
stick bhrough the hole. Calvin Mcalthough he had made several sud-.
Coy shot three fingers off and
den plunges into the Tug country
Chambers rolled off bhe house and,
and a few times had led sorties to
ran.
the headwaters of the Guyendotte.
The burning piece of pine fell at
Two smart detectives, Treve Gibthe side of the house, a threat , to
son and Dan Cunningham, were out
its destruction. Calvin called to his
to get some of the reward money.
sister Allifair to ,pour water on it.
They ambushed Mounts on t he head
Opening the door, she emptied a
of Mate Creek, '.held a gun In his
bucket of water in the direction of 1'
face and ·began to put the handbhe fire but in her excitement the
cuffs on. From somewhere came
aim was inaccurate. There being no ,
rifle shots. One struck Gibson in
more water, she tried again with a
,'the leg. Cunningham pulled comrade
churn of milk. This, too, failed. ·
and prisoner both into the bushes. _
ISeeing that 'the house must no'\v
The next day Mounts was lodged in 1
burn, Allifair opened the kitchen
bhe Fike county jail.
'
door and stared at the masked
Mounts confessed his misdeeds to
faces.
Pike county attorney Lee Ferguson,
"Cap Hatfield, you're out there. r
implicated all of the Hatfield clan
know your voice," she said.
1 that had participated in the murders
Some one shouted, "Damn lher, I
of Tolbert, Palmer and young Rankill that girl." "Cotton Top" Mounts I
dolph McCoy early in the feud. He
raised his rifle, shot her dead in the
detailed the carnage at Blackberry
doorway. Her sisters, Josephine and ,
Creek and named his ai:complices.
I
Addie, d ragged her body inside.
Trial of the Hatfields, Mounts and
At a cry that Allifair was killed, I
their friends in crime, was h eld at
Sarah McCoy, wife of the McCoy :
Pikeville in August, 1889, Judge John
leader, ran from U1e house. Jim.'
M. ,Rdce presiding. Mounts was
Vance knocked her down with his
sentenced to die by hanging. I t
fifle butt. Johnse, seeing she was
was said that the highly emotional
·not dead, s~ruck her o-;er the h ead
testimony of S'arah McCoy had a
with a revolver. She lay there
:1devastating effect on Mount's deawhile, but finally began to crawl
fense. In the meantime, Sheriff 'W.
away while the Hatfields were
H. Maynard
assembled
tlu-ee I
seekin~ to kill Calvin and Randolph
"hacks," surrounded them with 2·5
as they fled t;he house.
mounted guards and started f or
Randolph made it to the woods i
Lexington with all of the convicted
·but Calvin didn't. A f,ussillade of
prisoners except Mounts. Maynard
shots brought him down ·near the
was not taking any chances that
corncrib. The two other girls also
a foray led by Hatfields would reJsucceeded in making their escape,
lease their kinsmen.
and, watchirq from the woods, they
Maynard got to Prestonsburg
sn w the Hatficlds ride a way. They :
late in the evening.. 'Dhe day had
returned to the house and dragged
been rough. rain ·h ad fallen in tor Allifair's body out of the burning
rential sheets and the mud-spattered guards welcomed an opportunhouse.
ity to stop and rest. They dismount..
Several hours later old Randolph
ed and a crowd of the curious
McCoy, shivering with cold and the
assembled. Some one took Maynard
_agony of great tragedy, stumbled
aside, told him that he had heard
j down a path toward the cha1Ted reCap Hatfield wns in Knox county
l mains of his 'house. He found the
trying to raise n gang to take his
, bodies of Calvin and A)lifalr. He
prisoners h<'fore he got to Richardsa,w they were dead. I-le searched: on
son. ti1c rail\\'ay tcnninnl. Mnynard
for others, heard a moan and moved
hastily put his caravnn back on the
carefully tlhrough the moonlight.
road. Frank Phillips accompanied~
His wife was lying in a welter of
the group to Richardson, but reblood, her hair matted with it and
l tu1~ned to Pi~.eville _!r~. !~~re.
frozen to tlhe g.ound. He pfcked her

I

say that you 'had to ,go back to the
annals of "saval,-e life" to find a
counterpart in crime.
.Devil Anse and his henchman decided to kill Randolph McCoy and
all his family. To do this there was
a calling of the clan. Johnse Hatfield, son. of the chieftain, and Tom
"Gue:Tilla" Chambers went out to
round ·UP their kinsmen. One of
t.hose enlisted was "Cotton Top"
Mounts.
They found Mounts at home on
the Guyandotte River, putting
shingles on the house. At first he
demurred to joining the proposed
venture but Johnse reminded him
that there was a reward. of $500 on
(Continued from Page_One)
his head ancl Phillips could get him"
nex t. Mounts succumbed to the
arguments and went along. At Devil
Ansl3'S home on Island Creek where
he met his comrades in crime. To
wo out that night and murder the ,
McCoys the Hatfield lender named
his sons, Cap, Johnse and Bob. To
participate also were Elliott Hatfield, Chambers, Mounts, Charles
Gillespie and French Ellis. Anse
pleaded illne&S as an excuse not to
go but put Jim Vance in charge.
Vance gave his men a briefing,
threatened he "would kill any man ,
that went baclc on him that night
if powder would ·burn."
They went by a devious trail,
emcre;ed on Blackberry Creek near
midnir:ht. Approaching 1Jhe home of
Ra:1dclph McCoy, they put on
m;..~ks. Vance again gave a "pep"
talk, reminded them that if the
family was wiped out no witnesses
would remain of former deeds, and
that a leader with a will to carry ,
on for the McCoys would be dead. \
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1 Things bcgnn to get serious wncn
,ll!.' th rl'ntcncd people, swore that he
:;1; h nd illc Hatflelds on tihc run and
r rt nbuti0n, l\!oun Is moaned l o
· fnow he'd run any man out of Pikene11·:-1i:i p:: r..: at the jail, chewed
\ 'ville "who just looks cross-eyed at
constnnl ly on Ion;. l.Jlack cigars.
fl.· 1lllc." Maynard heard about h is depHoll'cn•r, his H:itficld friends
l 'uty's drunken threats and went out
h nda't ckscr Lcd him. At tJ11e stnrL
· to calm lllm down.
or thC'ir pbns they decided to put
I·
"nll their et,;s in one basket" Tiley
Having no success in quieting the
k• 1,;• l forr.:c t noout court appea ls,
m:•n, Maynard took a few deputies
l{or • , ')' :·ccogHized the condcrnnc>cl
;11 ,i,1 e and whispered for them to
lmsr. ,11iln't ha,·c n. chance in court.
closo in slowly. They did, got
ht.Y \ ·onlcl take h im out of tl~e ·1
:Phillips and began to lead !him
P: ., .~ jnil, Just how. th!'y didn't.
aw:iy. Sheriff Maynard was knocked
\...: , r:ut if they didn't get him
· dcwn, kicked a few times. He lay in
In::• . ' .lwrc they would, as a lu.:;t 1
the muddy skeets. yelling for the
m;litla. They came on a run and
!r
,-nhrr take him on hang!ng l··
tct,1y
.shoot him dead to keep t.he
under the threat of drawn bayonets
,:.: ·r', s from getting the sntls f tho disturbance ceased. Maynard
lf:ic, iu,, of seein6 him die.
.i
iutrrceded for :his deputy and Bud
1· To furt her their plans, spies were ~,
McCoy. Don't put them ln jail, he
said. They wanted to see the. hang1~cnt to Pikeville, the jail was thor- l•
i:Ot' :h1r inspected, but counter-splrs · '.
\ I !n~(. The rest of the day the sheriff
• t!\.,.1. ,
it out. Sheriff Maynard I;
\,·alked with a limp, clutched at his
til,01:b' ,; the jail guard, making 1t ,
back. Somebody had kicked him
1
.~,prc1~!1y h eavy at night.
,.
fi0rcely and he had an idea. it was
, , r:uct McCoy,
f:' "'::, :.1s February 18 drew near, i
lt:i. s . ,,r'td of hammering came from
Maynard went to the jail, served
· · the death warrant. The condemned
,-: P,
•. Hollow at the north end of
iOv.11 1·here the s::affold was being
'/ m:m was red-eyed from loss of sleep
:erected Day after day passed and 'i
\ and the chain smoking of black
r<101.1¥1ti; c-hewcd on t he black cigars,,.
f -ci:;ars. Rev. Glover, who was also a
.Ci d11, ii~g little interest in the a t- '
· doctor, held prayer. Mounts was
1
~·rnph of Rev. J. w. Glover to get'
1'1;1rrhcd out to a waiting wagon
!::m to pray. People began to say h e "
be, .men guards consisting of th e
,wa.; c:·azy. He must be, for who, in
and
,militia, sheriff's deputies
~'i, ;· _h t senses, would remain so
specially deputized townsmen. Mayt,t1;' · :n about imploring his Master
.• ' nard was taking no risks. The wagon
~1 1- •
the scaffold a waited? He
·.~ Iheld a box in which lay a cheap
fin · ,. confided to Glover on the
I casket. Mounts was told to sit on it.
,c:!l~ ~:i.i. cx0cut ·on 1!11).t he ·\':a.; ready
· French Hollow was packed with
.to dk.
humanity when the wagon arrived,
t--and officers shoved veople aside.
.
...
The curious and morbid and many
-~--~!n;· ciay ca::71.e, arld tihcu·~n,:-,·
1 with ihatred in their eyes climbed
µ · ,1rca into Pikeville. From Virrlnia,
\ up on the valley sides and up higher
\,·.,st Virginia and all of the eastern
into a ,graveyard overlooking the
~,,•.
0 f Kentucky they jammed
scaffold.
i· ,
·<- litt.le villege. Some :,,..,d
it 1 ,,;ere as many as eir r,t
The 25-year-old Mounts bet.rayed
,l people there. They had
little emotion, now and then
~,1,iing for two days ~- ,;d t
smoothed back his thick, blonde
:ndlng the few hot.els m:•~
hair. He gazed at the scaffold with
,
'".>ed themselves in blanke• .-:5
:Usinterest, walked with firm step. ·
µ, ,cl .,le;Jt in their wagons. M«yreirilt
Deputy Sheriff Harry Weddington
'Cvok a special interest in tl~".' , 1.l
aslced him if he had anything to
the last few days, inspectcct lht..'
say before he died. Mounts replied
guard every few hours. He had n•;l!'lj !
simply that he was prepared to die
decisions to make, one of tihem -a f
and that he hoped his friends would
denia l of Mounts' strange r er,uest
all meet him in heaven. Rev. Glover
to sec the scaffold. ormcers ~id !'
cried, "Amen."
Silence, now, silence as deep as
it was a ruse to get out so the Ii.,L- '
the cemetery above at night. The
fields could rescue [lim.
people did not move as t he black
F.rank Phillips, hating the Hatcowl was pulled down over the
!ields and loving whiskey, decided
blonde hair and the white face.
to celebrate on ,h anging day. Early
Then, i;uddenly, the silence was
he was parading and staggering up
dispelled by Mounts, saying, "The
and dow.n the muddy streets, swagHatfields made me do it, the Hat- 1
gering with two revolvers. Let him
fields made me do it."
carouse a bit, Maynard told his
Tho crowd saw a rising arm.,
deputies and the Pikeville militia
clutching a hatchet. It descended ,
that was on ,guard. Louder and
.quickly,_!he trap _ d~r rope was _:
louder grew the Intoxicated man's
talk. Louder and louder he bragged
a'b out the Hatfields he had arrested. 1 •
:se;·er~ ,jl.i'>.d: !i'tbu.--rt.s dropped 1nto
eternity.
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It was then the crowd screamed
and ln the strain of cY.clterr.r.nt
scores fainted and !ell or were
caught by bystanders. Many afterward said the pent-up emotion of
the people was released, not In a.
scre:i.m, but in a long r.hrick. Ot,hers
said it was a great, ululating moan.
The scaffold was left standing for
several years as a warning to evildoers and for use if it was needed
again. P oker players began to seek
t he site and here in this sanctuary
where no Pikevillian not inclined to
drink or mischief would venture at
night, drunken carousals were
;regularly held. One night a particularly vicious fight took place
u nder th e a,wesome structure, and
the authorities had it t~n down.
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